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Introduction

Abstract

This chapter provides an introduction to the roles of sentence context and
acoustic information in word processing. In the present research, these roles
are investigated with the aid of lexically ambiguous word pairs, i.e.

sequences of two words that correspond to more than one lexical parsing. A
description is given of the most inJluential models of spoken word processing.
These models diffe, with respect to how and when sentence context and
acoustic information influence word processing. Consequently, they make
different predictions about the relative importance of both sources of
information for word processing. An overview is given of earlier research
into the role of sentence context in the presence of clear acoustic
information, and of research into the locus of sentence context effects.

Finally, an outline of the present stufu and of the subsequent chapters is
given.
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l.l. General Introduction

Listeners generally perceive and comprehend spoken utterances in a seemingly
effortless manner. However, complicated cognitive processes are involved in
extracting a meaningful message from the small variations in air pressure that form
speech sounds. An important first step in this process is for listeners to identi$z the
separate words in an ufferance. This is by no means a trivial task. Listeners have to
map the highly variable speech signal onto a lexicon containing tens of thousands of
words. Moreover, the speech signal is continuous; there are no pauses between the
words. As a result, word boundaries are not always easy to detect. This may lead to
ambiguities in the input. Consider the input [arskrim], for instance. This fragment
colresponds to multiple lexical parsings, and thus to multiple segmentations. The
input can be segmented either into the words / and scream or into ice and cream.
Such lexical ambiguities often occur if boundary segments are affected by so-called
sandhi-phenomena, for instance assimilation, deletion and degemination of speech
sounds. An example is the fragment fierkruz] (Marslen-Wilson, Nix and Gaskell,
1995), which can be interpreted as lake cruise or as late cruise as a result of
assimilation and subsequent degemination of the boundary consonants. The present
thesis investigates how Iisteners process such lexical ambiguities.

In order to segment these lexically ambiguous speech fragments correctly,
listeners may use both sensory and non-sensory information. Previous research has

shown that listeners effectively use various acoustic cues in the signal. There may be

a period of reduced intensity or vocal fry between two words, for instance (Lehiste,
1960). Furthermore, the word boundary may influence allophonic variation (Church,
1987; Nakatani and Dukes, 1977) and the degree of coarticulation and assimilation
between fragments (Menert, 1994). Also, the duration of a speech segment may vary
with the position of this segment with respect to the word boundary (Nooteboom,
1972; Gow and Gordon, 1995). In addition to these acoustic boundary markers,
listeners can make use of heuristic strategies, such as the Metrical Segmentation
Strategy, or MSS (Cutler and Norris, 1988; Cutler, 1989; Vroomen and De Gelder,
1995). According to the MSS, a listener starts a new lexical access attempt at a
strong stressed syllable. Hence, if the second syllable in the fragment [arskrim] is
stressed, this fragment will be segmented into l and screem.

In addition to these acoustic cues, listeners may also use non-sensory information
for segmenting lexical ambiguities. Indeed, Spencer and Wollman (1980) found that
word familiarity strongly influences the interpretation perceived by the listeners.
Also, a study by Winitz, LaRiviere and Heruiman (1973) showed that semantic and

syntactic information in the sentence context are important for segmenting lexically
ambiguous fragments. However, these studies leave us with two questions. First, the
fragments were acoustically and perceptually ambiguous: when presented in
isolation, listeners were unable to segment them correctly. In these cases, the non-
sensory information is always important for word perception, since it is the only
source of information available to aid segmentation. It is still an open question what
the role is of sentence context if the input contains clear acoustic cues for the
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intended segmentation. Second and more importantly, these studies do not tell
exactly when non-sensory information affected the processing of the ambiguous
fragments. It may have enhanced word segmentation and recognition early on during
processing. However, listeners may just as well have used non-sensory information
after perception but before giving a response to choose between the two possible
interpretations.

The goal of the present research is to further investigate the role of non-sensory
information in segmenting lexically ambiguous fragments, and to attempt to answer
the two questions mentioned above. The type of non-sensory information under
investigation is the preceding sentence context. Contrary to the studies mentioned
earlier, its importance is investigated in relation to the amount of clear acoustic
information available, which will be systematically varied. This study aims to
establish the relative importance of sentence context and acoustic information for
word segmentation. More specifically, it investigates whether sentence context or
bottom-up acoustic information is more important for the perceived segmentation. [n
addition, this study investigates when contributions from semantic information in the
sentence context and contributions from bottom-up acoustic information converge.

In the remainder of this chapter, the most influential models of word recognition
are presented first. They make different predictions about the relative importance of
sentence context and acoustic information for word perception, which for a large
part is the result of differences in the moment at which sentence context affects word
processing. Subsequently, a number of experiments is described that investigated the
importance of sentence context for word perception in the presence of clear acoustic
information. This is followed by a section that gives an overview of previous
research into the locus of sentence-context effects. Section 1.5 discusses the research
questions of this thesis in more detail and explains how they are addressed. Section
1.6, finally, presents an outline of this thesis.

1.2. Models of word recognition and the role of sentence context

The various models of auditory word recognition make different predictions with
respect to the relative weights of sentence context and bottom-up acoustic
information during word processing. These differences refer largely to the moment
at which sentence context starts to influence processing. If a model assigns an early
role to sentence context, semantic and syntactic information influence activation
levels of lexical hypotheses together with acoustic information. Consequently, both
types of information are important for the final decision. However, if a model
postulates a relatively late effect of sentence context, the activation levels of lexical
hypotheses are already affected by acoustic information before sentence context has

an effect. As a result, sentence context is less important for word perception.

However, even in the first case the sentence context is not necessarily decisive.

Clear and possibly conflicting acoustic information may still determine what word is
recognised. This may be the result of some mechanism of bottom-up inhibition.
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Such a mechanism suppresses activation levels of lexical hypotheses that are
inconsistent with the available acoustic information, even if their activation was
boosted by sentence context. A word that is consistent with the acoustic information
is then recognised rather than one that fits the context. This means that in such a
model sentence context may not be important for the final decision.

The following sections describe the architectures of the models in more detail
and discuss the predictions they consequently make with respect to the relative
importance of sentence context and acoustic information for word perception. It
must be noted that most of these models, except TRACE (see p. 5) and Shortlist (see
p. 7), do not make explicit predictions about the processing of speech fragments that
consist of more than a single word. In these cases the predictions are extended from
single word perception to the perception of lexical ambiguities consisting of two
words.

Despite the great variety of qualitatively very different models, there is a certain
amount of agreement that spoken word recognition can be functionally dissected
into three stages, viz. lexical access, selection and integration (Frauenfelder and
Tyler, 1987). During lexical access, some initial part of the speech input is mapped
onto corresponding units in the mental lexicon. This results in the activation of a set
of word candidates which all have significant overlap with the analysed acoustic
signal. Selection involves narowing down the number of initially selected lexical
hypotheses until a single word remains. Integration processes are concerned with
entering the selected word into a higher-order meaning representation of the entire
utterance. The different models have different views on the exact stage at which
sentence context affects processing. In this respect, a separation can be made into
autonomous and interactive models (cf. Brown, 1990). Hybrid models constitute an
intermediate type of model.

1.2.1. Autonomous models

Autonomous models claim that lexical access and selection are independent
processes that proceed on the basis of bottom-up sensory information alone.
Sentence context does not influence acoustic processing at any of those stages. It
can, however, affect post-selectional operations, such as the integration of a

recognised word into a higher-order discourse representation (Forster, 1976, 1979;
Seidenberg, 1985). In the case of a speech input that is ambiguous between two or
more lexical solutions, the output of the selection stage consists of more than one
lexical unit. Semantic information in the sentence context may then be used to
decide between the hypotheses that still fit the bottom-up information (Connine,
1987). Since a word candidate is selected on the basis of the acoustic information
alone and sentence context does not influence this process, autonomous models
assign more weight to boffom-up information. As a result, sentence context is only
of little importance for word perception in the case of clear acoustic information.

Extending this view to the lexically ambiguous speech fragments under
investigation, this means that the speech signal is first analysed for acoustic cues for
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the intended segmentation. The interpretation that is consistent with the available
acoustic information is then selected and recognised, irrespective of the semantic
information in the sentence context. Sentence context is only important for
determining which segmentation was intended if the input is ambiguous. This means

that clear acoustic information is more important for word perception than semantic
information in the sentence context.

1.2.2. Interactive models

Interactive models assume sentence context has an effect at any moment during
word recognition. An example is Morton's Logogen Model (Morton, 1969, 1979).ln
this model, lexical hypotheses are represented by word recognition elements called
logogens. These are not only sensitive to sensory information, but also to sentential

information. Both types of information may increase the activation levels of the
logogens. However, negative information does not affect the activation levels.
Sentence context may affect activation levels of compatible logogens even before an

acoustic stimulus is presented. A word is selected as soon as a logogen crosses its
recognition threshold. Thus, a word may be recognised on the basis of less acoustic
information if a constraining sentence context is present. Since in the logogen model
sentence context and acoustic information are both important for word processing, a
logogen may reach the threshold before all of the relevant acoustic information
becomes available. As a result, there is always a chance of recognising words that
are inconsistent with the acoustic input. This makes the model potentially
unrealistic.

A more recent example of an interactive model is the connectionist TRACE
model (Elman and McClelland, 1985; McClelland and Elman, 1986). In TRACE,
the word elements are represented by nodes in a network. These word nodes may be

positively affected by excitatory connections with lower (feature, phonemic) levels

of representation. Connections between the word nodes are inhibitory. In addition,
activation of each word node feeds back to its constituent phonemes at the phoneme

level. This means that higher level information may influence processing at lower
levels. Selection in TRACE is defined in terms of competition between activated
word nodes. As a result of the competition process, word nodes that fit the acoustic

information better and thus receive more activation can suppress word nodes that
agree less well with this bottom-up information. The word node which in the end

dominates all others will be recognised.
The original TRACE model does not incorporate a level containing sentential

information. However, it is generally assumed that this type of information also

increases activation levels of word nodes, thus enhancing the likelihood of
recognising a contextually appropriate word (Connine, 1987; Zwitserlood, 1989a).

Although it is assumed that contextual information in TRACE plays a part at any

time during word processing, top-down information needs to build up before it can

feed back to lower levels of processing. Therefore, effects of context only emerge

later during processing. This means that initial processing proceeds on the basis of
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acoustic information alone. As a result, the model assigns more weight to the
acoustic information than the logogen model.

Since sentence context has an early effect in interactive models, it may affect the
processing of lexically ambiguous fragments before the available disambiguating
bottom-up information becomes available. By the time the beginning of the second
word in a fragment may be derived from the cues in the signal, activation levels of
the first word are already influenced by the sentence context. As a result, the chance
of recognising the contextually most plausible segmentation increases. This means
that context is not just important for processing acoustically ambiguous inputs. It
also affects processing of unambiguous fragments. Hence, sentence context is more
important for word perception under an interactive view than it is under an
autonomous view.

1.2.3. Hybrid models

In hybrid models the initial stage of lexical contact proceeds in an autonomous
fashion, unaffected by non-sensory -sources of information. Higher-order
informational consffaints and acoustic information only converge during lexical
selection. Examples of such hybrid models are the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson
and Welsh , 1978) and the Shortlist model (Norris, 1994).

There are various versions of the Cohort model. In one version (Marslen-Wilson,
1987, 1989) the context effect was placed at the integration stage. This makes the
model autonomous. The latest version is the distributed Cohort model (Gaskell and
Marslen-Wilson, 1997).ln this model lexical units are points in a multidimensional
space, represented by vectors of phonological and semantic output nodes. The
phonological nodes contain information about the phonemes in the words, whereas
the semantic nodes contain information about the meaning of the words. The speech
input maps directly and continuously onto this lexical knowledge. As more bottom-
up information becomes available, the network moves towards a point in lexical
space corresponding to the word under consideration. Activation of a word candidate
is thus inversely related to the distance between the output of the network, which
also represents a point in the multidimensional lexical space, and the word
representation in this space.

Although a sentential level is not implemented in the model, a constraining
sentence context is assumed to function as a bias: The network shifts through the
lexical space in the direction of the lexical hypotheses that fit the context. However,
there is hardly any advantage of a contextually appropriate word over its competitors
early on in the processing of a word. Only later, when a small number of candidates
still fits the sensory input, does the opportunity emerge for context to affect the
activation levels of the remaining candidates more significantly. tt must be noted,
though, that the distributed Cohort model gives priority to clear sensory information:
Activation of mismatching but contextually consistent word candidates is suppressed

immediately. This means that clear acoustic information always overrides early
effects of sentence context.
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The Shortlist model (Norris, 1994; Norris, McQueen, Cutler and Butterfield,
1997) takes a phoneme string as its input. On the basis of this input a short-list of
word candidates is selected, which enter into competition. The short-list is
constantly updated as subsequent phonemic information becomes available: Word
candidates with the lowest levels of activation are replaced by candidates that have
built up more bottom-up activation. Shortlist also incorporates a mismatch
parameter: A word candidate's bottom-up activation is decreased when it is not
consistent with the input. This situation is equivalent to having inhibitory
connections between phonemes and words. As a result of this mismatch parameter,
there is only a small chance of recognising words that clearly mismatch the
phonemic input. It must be noted that in Shortlist there are no connections from the
lexical to the phoneme level. This means that membership of the short-list is fully
determined by the bottom'up information.

In curent versions of the Shortlist model, a sentential level is not implemented.
Could such a level be implemented, Norris (1994, p.227) suggests that this would
be done along the lines of the checking model (Noris, 1986). In the checking model,
sentence context affects the recognition thresholds of lexical candidates that were
selected on the basis of bottom-up information. Thresholds of contextually plausible
candidates are lowered and those of implausible candidates are increased. In the
Shortlist model, this would mean that activation levels of contextually plausible
word candidates in the short-list are increased, while those of implausible candidates
are decreased. As a result, contextually plausible words may be recognised more
rapidly. Norris expects contextual inhibition of implausible candidates to do the
most effective work here. It must be noted that sentence context in this model would
not play a decisive role in the face of clear bottom-up information. Since
membership of the short-list is determined solely by the bottom-up information, and

since activation levels of mismatching candidates are decreased, these candidates
will probably not be recognised, not even if they fit the sentence context.

From the Cohort model and our extended version of the Shortlist model the
following predictions can be derived about the processing of lexically ambiguous
fragments. Since more than one interpretation fits the bottom-up information, both
of these are activated by the input. When a sentence context is present, the semantic
information already affects activation levels of the frst word before the
disambiguating acoustic cues become available. In the Cohort model, sometimes
sub-phonemic but clear acoustic cues override these context effects, so that they do
not become apparent in the segmentation finally perceived. In the Shortlist model it
is not exactly clear if and how sub-phonemic information is conveyed to the
intermediate phoneme representation. If information on the word boundary is

inserted into the phoneme string, similar results are predicted as in the Cohort
model. In both models, sentence context is only decisive when the speech input does

not provide conclusive evidence in favour of either segmentation.

This overview of models of word recognition clearly shows that there are different
views regarding the moment at which sentence context effects emerge and as to the
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relative importance of sentence context and acoustic information for word
processing. The predictions of the various models have been tested in many studies.
Most of these were not concerned with processing lexical ambiguities. However,
their results may be indicative of the roles of sentence context and bottom-up
acoustic information for the processing of such lexically ambiguous fragments. The
next two sections present an overview of these studies. Section 1.3 discusses a
number of studies that concentrated primarily on the question whether or not priority
is always given to clear bottom-up information. Section 1.4 presents previous
research on the locus of the sentence context effect.

1.3. Bottom-up priority

Both autonomous and hybrid models of word recognition predict that clear acoustic
information is decisive for word perception, even when non-sensory information is

available. In autonomous models this claim of bottom-up priority results from a

selection stage that proceeds explicitly on the basis of the acoustic information
alone. In hybrid models such as Shortlist and Cohort, this priority for clear acoustic
information is for a large part due to a mechanism of bottom-up inhibition, which
penalises mismatching word candidates. Interactive models do not set such a strong
claim of bottom-up priority. For example in the logogen model, in which negative
information does not influence activation levels and non-sensory information
influences word processing from the earliest stages, a word that is consistent with
the non-sensory information always has a chance of being recognised, despite clear
but conflicting acoustic information. In TRACE, the word that is consistent with the

available non-sensory information is boosted early on. As a result of the feedback
from higher levels of processing to the phoneme levels, the phonemes that constitute
such a word are also boosted, so that this word has an even higher chance of being
recognised.

Various studies have shown that the recognition system is very sensitive to small
acoustic cues in the input (Waren and Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1988; Marslen-
Wilson and Waren, 1994; Andruski, Blumstein and Burton, 1994). Listeners can

immediately pick up these cues to adjust activation levels of lexical hypotheses. But
does this sensitivity in the recognition system imply that acoustic information is

more important for word perception than non-sensory information? Marslen-Wilson
and Zwitserlood (1989) were the first to test this hypothesis. They created triplets of
rhyming words and non-words by changing the initial phoneme of a source word.
An example is the triplet honing - woning - foning ('honey' - 'house' - non-word).
In a cross-modal priming experiment, Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood found that

the rhyme primes were always less effective in priming a visual probe related to the

source word honing (e.9. bi 'bee') than the source word itself. Even the rhyme-
prime foning did not sufficiently activate the word honing, although this non-word
differed from the source word in only a single phoneme. Hence, they concluded that
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clear acoustic information strongly reduces activation levels of mismatching lexical
hypotheses, even in the face of lexical information.

A problem with Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood's experiment is that the
phonemic deviations are relatively large. Therefore, Connine, Blasko and Titone
(1993) used non-word rhyme primes which deviated from the source word by only a

single feature (e.g. 'mation' -'nation'). Their results did show effects of priming of
the source words. Marslen-Wilson, Moss and Van Halen (1996), on the other hand,
found that such minimal mismatches fail to activate the source word sufficiently to
obtain effects of priming. A similar pattern of results occurs in word-final
deviations, as shown in an experiment by Marslen-Wilson and Gaskell (1992).
When the prime 'apricod' was presented, which deviates only slightly from its
source word 'apricot', facilitation of a related visual probe (e.g. 'fruit') was blocked.
This last result is particularly striking, since the word'apricot' may have been highly
activated by the time the mismatching final phoneme is presented. These results
suggest that if a slightly deviated phoneme is presented, the mismatching word
candidate is immediately deactivated in a strong way.

The results of these experiments suggest that acoustic information is more
important for word perception than lexical information. This prevents listeners from
recognising words that were not said. These results are consistent with the
predictions made by autonomous and hybrid models, in which a clear input
determines which word is recognised. However, the non-sensory information in
these studies was generally very weak. More constraining non-sensory information
was provided in an experiment by Marslen-Wilson and Welsh (1978). They changed

one phoneme in thrce-syllable words, and embedded the resulting non-words in
passages of prose. The mispronounced target words were to a greater or lesser extent
predictable from the context. Furthermore, deviations occurred at different positions
in the word. Listeners were asked to shadow the passages or to detect
mispronounced phonemes. Mispronunciations were detected less accurately in the

third than in the first syllable of a word. In shadowing, more fluent restorations were

obtained in highly predictable words compared with less predictable words.
Contrary to the experiments described above, these results show that non-sensory

information can be more important for word perception than a clear, but
mismatching acoustic input, provided that the non-sensory information is

suffi ciently constraining.
It could, however, be argued that Marslen-Wilson and Welsh's results are

surprising. Changing one phoneme into another is a particularly salient acoustic cue

for listeners, since phonemes may establish the difference between two words. If
listeners could not effectively use such phonemic information, word recognition
would become a much more difficult enterprise than it already is. Why, then, do

Marslen-Wilson and Welsh obtain different results? ln their experiments the

phoneme changes resulted in non-words, and the semantic or lexical information
may have been used strategically to reconstruct the intended word. The use of such a

strategy is not likely when the phoneme change results in a different word.
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Indeed, a study by Garnes and Bond (1976) shows that clear phonemic
information is more important for word perception than semantic information in the
preceding sentence context. They created a 'bait-date-gate' continuum and presented
these stimuli in carrier phrases ('The word is....') or in sentence contexts which were
semantically biased towards one of the three target words ('Here's the fishing gear
and the....', 'Check the calendar and the....' and 'Paint the fence and the....'). In the
unambiguous stimuli, listeners always reported the word that was actually presented,
even if this resulted in anomalous sentences. Only when the acoustic information fell
within the cross-over range between lbl and ldl or between ldl and /gl, did listeners
identify the ambiguous input as the word which was contextually appropriate (e.g.
'date' in 'Check the calendar and the ?ate'). Compared to the same ambiguous
stimuli in the carrier sentences, a clear shift was obtained towards the semantically
appropriate word. These results were replicated by Miller, Green and Schermer
(1984), Connine (1987) and Borsky, Tuller, and Shapiro (1998).

To summarise, the studies described in this section essentially show that clear
acoustic information is highly important for word perception. Listeners preferably
recognise a word that is consistent with the acoustic information, even if it is
inconsistent with the available non'sensory information. These results are in favour
of autonomous and hybrid models of word recognition, in which clear bottom-up
information is decisive for word perception. They appear to exclude interactive
models, such as the logogen model. In this model, non-sensory information
influences word processing from the earliest moments and inconsistent information
does not affect the activation levels of the logogens. As a result, listeners may
sometimes recognise words that are consistent with the sentence context, for
instance, but that were not actually said, especially when the clear acoustic
information becomes available relatively late. The interactive TRACE model, on the
other hand, can explain the results obtained. The acoustic cues in these experiments
were relatively strong; they consisted of phoneme contrasts. As a consequence,
activation levels of acoustically consistent words are boosted, so that they can

strongly suppress the contextually consistent, but acoustically inconsistent word in
the competition process.

Two properties of the experiments reviewed in this section may have been

responsible for the perceptual priority to clear acoustic information which was
observed in those experiments. Consequently, stronger context effects may be

observed if these two properties of the experiments are modified. First, the acoustic
information was always rather strong, viz. a phoneme contrast. Are less compelling
cues also decisive for word perception? Second, in the experiments described above,
responses often had to be made to the first segment in the stimulus word. In these

cases, listeners may respond before non-sensory information has affected
processing, particularly when the acoustic information in this segment is

unambiguous. Will results be different if non-sensory information such as sentence

context has more time to build up? These two questions may be answered with the

aid of lexically ambiguous speech fragments. In these fragments, the acoustic cues
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are of a more subtle nature, but they can nevertheless be used effectively in the
absence of non-sensory information. Furthermore, the disambiguating acoustic
information only becomes available at the end of the first word and at the beginning
of the second word. In the fragment [pleitct], for instance, the duration of the
boundary consonant ltl may constitute a cue for segmentation. Only after this
consonant is processed may the listener determine whether the first word was oplay'

or 'plate'. This means that non'sensory information has until the end of the first
word to affect activation levels of this word. Both research questions are addressed

in the present research.

1.4. The locus of sentence context effects

The experiments described in the previous section underline the importance of
acoustic information for word perception. However, they do not tell whether non-
sensory information, for example sentence context, affects word processing right
from the start or only at a later stage. Autonomous models assume a relatively late

effect of sentence context, namely only during integrative processing. In the hybrid
Shortlist and Cohort models, as well as in the interactive TRACE and logogen

models, sentence context is assumed to influence processing early, at a moment at

which the acoustic information is still consistent with more than one lexical
hypothesis. The present section discusses a number of studies that tested these

different predictions (see Zwiterlood, 1989a, for a more detailed review).
At this point it is also necessary to define what is meant by semantic context. A

semantic sentence context in this thesis refers to sentences of which the content as a

whole renders the word under investigation more predictable or more appropriate
than other possible continuations. This type of context is to be distinguished from
one containing words associated with the target word (Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders

and Langer, 1984; Tanenhaus and Lucas, 1987). In this latter type of context, the
target word may be responded to faster as a result of prior presentation of the
semantically or associatively related word (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, l97l). This
latter process of semantic priming can be explained at the lexical level. When a
lexical unit is activated (e.g. 'doctor'), its activation may in turn spread in a parallel
fashion to all other lexical units to which it is connected in an associative network
(Collins and Loftus, 1975). Hence, when the target word (e.g. 'nurse') is presented,

less additional processing is required to reach the threshold and produce a response.

Early effects of this type of context do not have to be explained by claiming that
levels of processing or representation interact. Since the effects arise within the

lexicon, all models of word recognition, including autonomous models, predict
effects of this type of context.

Already in early studies it was shown that semantic and syntactic information in the

preceding sentence context are important for processing spoken inputs degraded by
noise. When there is a constraining sentence context, degraded words are recognised

ll
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more accurately (Miller, Heise and Lichten, 1951; Miller and Isard;1963; Stowe,
Haris and Hampton, 1963; Bagley, 1900-1901, discussed in Cole and Rudnicky,
1983; Warren, 1970). However, these studies do not tell us at what moment the
sentence context affects processing. It has been shown that sentence context does not
affect processing at a pre-lexical level, i.e. it does not affect the processes which
intervene between the reception of the input and contact with lexical representations
(Samuel, 1981, 1990; Miller, Green and Schermer, 1984). Still, it is not clear
whether contextual information enhances lexical processing during a stage of
selection, or whether listeners perhaps use the semantic information during
integrative processing to fill in the missing information. The studies described in this
section concentrated on this issue.

The results of many studies into the locus of sentence context effects were
interpreted as proof that context has an effect during selection. Morton and Long
(1976), for instance, found that listeners were faster in detecting phonemes in
contextually predictable words than they were in contextually unpredictable words.
According to Morton and Long, these results show that the contextually predictable
target-bearing word was recognised more quickly as a result of an early effect of
sentence context during word processing. These results were replicated in a number
of similar experiments (Foss and Blank, 1980; Dell and Newman, 1980; Eimas and
Nygaard, 1992) and in experiments in which the target phoneme was the initial
phoneme of the word following the critical word (Cairns, Cowart and Jablon, l98l;
Foss and Ross, 1983).

These same conclusions were drawn from two word-monitoring experiments,
one by Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1980) and the other by Marslen-Wilson, Brown
and Tyler (1988). Marslen-Wilson and Tyler ran an experiment in which the target
words were embedded in syntactically and semantically normal sentences (Normal
Prose), in syntacticalty correct but semantically incoherent sentences (Syntactic
Prose) and in unstructured word lists (Scrambled Prose). Results showed faster
responses for target words embedded in Normal Prose than for words in Syntactic or
Scrambled Prose. Target words in Syntactic Prose, in turn, were detected faster than
words in Scrambled Prose. Furthermore, the mean duration of the target words was
often longer than the mean reaction time. Since most words in this experiment
consisted of monosyllables, which often only become unique after word offset, and
since listeners also need time to execute a response, these fast responses were
probably initiated before the target word could have been selected on the basis of the
acoustic information alone. Therefore, Marslen-Wilson and Tyler concluded that the
context effects obtained probably emerged early, i.e. during selection.

Marslen-Wilson, Brown and Tyler (1988) investigated the effects of the
preceding verb on the processing of a target noun. These nouns could be normal
with respect to the preceding verb, or could violate pragmatic and semantic
constraints imposed by the verb's argument frame (e.g. 'He buried the guitar' and
'He drank the guitar'). Reaction times in this experiment were shortest for normal
nouns, followed by nouns violating the pragmatic and semantic constraints of the
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verb. These results were interpreted as proof that the semantic expectations created
by the preceding verb affect lexical processing early on.

Early context effects were also found in a number of gating experiments, a task
that is assumed to tie responses directly to particular stretches of speech. In these
experiments it was shown that listeners can identifo the stimulus word on the basis
of less acoustic information if this word is embedded in a meaningful sentence
context than if it occurs in a neutral sentence or if it is presented in isolation.
Furthermore, listeners primarily recognised contextually consistent words from early
gates onwards. These effects of context were located at the selection stage (Tyler,
1984; Tyler and Wessels, 1983; Tyler and Wessels, 1985; Salasoo and Pisoni, 1985)
or even during lexical access (Grosjean, 1980; Cotton and Grosjean, 1984;
McAllister, 1988), depending on the gate number at which a clear preference for
contextually consistent words was obtained.

These results, then, all agree with interactive and hybrid models of word
recognition, in which sentence context influences processing during selection.
However, there are a number of problems with these studies. First of all, in some

cases the sentence contexts contained semantic or associative primes. Effects of
these contexts are probably due to intra-lexical spreading of activation and are

expected in all models of word recognition. Second, in monitoring experiments,
responses are given after a word is recognised. As a result, the temporal resolution of
the tasks is not sufficient to determine whether an effect emerged during selection or
during integration. Third, in the word monitoring experiments by Marslen-Wilson
and colleagues, the results in the biasing contexts were not compared to a neutral
sentence context. Therefore, the obtained results may also be due to more difficult
processing of the anomalous sentences, rather than to faster selection of word
candidates in the presence of semantically correct sentences. Finally, in the gating
task responses do not reflect real-time processing and listeners have ample time to
reflect consciously on their word choices. Especially when a constraining sentence

context is present, listeners can use this information to guess the intended word.
The objections discussed in the previous paragraph show that the results of these

studies are not convincing proof of an early role of sentence context during lexical
processing. In other experiments, sentence context was even shown to affect
processing relatively late. Connine (1987), for example, performed an experiment
using the same experimental paradigm as Garnes and Bond (1976) (see section 1.3).

She created a series of voiced-voiceless continua, embedded in both positively and
negatively biasing contexts. In addition to identification responses to the first
phoneme, response times were also measured. The results showed that responses

were faster for contextually consistent than inconsistent responses in the

unambiguous stimuli, whereas in the ambiguous category boundary stimuli reaction
times for contextually consistent and inconsistent responses were identical. If
sentence context affects word processing early on, contextually consistent words are

expected to be recognised faster in the laffer stimuli. Since such a reaction time
advantage is not found, it was concluded that sentence context affects processing

only late. Similar results were obtained in a phoneme identification experiment using

t3
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a non-linguistic bias, namely monetary pay-off (Connine and Clifton, 1987).
Connine and Clifton assume that non-linguistic information must influence word
processing late. Since the effects of sentential information were similar to those of
the non-linguistic bias, they concluded that sentence context also affects processing
relatively late, i.e. during integration.

More evidence in favour of a late effect of sentence context comes from a cross-
modal priming experiment performed by Connine, Blasko and Wang (1994). They
used acoustically ambiguous stimulus words starting with a sound between two
phonemes. An example is the word '?oast', where the initial phoneme is a sound
between lW and /g/. These ambiguous words were embedded in sentences that either
biased towards the voiced or the voiceless alternative (e.g 'She drove to the ?oast').
A visual probe related to one of the altematives was presented at acoustic offset of
the auditory prime (e.g. 'beach' or 'spirit'). Subjects had to decide whether or not
the visual probe was related to the sentence. Results showed interference effects;
subjects required more time to perform the task when the auditory stimulus was
ambiguous. This suggests that both interpretations are still active by the time the
probe is presented. When the probe was presented 850 ms after word-offset, the
interference effects almost disappeared, and the contextually appropriate word was
selected. Hence, it was concluded that lexical access and selection are autonomous
processes which are not influenced by contextual information. Sentence context only
plays a role during an integrative stage to decide between two or more hypotheses
that are consistent with an ambiguous input.

The experiments described above are in favour of autonomous models, in which
sentence context affects processing only late. However, in these studies relatively
long response times were obtained, which leaves sufficient time for post-perceptual
reflective processes to influence the results (Tyler, 1990). Furthermore, in Connine
(1987) the same sentences were used time and again and more than one voiced'
voiceless continuum was used. This may result in effects of hysteresis: prior
presentation of an item may influence results in later presentations. A replication of
this experiment (Borsky, Tuller and Shapiro, 1998), using a cross-modal
presentation format and a single continuum embedded in various sentence contexts,
showed different results. Only in the case of an ambiguous input, faster
identifications were found for contextually consistent than for inconsistent
responses. This result rather indicates an early effect of sentence context.

Previous experimental research, thus, does not provide conclusive evidence for
either an early or a late effect of sentence context. The most important problem is to
find a task that taps word processing directly. In most tasks, responses are made after
a word is recognised. As a consequence, the temporal resolution of these tasks is not
sufficient to determine whether an effect emerged during selection or during
integration. A solution to this problem is provided by Zwitserlood (1989a and b),

who combined a cross-modal lexical decision task with partial auditory primes. The
auditory prime consisted of a word that diverged relatively late from a competitor.
An example is the word kapitein 'captain' which diverges from the competitor
kapitaal 'capital'only after the /tl. This prime was embedded in a carrier phrase, a
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neutral context or a biasing context. The prime was cut off at various points before
or after the recognition point, i.e. the point in the word at which listeners in a gating
task identified the target word with a certainty of at least 90oh. These locations were
taken to correspond to the stages of lexical access, selection and integration. The
visual probes for lexical decision were presented at acoustic offset of the (partial)
auditory primes, and were either related to the prime or its competitor, e.g. schip
'ship' and geld'money'. Zwitserlood obtained an advantage for the probe related to
the prime as compared to the probe related to the competitor at a moment at which
the first phonemes of the prime were already presented, but both candidates were

still compatible with this acoustic information. This advantage was only significant
in the biasing context. Therefore, Zwitserlood concluded that sentence context
affects word processing during selection.

Zwitserlood's experiment seems to provide strong evidence in favour of a role of
context during selectional processing. However, the results of this study proved to be

very difficult to replicate. Chwilla (1996), for instance, did not obtain effects of
multiple activation when they used partial primes that were acoustically still
consistent with more than one lexical hypothesis. Furthermore, Janse and Quend
(1999) did not obtain early effects of sentence context in an almost exact replication
of Zwitserlood's experiment. Hence, the early context effects Zwitserlood obtained
are not robust and may not be very reliable. Therefore, they must be viewed with
caution.

The overview presented in this section shows that previous research does not give a
decisive answer to the question when semantic information in the preceding
sentence context starts to affect lexical processing. Therefore, this issue is

investigated funher in the present study. Lexically ambiguous speech fragments

appear to be particularly suitable for this purpose, because in these fragments the

phonemic input string supports multiple lexical parsing and thus multiple
segmentations over longer stretches of time. As a result, the selection stage is
extended, and there is more time for measuring while the fragments are still being
processed. The next section discusses in more detail how we will address this
research question here.

1.5. The present study

As explained in the general introduction, the goal of the present research is to study

the role of the sentence context in segmenting lexically ambiguous speech

fragments. In order to get a better understanding of how and when contextual

information affects segmentation of such lexical ambiguities, two research questions

are proposed. The first concerns the role of sentence context in word perception in

the presence of clear acoustic for the intended segmentation. As was explained in
section 1.3, such segmentation cues are often not as compelling as those obtained if
one phoneme is changed into another. We will try to establish whether or not

l5
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priority is also given to acoustic cues in lexically ambiguous fragments. The second
question concerns the moment at which sentential-semantic information affects word
processing.

The predicted answers to these questions are derived from our interpretation of
the Shortlist model (see section 1.2.3). This model was taken as a starting point,
since it gives a good description of various aspects of word processing. For example,
in Shortlist there is multiple activation (Tabossi, Burani and Scott, 1993) and
competition (Slowiaczek and Hamburger,1992; McQueen, Norris and Cutler, 1994).

Also, the flow of information through the recognition system proceeds in a strictly
bottom-up way (Pitt and McQueen, 1998). On the basis of the extended version of
the Shortlist model we predict that clear acoustic cues for the intended segmentation
determine which interpretation is recognised, i.e. that acoustic information is more
important for word perception than the available sentential information.
Furthermore, we expect sentence context to affect lexical processing during
selection, i.e. at a moment at which the acoustic information is still consistent with
more than one interpretation. The next section describes how Shortlist's predictions
are tested in this research.

1.5.1. The stimulus materials

As was explained in section Ll, lexically ambiguous speech fragments may become
acoustically and perceptually ambiguous. However, they may just as well contain
clear acoustic cues in favour of the intended segmentation, rendering them
unambiguous in the absence of a constraining sentence context. In order to
investigate the roles of sentence context and of acoustic information for segmenting
such lexical ambiguities, both perceptually ambiguous and unambiguous fragments
should be present in the experiment. To create both types of stimuli, it is necessary

to choose fragments in which the available acoustic information can be manipulated
without difficulty. Furthermore, the stress or accent pattern in these fragments must
be such that they cannot be segmented with the aid of this type of information alone.
Finally, the words in a two-word fragment must be mono-morphemic, since we can

safely assume that morphemes are separate entries in the mental lexicon.
To find enough fragments with the same structure, we decided to use lexical

ambiguities that arise as a result of a phonological process. Furthermore, for more
convenient manipulation, it was decided to vary segment durations, which is

particularly easy with voiceless fricatives. These requirements were all met by
fragments of the type [zefern], which contain two closely competing segmentations,
in this example zeefijn 'sea fine' andzeeffijr'sieve fine'. If the boundary consonant
/f/ is short, this fragment is perceptually ambiguous. This is due to the phonological
process of degemination (Booij, 1995). The degemination rule causes one of two
identical consonants in the underlying form to be deleted in the surface
representation. Hence, the single /t/ n the surface form [zefern] may be the result of
a single lf / in the underlying form, as in the segmentation zee fijn, or it may result
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from a degeminated underlying double boundary consonant lf l, as in the
segmentation zeeffijn.

For such perceptual ambiguities to occur, the boundary consonant in the word
pair zeef fijn must be shortened in such a way that it has the length of a single
consonant. However, the boundary consonant is not always shortened to the same

extent. In a boundary consonant that has been shortened less extremely traces of a
double consonant remain. Listeners can use this cue to determine that the word pair
zeef fijn was presented. Indeed, if the boundary consonant is sufficiently long,
listeners, in the absence of a sentence context, interpret it as a geminate (Pickett and

Decker, 1960). The acoustic information then clearly favours a segmentation into
zeef and fijn. Hence, by manipulating the duration of the boundary consonant the
amount of clear acoustic information can be varied.

When the relative importance of sentence context and acoustic information for
word perception is investigated, it is not only necessary to vary the acoustic
information. The amount of semantic information in the context needs to be varied
as well. This is done by creating different types of sentence contexts. First of all,
there must be a neutral context, of which both competing segmentations are possible

continuations. This context serves as a baseline against which the effects of a

constraining context are tested. Only in this way it can be determined whether
context indeed has a facilitating effect. The other contexts will contain semantic
information biasing towards one of the two competing segmentations. If both
perceptually ambiguous and unambiguous word pairs are embedded in all of these

contexts, situations occur in which semantic information and acoustic cues provide
conflicting information about the intended segmentation. It is of particular interest to
know which segmentation a listener arrives at in these situations, since this provides
information about which of the two sources of information was decisive.

An advantage of the stimulus fragments selected is that the available
disambiguating acoustic information arrives relatively late, namely only at the end of
the first word in the word pairs. Both zee and zeef are possible first words, probably
at least until the entire boundary consonant becomes available and its duration is

analysed. As a result, word segmentation and recognition must be delayed, and both
zee and zeef remain active for some time. Hence, the stage of selection is prolonged.
Therefore, if sentence context influences word processing at an early moment, there
is ample time for this source of information to affect activation levels of the
remaining candidates significantly. This makes it possible to measure these

potentially early context effects. A gating experiment in Chapter 3 verifies the place

of the isolation and recognition points in the selected stimulus fragments. This
information is necessary to determine when the selection stage ends and to verify
that this stage is indeed prolonged.

An important requirement for the materials is that they may become acoustically
and perceptually unambiguous in the absence of a sentence context. If they are not,

the lexically ambiguous word pairs are not suitable for testing whether or not
listeners give priority to bottom-up information. Listeners cannot be sensitive to
acoustic cues in the presence of constraining or conflicting semantic contexts if they

1't
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cannot even use these cues in neutral sentence contexts. This requirement is also
tested in Chapter 3.

1.5.2. Selection of the experimental task

In order to answer the research questions of this thesis, a task is needed that
measures which of the two possible parsings of a lexically ambiguous word pair was
perceived. With this information it is possible to deduce whether acoustic or
contextual information was decisive. This information, in turn, is necessary to
determine whether or not the recognition system gives priority to bottom-up acoustic
information. Since the two possible interpretations of a fragment such as [zefern]
presumably differ in their first words only, i.e. zee or zeef, it must be possible to
determine whether zee or zeef was recognised. To be able to determine the locus of
contextual effects, a task is needed that taps word recognition processes while they
are operating in real time. More precisely, it must be possible to time lock the
responses to one or all of the different sub-processes underlying word recognition.
This is particularly interesting for the stage of lexical selection, since the presence or
absence of a context effect during this stage constitutes the difference between
autonomous models on the one hand and interactive and hybrid models on the other.

The tasks that have been used before to answer similar research questions are

cross-modal (partial) priming (Tabossi, 1996), phoneme identification (McQueen,
1996), phoneme monitoring (Connine and Titone, 1996) and word monitoring
(Kilborn and Moss, 1996). The task that seems to be pre-eminently suited for
providing the required information is the cross-modal associative priming task using
partial primes (Zwitserlood, 1989b). In this task, the prime (or: the target word) is

cut off at various points before or after, for example, the uniqueness point, i.e. the
point in the word at which it can be uniquely distinguished form all other members

of its word initial cohort. The amount of acoustic information presented may be

related directly to a sub-stage of word processing. A semantically or associatively
related visual probe is presented directly after acoustic offset of the partial prime.
Listeners usually have to make a lexical decision to this probe. lf reaction times to
this probe are faster compared with an unrelated control, this is a measure of the

activation of the target word. This means that this task taps word processing in the
rnost direct way possible.

However, there are some problems with the cross-modal associative priming
task. First, it appears to be difficult to obtain effects of priming of the visual probe

when partial primes are used, even in cases where priming was expected under any

view of word processing (Chwilla, 1996, Janse and Quend, 1999). Therefore, it is

probably difficult to obtain robust effects with this task. Second, the task is not
particularly suited for the lexically ambiguous word pairs under investigation. In
these word pairs the partial prime will in some cases consist of an existing word. For
instance, in the case of a measurement point before the boundary consonant, the

phonemes lzl and lel are presented, which form the word zee. Then, there is a good

chance of zee being more highly activated than zeef, especially since the prime is
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followed by a silence, which is a clear cue for a word boundary. The reverse is true
for primes which are cut off during or directly after presentation of the boundary
consonant. In this last case, the word zeef is actually presented. Also, when these

minimal pairs of two-word sequences are used, it is not always possible to find
equally suitable associates for both possible segmentations. And finally, the cross-
modal priming task requires the competitors to be equally frequent. This is almost
impossible in the type of word pairs under investigation.

A task with which interesting results were obtained is the phoneme-identification
task (Connine, 1987). In this task, one phoneme is manipulated so that its identity is

changed in small stimulus steps. The listener is then asked which phoneme was
presented. The identified phoneme also provides information about the perceived
word: if a listener identifiesa/d/ in the fragment'?ate', he probably perceived the
word 'date'. In the present research, the task for the listener must be changed from
identifying a phoneme to determining whether the word pairs contain a single or a
double boundary consonant. Although the amount of available acoustic information
is elegantly varied in such an experiment, a disadvantage is that the various
sentences and versions of each word pair are presented time and again. This may
result in effects of hysteresis: prior presentation of an item may influence results in
later presentations (cf. Borsky, Tuller and Shapiro, 1998). Moreover, the response

times are generally relatively long, especially in cases were the stimulus is

perceptually ambiguous. This leaves ample time for post-selectional processes to
affect the responses. Hence, although the task provides information about the

outcome of the recognition process, it does not measure word processing on-line.
Therefore, it is not suitable for the purposes of the present thesis.

Another option is to use phoneme monitorinB, in which response times are

generally fast and processing is measured in real time. However, in this task it is not
certain whether a monitoring response to a phoneme is made on the basis of pre-

lexical or post-lexical levels of representation (Cutler and Noris, 1979). If decisions

are mostly made on the basis of pre-lexical information, effects of the preceding

sentence context will not show up in the results. Furthermore, in the case of the
material under investigation, the task does not provide information about the

outcome of the recognition process. It is characteristic of lexically ambiguous

fragments that the same phonemes are present in each of the two competing
segmentations. Therefore, if a listener indicates to have detected a lzl in the fragment

[zefern], it is impossible to determine whether he heard zee fijn or zeef fijn. Since

this type of information is crucial for determining whether or not the system gives

priority to bottom-up information, this task cannot be used in the present research.

Finally, a word monitoring task could be used. ln word monitoring, responses

probably are not based on pre-lexical levels of processing, and response times are

generally fast. This means that processing is measured in real time. Furthermore, the

tasks provide information as to which word was perceived. A problem with word
monitoring, however, is that the temporal resolution of these tasks is not sufficient to
clearly separate selection from integration. A possible solution to this problem is to

tie the obtained reaction times to the duration of the words or word pairs up to the
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isolation or recognition point. This gives a better indication of how much of the
acoustic information was processed at the moment a response was initiated. Another
option is to split the reaction times into a fast and a slow group. If effects of context
are already obtained in the fastest responses, this is an indication that these effects
arose at an early moment (Miller and Dexter, 1988).

There are three kinds of word-monitoring tasks, namely identical-word
monitoring, rhyme monitoring and category monitoring (Marslen-Wilson and Tyler,
1980). A disadvantage of the identical-word monitoring task is that the target word
is already presented prior to the sentence as a cue word. Thereby, this cue word
provides extra semantic information, and may strongly prime the target word. This
word may then be responded to on the basis of only little additional processing. In
category monitoring, the attention of the listener is specifically focussed on the
meaning of the target word and also adds extra semantic information to the sentence.

Moreover, in the study by Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, category monitoring appeared
to be the most difficult of all word monitoring tasks under investigation. As a result,
reaction times were relatively long.

In the rhyme-monitoring task, the cue word does not add extra semantic
information to the sentence context. Therefore, the best option for the present

research is to use rhyme-monitoring. It is particularly suitable if information is
needed about the ending of the recognised word (McQueen, 1993), which is the case

in the present research. If a listener responds after hearing the fragment [zefern] and
the cue word fee 'fairy', he probably recognised the word pair zee fijn, containing
the rhyming first word zee. lf the cue word scheef 'oblique' was presented in
advance, a rhyming response indicates recognition of the word pair zeef fijn,
containing the rhyming first word zeef. The cue word only provides information
about the phonological structure of the word for which to monitor, and no additional
semantic information is provided. Moreover, responses in this task are generally fast,
which means that they probably result from early stages of word processing.

The task that will be used in the present research, therefore, is rhyme-monitoring.
Since this task has not yet been used often, it is not certain whether task-specific
strategic processes play a role in performing this task. Furthermore, it is possible that
there is an effect of phonological priming of the cue word (Lukatela and Turvey,
1996). Therefore, the task is tested first in a preliminary rhyme-monitoring
experiment described in Chapter ?.

1.6. Outline of this thesis

The main purpose of this dissertation is to describe an experiment designed to
provide a beffer insight into the role of semantic information in the sentence context
and the role of bottom-up acoustic information for the processing of lexically
ambiguous speech fragments. It sets out to answer two questions that are important
in this respect. The first concerns the relative importance of sentence context and

acoustic information for perceived segmentation, i.e. whether or not priority is given
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to clear bottom-up information. The second question deals with the moment at
which sentence context influences word processing. This experiment and its results
are described in more detail in Chapter 4.

In the intermediate chapters, the experimental task and the stimulus materials are

subjected to some tests regarding their suitability for the purposes of this thesis.
Chapter 2 describes a preliminary rhyme-monitoring experiment, which tests for the
use of task-specific strategies in performing the rhyme-monitoring task. The use of
such strategies may add some extra noise to the results. In order to separate

strategies from real effects, it is helpful to know beforehand what strategies have
played a role.

Chapter 3 concentrates on the stimulus materials. A series of experiments
investigates whether or not degemination has psychological reality in listeners, i.e.
whether they are aware such a rule exists. Furthermore, the effectiveness of
lengthening the boundary consonant is tested. This chapter also determines the

isolation and recognition points of the word pairs that will be used in the main
experiment of Chapter 4. With the aid of this information, it can be determined

where the stage of selection ends. Chapter 5, finally, contains some concluding
remarks.
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2 Stra*tegies in the rhyme-monitoring
task

Abstract

This chapter deals with the question as to whether or not listeners in a
rhyme-monitoring experiment are susceptible to the use of task-specific
strategies that could affict the results. To this end, a rhyme-monitoring
experiment was designed using lexically ambiguous and unambiguous

stimulus word pairs. These word pairs were embedded in sentence contexts
containing a lexical prime that was related to the target word, i.e. the first
words in the word pairs. Results show that listeners are biased towards
recognising rhyming words. This is the result of the fact that, in a rhyme-
monitoring experiment, listeners concentrate specifically on detecting such
rhyming words. Furthermore, a bias for closed-syllable words was obtained.
These biases did not disrupt normal word recognition processes too
seriously: listeners recognised the target word that was predicted by the

sentence context in about 90% of the cases. Such a context was expected to
inJluence word processing under any view of word processing. Therefore, the
results of this rhyme-monitoring experiment reflect normal word recognition
processes. This means that the task is suitable for further use in this study.

. 
This chapter is an adapted version of Te Riele (1996) and of Te Riele, Nooteboom and

Quend (1996).
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2.1. Introduction

Considering the lexically ambiguous word pairs under investigation (i.e. word pairs
of the type [zefern]), it was argued in Chapter I that rhyme monitoring is the most
suitable task to answer the research questions of this thesis. These questions
concerned how and when sentence context and bottom-up information affect the
processing of these word pairs. However, the rhyme-monitoring task has not been
used often yet (Seidenberg and Tanenhaus, 1979; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1980;
Donnenwerth-Nolan, Tanenhaus and Seidenberg, 1981; and McQueen, 1993).
Therefore, little is known about the way in which listeners perform this task.

It is generally assumed that listeners in the rhyme-monitoring task first recognise
words. After the target word has been recognised, the sound structure of its last part
is compared to that of the cue word. If the two words are identical in that respect, a

response is given. If not, the listener does not respond. Hence, it is assumed that the
results of a rhyme-monitoring experiment reflect processes that are part of normal
word recognition and that access to the lexicon occurs. Results of various
experiments indeed suggest that the lexicon is involved when listeners have to
perform this task. Subjects in rhyme monitoring have been shown to be sensitive to
orthography and to preceding semantic information (Seidenberg and Tanenhaus,
1979; Donnenwerth-Nolan, Tanenhaus and Seidenberg, l98l), to word frequency
and to the lexical status of the target words (McQueen, 1993). If lexical access

occurs in the rhyme-monitoring task, it can be used to demonstrate potential effects
of sentence context on spoken word processing. Since this is the goal of the present
research, the task will then be suitable for our purposes.

However, the rhyme-monitoring task may be sensitive to strategies induced by
the task itself. One possibility is that the recognition thresholds of all rhyming words
in the mental lexicon are lowered after presentation of the pre-specified cue word.
This may also be represented by an increase in their activation levels. This process

may be automatic and need not be strategic. However, in a rhyme-monitoring task,
listeners more consciously concentrate on words that rhyme with the cue word, thus
keeping the threshold of rhyming words low during presentation of the sentence.

Therefore, we prefer to consider this process a strategy. Due to this strategy, the
likelihood of recognising a rhyming word is increased and rhyming words may be
recognised on the basis of less additional processing. If listeners employ this strategy

of threshold lowering, potential effects of sentence context during lexical processing

may not become apparent in the results. If the sequence of sounds supports two
segmentations containing different target words, as is the case in the lexically
ambiguous word pairs under investigation, the rhyming word may be recognised

more quickly than the contextually consistent target word that also fits the available
bottom-up information.

A second strategy that may theoretically be used is rhyme spotting. When
listeners use this strategy, they only listen for a sequence of sounds that rhymes with
the cue word, without trying to comprehend the sentences they are listening to, or
attempting to recognise words. This means that lexical access to, or the recognition
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of the spoken word may not even be at issue. As a consequence, potential context
effects will not show up in the results.

Since the goal of this research is to investigate the role of the preceding sentence

context during word segmentation, the rhyme-monitoring task is not suitable for our
purposes if either of these strategies affects the results to a large extent. Whether or
not listeners use these strategies while performing the task cannot be deduced from
the studies mentioned above. In those experiments, the sentences or word lists
always contained one target word that clearly rhymed with the cue word. There were
no planned catch trials where only partial matches are presented. The present
experiment, therefore, investigates the sensitivity of the rhyme-monitoring task to
strategies of rhyme spotting or threshold lowering.

A second point of interest concerns the reaction times. It is not certain whether or
not fast responses can be obtained when the stimulus materials consist of lexically
ambiguous fragments. [t is necessary to obtain relatively fast responses, since very
slow responses may be influenced by more conscious post-perceptual processing and
do not reflect on-line processing. The present experiment will provide an answer to
this question as well.

2.2. General Outline and predictions

In order to answer the research questions posed in the introduction, a preliminary
rhyme-monitoring experiment was conducted. The stimulus material consisted of
minimal pairs of two-word sequences of the type zee fijn'sea fine' versus zeef fijn
'sieve fine'. These word pairs sound similar in the surface form due to degemination
of the double boundary consonant in the word pair zeef fijn. These lexically
ambiguous word pairs were embedded in sentences that strongly predict the first
word in the word pair that was actually read. At the same time, sentences were

constructed that contained the same nouns as the lexically ambiguous word pairs.

However, in these sentences no lexical ambiguities occurred, i.e. zee and zeef were
both followed by a word that does not start with an /fl. Examples are zee Tijn and
zeef z_ijn 'sea/sieve are'. Target words in the experiment were the nouns in the word
pairs, i.e. the first words in the pairs. Prior to each sentence, a cue word was
presented that specified the sound structure of the target word. Both a cue word
consisting of an open and a closed syllable were used, for example fee'fairy' and

scheef 'oblique'.
Whenever possible, an associative or semantic prime was embedded in the

sentences. For example, the word strand 'beach' was embedded in a sentence

containing the target word zee'sea' . As explained in the introductory chapter, such a

context is assumed to have an automatic effect on word processing. The prime

spreads activation in a parallel fashion to all words to which it is connected in an

associative network. When a related word is presented after this prime, less

additional processing is required to reach threshold and to produce a response

(Collins and Loftus, 1975). Effects of such a context are expected under any view of
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word recognition. Therefore, if normal word recognition processes are involved in
performing the rhyme-monitoring task, effects of this type of context should emerge
in the results.

In the experiment, the cue word rhymes with the contextually consistent target
word in half the cases, whereas it rhymes with the first word of the contextually
inconsistent interpretation in the other half. To gain more insight into the effects of
cue word and sentence context on responses in the rhyme-monitoring task, the
responses were divided into four groups, viz. false alarms and misses ("errors") and
hits and correct rejections ("correct responses"). This division is based on the
strongly predicting context, which always agrees with the intended segmentation. A
correct response occurs if listeners indicate to have perceived a contextually
appropriate target word, whereas an error is defined as perception of a contextually
inappropriate target word.

A false alarm occurs when listeners give a response, although the word that
rhymes with the cue word is not contextually appropriate and no response is
expected. An example is a rhyming response to the cue word fee and the
contextually appropriate word pair zeeffijn containing the non-rhyming target word
zeef. A miss occurs when no response is given although the target word that rhymes
with the cue word is contextually appropriate and a response is expected, e.g. no
rhyming response to the cue word scheef after presentation of the contextually
appropriate word pav zeeffijn containing the rhyming target word zeef.

A hit is a correct response given to a contextually appropriate target word. An
example is a rhyming response to the cue word scheef after presentation of the
contextually appropriate word pair zeef fijn. A correct rejection occurs when no
response is given to a contextually inappropriate target word, for instance, when no
rhyming response is given to the cue word/ee and the contextually appropriate word
pair zeeffijn.The above is shown schematically in table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Possible response types after presentation of the word pair zeef fijn (or zeef zijn)
embedded in a sentence biasing towards the first word in this same word pair.

Predicted target word Cue word Response Type of Response
zeef scheef yes hit
zeef fee no
zeef scheef no
zeef fee yes

correct rejection
miss

false alarm

If the processes underlying normal word recognition and language understanding are

involved in rhyme monitoring, and listeners do not use task-specific strategies, the
task should be sensitive to factors that are known to affect word processing. This
would lead to the following pattern of results in the present experiment. First, since
the sentence context always contains an associative or semantic prime, listeners

should primarily recognise contextually consistent target words. This means that
false alarms and misses should neither occur in the unambiguous nor in the lexically
ambiguous word pairs. Second, the lexically ambiguous word pairs should be more
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difficult for listeners to process, since in these fragments the segmental information
supports both a word pair with a single and a double boundary consonant containing
an open and a closed target word, respectively. In unambiguous stimuli, on the other
hand, it will be clear at the start of the second word where the target word ends.

Therefore, compared to lexically ambiguous word pairs, shorter reaction times are

expected in lexically unambiguous word pairs.

If a strategy of threshold lowering is employed, a different pattern of results is

expected. First, in the lexically ambiguous word pairs false alarms will occur more
often than misses. In these word pairs, the segmental structure always matches a
target word rhyming with an open-syllable as well as a closed-syllable cue word.
Since there is an increased chance of recognising rhyming words, listeners will more
often indicate to have detected a rhyming word than a non-rhyming word. However,
this rhyming word is not necessarily consistent with the sentence context and the
response may be erroneous. Second, effects of ambiguity may not always show up in
the reaction times. Due to the lowered recognition thresholds, a fast rhyming
response may already be given before the listener could have noticed whether or not
the word pair was lexically ambiguous.

Finally, if a rhyme-spotting strategy is used, a listener merely tries to spot
rhyming sequences of sounds, which means that recognition of words may not even

be involved. Therefore, factors that affect normal word recognition will not become
apparent in the results. This means that the priming sentence context will not play a
role in the decision. This leads to many false alarms in the lexically ambiguous
stimulus word pairs in which a rhyming sequence of sounds is always present in the
phoneme string. Furthermore, there will be no additional difficulty in dealing with
lexically ambiguous word pairs, since the listener will simply respond on hearing a

rhyming sequence of sounds.

2.3. Method

2.3,1. Materials

Word materiul
The first half of the stimulus material consisted of 12 minimal pairs of two-word
sequences. These word pairs differed in their underlying representation in that they
had a single or a double boundary consonant (Martens and Quend, 1994). An
example is the word pair zeefijn 'sea fine' versus zeeffijn'sieve fine'. ln the former
case, the single consonant always belongs to the second word only (/...V#CV.../),
whereas in the latter case this post-boundary consonant also occurs in pre-boundary
position (/...VCi#CiV.../). The contrast between the two members of such a minimal
pair may be completely neutralised in the phonetic surface form. This is the result of
the phonological process of degemination, which causes one of two adjacent and

identical consonants in the underlying form to be deleted in the surface form. Thus,

the realisation [zefern], with a single boundary consonant in the surface form, may
result from either zeefijn or zeeffijn.
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All lexically ambiguous stimulus word pairs were noun-adjective combinations,
consisting of rwo monosyllabic and mono-morphemic words. The pivotal consonant
was always a voiceless fricative. In order to construct these word pairs, we used an
inventory of all Dutch monosyllabic words with ambiguous boundaries (Quend,
1989). It was not possible to find enough word pairs in which the first words were of
equal frequency. However, in half of the pairs the open first word was more
frequent, whereas in the other half the closed word was more frequent. The twelve
minimal pairs are listed in appendix A.

The second half of the material consisted of the same 24 nouns as those used in
the minimal pair stimuli. They were embedded in word pairs in such a way that they
could not become ambiguous in the surface form, e.g. zee and zeef were both not
followed by a word starting with an /f/. Examples are zee Vijn lze#zen/ and zeef Tijn
lzef#zetnl 'sea/sieve are'. The nouns in these word pairs were used as the target
words.

Sentence material
We created 48 carrier sentences that strongly predicted the target words and thus the
word pairs embedded in that sentence. To achieve this, the sentences contained a
semantic or associative lexical prime that was related to the target word whenever
possible (e.9. strand 'beach' in the sentence preceding the word pair zee fijn).
Lexical primes were chosen with the aid of information on word associations (De
Groot, 1980). The word pairs occurred at the end of the sentences, so that sufficient
semantic information \ryas available on presentation of the word pairs. The sentences
all consisted of ten words, preferably monosyllables (see appendix A).

To examine the predictive power of the sentences, a pen-and-paper Cloze-test
was carried out (Taylor, 1953). Each target word was removed from its sentence and
replaced by an open space of a fixed length. Twenty subjects were then asked to fill
in the word they thought would fit best into the sentence. The following scoring
procedure was used for their responses (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh, 1978): I :
identity with the target word; 2 : synonym of the target word; 3 : related to the
target word; and 4 : contextually appropriate but unrelated to the target word. For
each sentence two mean siores were calculated, one for the original target word, and
one for its contextually inconsistent counterpart. Across sentences, differences in
Cloze-scores between the intended word and the contextually inconsistent target
word ranged from 2.8 to 0.2. Thus, the target word intended by the speaker was
always predicted more strongly than the contextually inconsistent one. The
difference between the two groups proved to be signifrcant in a /-test. More
importantly, the target word that was not predicted by the sentence was never
mentioned in the Cloze-test. Cloze-scores for each sentence can be found in
appendix A.

Fillers
The stimulus sentences were supplemented with 144 filler sentences. Target words
in these fillers varied in position, and could appear at the beginning, middle or end
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of the sentence. Half of the target words in these fillers were part of a lexically
ambiguous word pair, whereas the other half was not. Also, half of the filler
sentences contained a target word rhyming with the cue word, whereas the other half
did not. These so-called catch-trials could be more or less similar to the cue word.
For instance, sometimes the cue-word contained the same vowel or the same final
consonant or consonant cluster. All filler sentences were the same for each group of
listeners. They can be found in appendix A.

Realisation
All stimulus and filler sentences were mixed into pseudo-random order, and printed
in a list. It was seen to that the first and last ten trials consisted of filler sentences

only, and that at least ten other sentences were placed between two sentences

containing target words that belong to the same stimulus set. All critical nouns and

adjectives were printed in capital letters to indicate to the speaker that he should put
emphasis on these words.

A male native speaker of Dutch was asked to read this list aloud, seated in a
sound-treated booth. He was instructed to read the list at a fast speaking rate, in
order to increase the chances at complete degemination in word pairs with double
boundary consonants. The mean speaking rate proved to be 6.15 syllables per

second. If the speaker hesitated or made an error, the stimulus sentence was repeated

until both speaker and experimenter were satisfied. The speaker was also asked to
read a list of all cue words. All realisations were recorded on digital audio tape
(DAT) at 44.1 kHz, using high quality recording equipment. The 192 sentences (48

stimulus sentences and 144 filler sentences) and cue words were re-sampled at

22.050 kHz sample frequency, at 16 bits and stored in a computer for later use.

2.3.2. Design

The factors in this experiment are [] lexical ambiguity: the target word may or may

not occur in a lexically ambiguous word pair; and [2] Upe of target word: the target
word may consist of an open or a closed syllable. In the lexically ambiguous
fragments this is equivalent to a word pair with a single or a double boundary
consonant, respectively.

Two types of cue word were presented before each sentence, namely one

consisting of an open syllable (e.g.f"e 'fairy') and one consisting of a closed

syllable (e.g. schee/'oblique'). [n this way, hits and coruect rejections could be

distinguished from false alarms and misses, and effects of the cue word on the

responses could be detected. Since priming and learning effects may occur if each

sentence is presented twice to the same listener, two experimental tapes were

created, In the first tape, an open cue word was presented prior to half of the

sentences and a closed cue word was presented prior to the other half of the

sentences. The cue words were reversed in the second tape. Furthermore, two more

tapes were created, presenting the sentences in reversed order. If possible, the

rhymes of the cue words and the target words were orthographically identical, since

29
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Seidenberg and Tanenhaus (1979) showed that target words that differed
orthographically from the cue word are detected more slowly.

2.3.3. Procedure

Prior to the experimental session, listeners received written instructions describing
the experimental situation, illustrated with examples. They were instructed to push a
button as soon as they detected a word that rhymed with the cue word presented in
advance. It was explained that a word rhymed with the cue word whenever the
vowel and the following consonant or consonant cluster, if any, were identical in the
cue word and the target word. Listeners were instructed not to take spelling into
account. Each listener was tested separately in a sound-treated booth. They heard the
stimulus materials over closed headphones and responded to the target words by
pressing a button. Before the actual experimental session started, a practice tape was
presented consisting of 20 trials. Each experimental session lasted about 25 minutes.
In the middle of the stimulus tape, a pause was inserted.

Each trial started with a tone of 100 ms, indicating to the listener that a new trial
was coming up. After 500 ms this tone was followed by the cue word, which was
presented auditorily to ensure that the mental sound representation formed by the
listeners was correct. After 1000 ms, the cue word was followed by a sentence. A
pulse of about 5 ms was recorded on the right channel of the stimulus tapes,
inaudible to the listeners. The pulse was placed at the beginning of the sentence and
triggered a timer. The timer was stopped as soon as the button was pressed.

2.3.4. Listeners

The listeners were 44 students of Utrecht University (l I for each tape), all Dutch
native speakers. They had no known history of hearing loss or speech disorder.
Listeners received NLG 6.50 for their participation. A bonus of NLG 35 was
promised to the listener who made the fewest errors and had the shortest reaction
times as well. The winner of this bonus was determined by ranking all listeners for
their mean reaction times and the number of correct responses. These two rank
numbers were then added and divided by trvo for each listener. The listener with the
lowest mean rank number received the bonus.

2.3.5. Data Analysis

Reaction times were measured from the onset of the vowel of each target word,
since from this point the cue and target word are identical. To this end, the duration
of the sentence up to and including the initial consonant or consonant cluster was

subtracted from the total reaction times (see section2.3.3). Responses with a latency
of more than the mean plus four times the overall standard deviation were

considered as missed. After analysing the reaction time data and error scores for
each stimulus set, two stimulus sets were removed from the data (ra/raaf fraai
'yard/raven beautiful' and do/doos slecht'dolbox bad'). Most listeners reported not
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to have understood the sentences and the words very well. In both sets, one of the
two words was very infrequent, and apparently not all listeners were sufficiently
familiar with them.

An analysis of covariance was performed on the reaction time data, with the
Cloze-score for the intended target words as a co-variate. This was done to correct
for differences in predictability of the stimulus sentences. The design contained two
random factors, the listeners and the different stimulus sets. Therefore, two 3-way
analyses of covariance were performed, one listeners (F1) and one items analysis
(F2). Other factors were ambiguity (lexically ambiguous and unambiguous word
pairs) and type of target word (open-syllable or closed-syllable).

2.4. Results and discussion

In table 2.2 the mean reaction times and standard errors are presented for the
lexically ambiguous and unambiguous stimulus word pairs containing open and

closed target words. The effect of the co-variate, the Cloze-score, proved not to have
a significant effect on the reaction times obtained.

The analyses of covariance revealed a significant main effect of ambiguity
(Fr(l ,43):22.80, p < 0.001, Fz(1,9):23.65, p < 0.01, minF'(1,30): 11.61, p (
0.01). Table 2.2 shows that reaction times are longer in lexically ambiguous than in
lexically unambiguous stimulus word pairs. Thus, the listeners seem to have more

difficulty in processing the ambiguous stimulus materials than the unambiguous
stimulus materials. These results are consistent with what was expected if norrnal
word recognition processes are involved in performing the rhyme-monitoring task.

The results also indicate that the listeners probably did not use a strategy of rhyme
spotting, since in that case lexical ambiguities would not have caused more
difficulty.

Table 2.2. Mean reaction times in ms, measured from rhyme-onset, with standard errors in
brackets. Results are broken down for phonetically ambiguous and unambiguous word pairs
and for open and closed target words. Reaction times in each cell are based on a maximum of
220 observations.

Ambiguous Unambiguous Mean

3l

Open Target Word

Closed Target Word

Mean

s1e (21.3)

s24 (15.0)

447 (r4.7)

452 (14.2\
stz (13.2)

487 (12.2)

55? (14.6) 449 (10.2) 49e (9.01)

Table 2,2 also shows that listeners are faster at detecting closed than open target
words. This main eflect only reached significance in the listeners analysis (F1(1,43)
: 5.14, p < 0.05, F2(1,9) < 1, n.s.) and appears to be mainly due to the lexically
ambiguous stimulus word pairs. However, the interaction between type of target
word and ambiguity is not significant (F'(1 ,43):1.66, n.s., F2(1,9) < l, n.s.).

Although a ffend towards a preference for closed words is only observed in the
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lexically ambiguous word pairs, it may be argued that the listeners responded faster
to closed than to open words in the unambiguous word pairs as well. Since in the
closed words more segments must be processed before a clear word boundary can be

detected, and since reaction times are measured from the onset of the first vowel,
longer reaction times may be expected for these closed target words. However, such
a disadvantage for closed words is not obtained. This means that the results in the
unambiguous stimuli actually suggest a preference for closed words as well.

The analyses furthermore show a significant difference between listeners
(F'(1,43):8.11, p < 0.01). The interaction between listener and ambiguity is also
significant (Fr(l,43): 1.72, p < 0.01). This may be an indication that not all
listeners were always slower in responding to lexically ambiguous than to
unambiguous stimuli. This finding suggests that the listeners maybe used a strategy
of threshold lowering. Due to this strategy, fast rhyming responses may sometimes
be made before the listener could have noticed the lexical ambiguity.

In the item analysis, the effect of stimulus item reaches significance (F2(1,9) :
6.74, p < 0.01). Furthermore, the interactions between item and type of target word
(Fz(I,9): 4.26, p < 0.01), and between item, type of target word and ambiguity
(Fz(l ,9) : 2.32, p < 0.05) prove to be significant. These effects may be caused by
differences in frequency, semantic appropriateness and phonemic structure of each

word pair.

r00

ffi hit
n miss

zee fijn zeef frjn zee zijn zeef zijn
(l) (2) (3) (4)

word pair

Figure 2.1. Percentages of hits and misses for all items in which the word rhyming with the

cue word was contextually appropriate and a response was expected. Percentages in each bar

are based on220 observations.
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Figures 2.1 and 2.2 display data on the elrors and corect responses. Figure 2.1

shows percentages of hits and misses. A hit was defined as a correct response to a

contextually appropriate target word that rhymes with the cue word. When the
listener does not respond while the contextually appropriate target word rhymes with
the cue word we define this as a miss.

Figure 2.1 shows that misses rarely occur. When they do, they occur always in
cases in which listeners are confronted with lexically ambiguous word pairs, viz.5Yo
and 6Yo in the open (l) and closed (2) words, respectively. No items are missed in
the unambiguous open (3) and closed (4) stimulus word pairs. This difference
between lexically ambiguous and unambiguous word pairs may be a result of the
fact that there is always more than one interpretation of the phoneme string in the
lexically ambiguous word pairs. Therefore, there may have been a higher chance of
recognising the contextually inappropriate interpretation in this condition.

Figure 2.2 presents false alarms (the listener responds while the word that
rhymes with the cue word is contextually inappropriate and no response is expected)
and correct rejections (no response is given to a contextually inappropriate target
word).

J5

100

80

60

40

20

correct rejection

false alarm

(u
bo
CE

q)
t)h
(u

zee fijn zeef fdn zee zljn zeef zijn
(r) (2) (3) (4)

word pair

Figure 2,2.Percentages of false alarms and correct rejections over all items in which the word
rhyming with the cue word was contextually inappropriate and no response was expected.
Percentages in each bar are based on220 observations.

The figure shows that false alarms occur in all four conditions, despite the presence

of semantic primes related to the intended target words. In three conditions a

sequence of sounds that constitutes a rhyming word can always be detected, viz. in
condition I (zeefijn),2 (zeeffijn) and 4 (zeef zijr). In these conditions the string of
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phonemes matches both the word zee and zeef, hence, a word rhyming with /ee and
scheef is always present in the phoneme string. In condition 3, however, it is never
possible to detect a closed word that rhymes with the cue word: ln zee zijn lzezenl
the sequence lzef I is not present. The fact that in this condition 3Yo of the responses
were false alarms indicates a lack of concentration in the listeners. However, these
responses may also result from the strategy of threshold lowering. Listeners may
have perceived the contextually inconsistent closed but rhyming word before the last
part of the target word was heard.

Most false alarms are obtained in condition I (zee "fijn), in which an incorect
response is given in 32Vo of the cases. In conditions 2 (zeef fijn) and 4 (zeef zijn)
about l0% of the responses consists of false alarms, indicating that the rhyming
word zee was recognised. The number of false alarms always exceeds the number of
misses in the same condition. If the results obtained in a rhyme-monitoring task
reflect processes that are involved in normal word recognition, listeners were
expected to automatically use the priming context for correct segmentation. Then, no
false alarms were expected. Although the majority of the responses are consistent
with the context, false alarms do occur, indicating that the strong contextual
information did not always influence the decision. This suggests that task-specific
strategies probably played a part in performing the rhyme-monitoring task as well.

The results in the false alarms also show a preference for closed words. If an
open cue word is presented prior to a stimulus fragment containing a closed first
word, a word consisting of an open first syllable is erroneously recognised in l0% of
the instances. A word that consists of a closed syllable, on the other hand, is

recognised far more often when a lexically ambiguous word pair that contains an

open fnst word is presented, namely in 32o/o of the cases. This means that listeners
more often perceive closed-syllable words than open-syllable words.

The general pattern of results appears to exclude the strategy of rhyme spotting,
since factors that are known to affect word processing are reflected in the results of
this rhyme-monitoring experiment. An effect of lexical ambiguity was obtained in
the reaction times, and the priming context influenced the outcome of the
recognition process in the majority of cases, i.e. in 90% of the cases a contextually
consistent target word was perceived. To further exclude the possibility that the

listeners used a rhyme-spotting strategy, it was investigated whether responses to
non-words were also obtained. To this end, the filler sentences were searched for
rhyming sequences of sounds that did not constitute a word. This condition was met
in l0 sentences. Since non-words were not systematically added to the stimulus
materials, these non-word sequences often crossed word and syllable boundaries. In
these filler sentences, no responses were made at all. This result is an extra
indication that listeners in the present rhyme-monitoring experiment probably did
not use a rhyme-spotting strategy.
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2.5. General discussion and conclusion

This preliminary rhyme-monitoring experiment shows that processes of normal
word recognition are involved in performing the task and that lexical access occurs.
Factors that are known to affect word recognition, such as an associative prime in
the preceding sentence context or the presence of a lexical ambiguity, have
significant effects on the results. As expected, longer reaction times were obtained in
the lexically ambiguous word pairs compared to the unambiguous word pairs in
which a clear boundary is present in the input string. Apparently, listeners had more
difficulty in dealing with lexically ambiguous stimulus materials in which the input
string matches two possible segmentations. Furthermore, in the majority of cases a
contextually consistent target word was perceived, as shown by the high percentage
of hits and correct rejections (about 90%). This means that a context containing an
associative prime aided correct segmentation in both the ambiguous and
unambiguous word pairs.

However, when the phonemic input string matched a word rhyming with either
an open or a closed cue word, false alarms were obtained unexpectedly. This
occurred in only l0o/o of the cases if a closed target word was realised and the cue
word consisted of an open syllable. The percentage of false alarms increased to 3?Yo

in the lexically ambiguous word pairs with single boundary consonants containing
an open target word that were preceded by closed cue words. Such contextually
inconsistent responses were expected to occur if listeners used a strategy of rhyme
spotting or of threshold lowering. Therefore, the occurrence of false alarms is an

indication of the use of one of these strategies.
As was already mentioned in the previous section, the pattern of results obtained

is probably not the result of a rhyme-spotting strategy: Listeners do not respond
when a rhyming non-word is present in the phoneme string. Furthermore,
contextually inconsistent but rhyming target words were not perceived consistently.
Therefore, the results must be due to a strategy of threshold lowering. In using this
strategy, the listener is trying to understand the sentences and the words it contains.
However, since he was asked to monitor for words rhyming with the cue word, he
also concentrates specifically on these words. As a consequence, the activation
levels of the rhyming words are boosted, or their recognition thresholds are lowered.
As a result, they have an increased chance of being recognised. Since the rhyming
word is not necessarily consistent with the sentence context, a contextually
inappropriate response is then sometimes given. The results in the reaction times
also suggest the use of this strategy of threshold lowering. Although overall listeners
were faster in processing unambiguous word pairs, the interaction between listener
and ambiguity suggests that this is not always the case. Listeners sometimes
responded before they could have noticed the lexical ambiguity.

The use of a threshold-lowering strategy may also account for the small number
of unexpected false alarms obtained in the unambiguous word pairs containing an

open target word (e.g. zee zin).After just analysing the first phonemes of the target
word, listeners may have been sufficiently certain that the closed rhyming word (e.g.
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zeefl was presented. A response was then made even before the disambiguating
acoustic information was presented. Of course, the false alarms in this condition may
also result from a lack of concentration in the listeners.

ln the introduction to this chapter it was argued that the use of a strategy of
threshold lowering is undesirable, since potential effects of a constraining sentence

context may then remain hidden in the results. This preliminary rhyme-monitoring
experiment indeed shows that even effects of a context containing an associative
prime are not always apparent in the results. Contextually inappropriate words that
rhymed were sometimes detected despite the context. However, in the vast majority
(90%) of instances sentence context indeed influenced the results. Apparently, the use

of this strategy does not often lead to inconsistent and unexpected responses. Rather, the

strategy of threshold lowering causes a bias towards rhyming words. It may be seen as

an extra factor affecting word recognition processes, similar to the effects of word
frequency or of associative primes. However, in this case the effect is induced by the

experimental task that is being employed and is more consciously applied. Since the

overall results still reflect effects of a priming context and of lexical ambiguity, it may

be concluded that, despite the use of this sfrategy, the task is suitable for demonstrating
potential effects of sentence context in the experiment described in Chapter l.

The results also show a response bias towards closed words. First, the listeners

responded faster to closed than to open words. Second, in the condition with
lexically ambiguous word pairs containing open target words many more incorrect
responses were given than in the conditions with word pairs containing closed target
words. An incorrect response in the word pairs with open target words indicates that
a closed word is perceived instead of an open word. This means that listeners more
often recognised a closed word than an open word. This response bias may be due to
the higher frequency of closed words compared to open words. Another explanation
may be that a closed word contains more acoustic information, so that the listener is

more certain of his response. Since the response bias is probably caused by more
general factors, it is not necessarily a specific effect of the rhyme-monitoring task.

In addition to determining whether listeners in a rhyme-monitoring task are

sensitive to task-specific strategies or biases, it was a second goal of this preliminary
rhyme-monitoring experiment to find out whether reaction times to target words

embedded in lexically ambiguous word pairs are sufficiently fast. Results show that
reaction times are longer if the target word is part of a lexically ambiguous word
pair. This result indicates that in these cases listeners had more difficulty in

processing the target words. However, responses to these target words are still
relatively fast, with mean reaction times of about 550 ms. In other experiments,

reaction times to target words varied from about 400 to about 600 ms. Rhyming non-
words could be detected in about 600ms. It must be noted that these reaction times
were all measured from word onset, whereas we measured from rhyme-onset. If the

average duration of the word-onsets is added to the mean reaction times, we obtain

reaction times of about 610 ms. This means that target words in lexically ambiguous

fragments, although they are detected more slowly than words in unambiguous word

sequences, are still detected relatively fast. Hence, it appears that the rhyme-
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monitoring task indeed measures word recognition processes in real time, even when

target words are embedded in lexically ambiguous word pairs.

In conclusion, the rhyme-monitoring task is suitable for the purposes of the
present thesis. Effects of factors known to influence word recognition processes do
indeed emerge in the results. Apparently, in agreement with the instructions, the

listeners tried to comprehend the words and the sentences while performing the task.

This means that potential effects of sentence context may be shown with the aid of
this task. However, at the same time the listeners employed a strategy of threshold
lowering, which leads to a bias towards recognising rhyming words that do not
necessarily fit the sentence context. This is not surprising, since the listeners were

asked to respond as quickly as possible on hearing a rhyming word. The observed

bias brings about some extra noise in the results of a rhyme-monitoring task.

However, it does not affect the results to a large extent. Furthermore, reaction times
were generally fast, which msans that word recognition processes are indeed

measured in real time.
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Abstract

The experiments of this chapter were set up to test the assumption that a long
consonant is an unambiguous cue to a geminate in the input string.
Furthermore, thqt investigated whether a word pair with a short boundary
consonant was perceptually ambiguous between the two possible
segmentations. The first experiment shows that listeners in a binary forced-
choice task cannot segment the word pairs in accordance with the intentions
of the speaker when these pairs are read at a relatively fast speaking rate.

This suggests that the word pairs indeed become perceptually ambiguous.

The second uperiment shows that lengthening the boundary consonant leads

to perception of a geminate in the input string. This is again confirmed in the

final experiment, in which word pairs with short, long and intermediate
boundary consonants are presented in a gating experiment. l{ord pairs with
short boundary consononts are maximally ambiguous, whereas those with
long boundary cor*onants are almost always segmented into word pairs with
geminate boundary consonqnts containing closed first words. This final
experiment also shows that the word pairs can be isolated almost
immediately after the boundary consonant has been analysed, indicating that
the selection stage ends after this consonant has been heard.

' Parts of this chapter also appeared in Te Riele, Loef and Van Herwijnen (1997).
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3.1. Introduction

The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the roles of sentence context and
bottom-up acoustic information for processing lexically ambiguous sequences of
words. One of our reseElrch questions is whether clear acoustic cues in favour of the
intended segmentation are decisive for word perception, even in the face of semantic
information. To answer this question, it is not only necessary to vary the amount of
semantic information in the sentence context. In addition, the stimulus word pairs
must be either perceptually ambiguous or unambiguous [n the absence of a
constraining sentence context.

In Chapter 1, it was argued that this requirement can be met when word pairs of
the type [zefem] are used. If the pivotal consonant in this fragment is short, and is
perceived as a single boundary consonant, the fragment is assumed to be
perceptually ambiguous. It can be segmented into zee fijn'sea frne' or into zeef fijn
'sieve fme', i.e. into a word pair with a single or with a double underlying boundary
consonant. This ambiguity is the result of the phonological process of degemination
(Booij, 1995), which causes one of two adjacent and identical consonants in the
underlying representation to be deleted in the surface form. This means that the
single lfl in the surface form [zefern] may be the result of a single lf/ in the
underlying form or of a degeminated underlying double /f/. However, an underlying
double boundary consonant is not necessarily shortened in such a way that it has the
length of a single consonant. It is assumed that a relatively long boundary consonant
indicates the presence of a geminate in the input string (Pickett and Decker, 1960,

Lahiri and Hankamer, 1987). The acoustic information then clearly favours
segmentation into zeef andfijn. The present chapter tests these assumptions. If they
are correct, the word pairs are suitable for use in the experiment of Chapter 4.

Three experiments investigated the suitability of the word pairs. Section 3.2

describes a binary forced-choice gating experiment that tests whether the word pairs
under investigation actually are perceptually ambiguous in natural speech. In
addition, it tests whether the phonological process of degemination has

psychological reality, i.e. whether the degemination rule is part of the phonological
knowledge of language users. A classification experiment described in section 3.3

tests whether a lengthened boundary consonant is indeed perceived as a geminate.

On the basis of the results of this classification experiment, perceptually ambiguous

and unambiguous word pairs are selected. A gating experiment described in section

3.4 agan tests the perceptual ambiguity or clearness of the selected word pairs.

Furthermore, it determines the isolation and recognition points of these word pairs.

With the aid of this information, it can be determined where the stage of selection

ends. Section 3.5, furally, contains some concluding remarks.
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3.2. Experiment 1: Binary forced choice gating

3.2.l.Introduction

As explained in the previous section, minimal pairs of word sequences of the type
zee fijn versus zeef fijn may theoretically become identical in the surface form as a
result of regular degemination. The surface form [zefem] may result from a

segmentation with an underlying single or a degeminated double boundary
consonant, i.e. from a word pair containing an open or a closed first word. However,
acoustic cues for the intended segmentation may still be present in the signal.
Indeed, previous research shows that a degeminated double consonant, although
shortened, remains slightly longer than an underlying single boundary consonant
(Manens and Quene, 1994). Moreover, the vowel in the first word may contain
relevant information for determining whether the word pair had a single or a double

boundary consonant: This vowel is usually shorter when the first word consists of a
closed syllable and the word pair has underlying geminate boundary consonants
(Maddieson, 1985). In addition, decay and rise times of the surrounding vowels may
present acoustic cues to the intended segmentation (Quen6, 1992, 1993). The

experiment of this section investigates whether or not listeners can use these cues to
segment the word pairs correctly.

For the word pairs to become perceptually ambiguous, the degemination rule
must also be part of the internal phonological knowledge of the language user. Only
then may listeners undo effects of degemination when they hear a word pair with a
single boundary consonant, so that both an interpretation with a single and a double

boundary consonant is activated by the input. However, it is also possible that

listeners map the input directly onto the interpretation that bears the greatest

resemblance to the surface form. In our case, this is the word pair with the single
underlying boundary consonant containing an open first word. If this is the case, the

word pairs are not perceptually ambiguous, which means that they may not be

suitable to be used in the experiment of Chapter 4. Previous empirical research into
this issue does not provide a conclusive answer to this question. Dupuis (1988), for
instance, observed a preference for the segmentation with an open frst word. Menert
(1994), on the other hand, found that both interpretations were recognised about

equally often, which shows that both interpretations are active at the moment a

decision is made. This issue is further investigated in this experiment.

Both research questions are addressed in a gating experiment. In gating,

consecutively larger parts of a stimulus word are presented to the listeners. ln the

present experiment, only three gate points were used. The first gate consisted of the

word pair up to and including the frst vowel, the second gate also included the

boundary consonant, and the final gate contained the entire word pair. After each

gate, the listeners had to indicate which interpretation was actually said in a binary

forced-choice task: The one containing an open or a closed first word.

Listeners will be able to segment the word pairs correctly if acoustic cues for the

intended segmentation are substantial. If they are primarily located in the first vowel,
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the listeners can segment the word pairs correctly as early as the first gate. Correct
segmentation can be achieved after the second gate if the boundary consonant
contains the most salient cues. However, the temporal information in these segments
may have to be related to the duration of other segments in the word pair. In that
case, listeners may arrive at correct segmentation only after presentation of the entire
word pair, i.e. after the third gate.

If listeners cannot segment the word pairs correctly after the third gate, there are
two possibilities. If listeners undo degemination automatically, both possible
interpretations, i.e. with the single or the gerninate boundary consonant, ile
recognised about equally often. However, if listeners are not always aware that
degemination may have occurred, a word pair with a single boundary consonant
containing an open first word is perceived most often. In those cases, the
interpretation with geminate boundary consonants containing a closed first word
may not be active. Then, the word pairs are not suitable for use in the experiment of
Chapter 4.

3.2.2. Method

3.2.2.1. Materials

Word and sentence material
The stimulus material consisted of 9 of the 12 minimal pairs of word sequences that
were also used in the preliminary rhyme-monitoring experiment described in
Chapter 2. Three of these 12 minimal pairs were discarded from the material set,

since some of the words appeared to be of such low frequency that not all listeners
understood their meanings well. The 9 minimal pairs (i.e. 18 word pairs) were
embedded at the end of semantically neutral sentences, so that only acoustic
information was available for correct segmentation. These neutral sentences and the
9 minimal pairs are to be found in appendix B.

Realisation
The stimulus sentences were mixed with filler sentences so as to lead the speaker
away from the goal of the experiment. All sentences were read by a male native
speaker of Dutch at a relatively fast speaking rate in order to increase the chances of
complete degemination. The speaker was seated in a sound-treated booth in a

professional recording studio using high-quality recording equipment. The stimulus
sentences were recorded on DAT tape, at 44.1 kHz. They were re-sampled at 22.05

kHz, at 16 bits and stored in a computer for later use.

The durations of the boundary consonants and preceding vowels were measured

to determine whether temporal differences between the two members of each

minimal pair are present. These mean durations are presented in table 3.1. As
expected, the duration of the first vowel is shorter if a word pair has underlying
geminate boundary consonants and contains a closed first word. The duration of the
pivotal consonant, on the other hand, is longer for word sequences with a double
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than a single underlying boundary consonant. Although the magnitude of these

differences varies in each minimal pair, they point to the expected direction in
almost all cases. A sign-test shows that both the differences in the vowel and the
boundary consonant are significant (vowels and consonants: z = 2.0, p < 0.05).
Although durational differences between word pairs with underlying single and

double boundary consonants are present, this does not necessarily mean that these

cues are also perceptually relevant. This is tested in the gating experiment.

Table 3.1. Mean duration in ms of the vowel and boundary consonant for word pairs with
underlying single and double boundary consonants, containing open or closed first words,
respectively.

Underlying Form Vowel Boundary Consonant

Open First Word
Closed First Word

43

135

126

r23
136

Three gates were then created for each stimulus sentence, In the first gate the

sentence was cut off after the vowel preceding the boundary consonant. The second

gate consisted of the sentence up to and including the ambiguous boundary
consonant. And at the third gate the sentence including the entire word pair remained

intact. The positions of the gates were determined auditorily and visually with the

aid of the oscillogram and the spectrogram. Gates were cut off at zero crossings to
avoid clicks. An example of the three gate positions is shown in figure 3.1 on the

next page.

3.2.2.2. Procedure
Prior to the experiment, listeners received written instructions and an answering
sheet on which both possible segmentations were printed for each trial. They were

asked to listen carefully to each stimulus and to indicate whether a word pair

containing an open or a closed frst word had been said by circling that word pair on

the answering sheet. All three gates of one word pair were presented consecutively
to the same listener. The order in which the different word pairs were presented, was

varied randomly in each session. Listeners were tested individually in a sound-

attenuated booth. The stimuli were presented over closed headphones at a

comfortable listening level.
The three gates of every sentence were separated by a 2-s silence. After the final

gate of a sentence had been presented, a tone and a 3-s pause were inserted. A short
practice session containing three sentences was presented prior to the experiment.

These practice sentences were read in the same session as the stimulus sentences,

and also contained lexically ambiguous word pairs. The entire experiment took
about 5 minutes.
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F
Als ik er echt iets over moet regge\ dar vind ik de zee t rJtr

gatc I , J

0
Time (s)

Figure 3.1. Example of the gate positions.

3.2.2.3. Listeners
'Listeners were 40 students of Utrecht University. They were all native speakers of
Dutch and had no self-reported hearing impairment. They participated voluntarily.
None had participated in the preliminary rhyme-monitoring experiment described in
Chapter 2.

3.2.2.4. Design and data analysis
Two experimental lists were created. Each contained the three gated versions of only
one member of each minimal pair. The frst list consisted of 5 word pairs with an
underlying single and 4 with an underlying double boundary consonant. In the
second list the counterparts of each minimal pair were presented.

The percentages of correct segmentations, i.e. as intended by the speaker, were
then calculated for each gate over all listeners and stimulus word pairs. Also, we
calculated the percentage of times a word pair with a single boundary consonant
containing an open first word was perceived. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Siegel,
1956) was used to determine whether the observed distributions differed from the
binomial distribution with p = 0.5, which is chance level.

2.462
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3.2.3. Results and Discussion

Table 3.? presents correct segmentations and open first word responses in
percentages. These are broken down for word pairs that originally contained open
and closed first words, and for the three gates. First, consider the results at the first
gate. Here, the word pairs containing an open first word are segmented correctly in
86Yo of the cases. However, the word pairs containing a closed first word are mostly
segmented incorrectly, namely in 89% of the cases. Clearly, the results show a
strong preference for the segmentation containing the open first word, i.e. with the
single boundary consonant. This suggests that temporal and other acoustic cues in
the preceding vowel are not sufficient to immediately affect activation levels of the
two lexical hypotheses. Rather, by circling the word pair containing the open word,
the listeners indicate to have heard the word that was actually presented at this first
gate (e.g. zee).

At the second gate the reverse paffern of results was obtained. Here, the listeners
most often recognised a word pair containing a closed frrst word, namely in 80% and
67Yo of the cases in word pairs that originally contained an open or a closed first
word, respectively. At this second gate, a closed first word (e.g. zeefl was actually
presented. Therefore the listeners indicate to have recognised this closed word.
These results suggest that the acoustic information in the boundary consonant is also
insufficient to immediately disambiguate the word pairs.

Table 3.2. Correct responses in percentages and open first word responses in percentages

broken down for word pairs that originally contained an open (zee fijn\ or a closed (zeef fijn)
first word. Results at each of the three gates are presented.
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Open

Closed

Gate I

86Yo

tt%

Gate 2

20Yo

67%

Gate 3

53%

5t%

Gate I Gate2

86Yo 20Yo

89Yo 33o/o

Gate 3

53%

49o/o

However, our listeners may have perceived the available cues, but may not have
used them to predict which word pair was said. This may firstly be due to a more
general bias in listeners in gating experiments to perceive all the parts of an input
signal as belonging together, rather than treating the available information as a cue

to a larger speech ufierance that is not yet presented completely (McQueen, 1995).

Secondly, in the present experiment the silence that follows the gates may have been

a strong cue for a word boundary. As a result, listeners may not have paid much

attention to the acoustic cues in the vowel and boundary consonant. Finally, the

temporal cues may have to be related to the duration of the entire fragment before

they can be interpreted properly.
These explanations suggest that listeners may be able to use the acoustic cues if

the entire word pair is presented. However, the results at the third gate show that the

word pairs are segmented correctly in only 52%o of the cases after presentation of the

entire intact sentence. The observed distribution does not differ significantly from
the binomial distribution in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p : 0.38), which means
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that the percentage of corect segmentations does not differ significantly from
chance. These results show that the listeners cannot use the temporal cues in the
surrounding vowels and in the boundary consonant to segment the word pairs in
accordance with the intentions of the speaker. Apparently, the word pairs are
acoustically ambiguous.

The acoustic ambiguity of the word pairs is also suggested by the significant
correlation between the relative frequency' of the first words in the word pairs and
the number of open first word responses (r:0.70, p < 0.05). Since effects of non-
sensory information like word frequency are probably stronger when the acoustic
information does not provide sufficient information for correct segmentation, the
significant effect of word frequency may indicate once again that the two members
of a minimal pair have become perceptually indistinguishable in the surface form as

a result of degemination.
The results furthermore show an almost even distribution of open and closed first

word responses at the third gate for both types of word pairs. ln 53%o in word pairs
with a single boundary consonant and in 49Yo in word pairs with a double boundary
consonant an open first word was recognised. This result indicates that listeners are
aware that a single consonant in the surface form may have resulted from an
underlying double consonant. It appears that listeners used the degemination rule to
undo its effects when a word pair is presented that seems to have a single consonant
in the surface form, so that both interpretations are available at the moment a

decision is made. Therefore, our results suggest that the degemination rule is part of
our listeners' internal phonological knowledge.

3.2.4. Conclusions

The goal of the present experiment was to determine whether minimal pairs of word
sequences with single or double underlying boundary consonants, i.e. with open or
closed first words, become acoustically ambiguous in natural speech as a result of
regular degemination. Furthermore, we questioned whether degemination has
psychological reality. The results show that degemination does occur in fast, read
speech, causing the double consonant to be shortened in such a way that it can no
longer be distinguished from a single boundary consonant in the surface form. Also,
word pairs with open and closed first words were recognised about equally often,
independent of the intentions of the speaker. This is an indication that both
interpretations are active at a moment a decision is made, which means that the
degemination rule is part of the internal phonological knowledge of the language
users.

The results of the present experiment agree with the findings of Menert (1994)
but they are inconsistent with the results of Dupuis (1988). This may have to do with
the tasks used. Dupuis used a gating task in which listeners were asked to write

I The relative frequency of the first words in a minimal pair is defined as follows: open word /
(open word + closed word). The frequency of the words was looked up in CELEX (Burnage,
1990).
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down what they heard. Menert, on the other hand, used a binary forced-choice task.
In the latter, which was also used in the present experiment, both possible
interpretations are given away to the listener beforehand. As a result, the potential
ambiguity of the word pairs is revealed. Results may have been different if a task
with open class responses was used. Therefore, in order to be completely certain that
word pairs with single boundary consonants in the surface form are perceptually
ambiguous and are suitable for use in the rhyme-monitoring experiment of Chapter
4, a task with open class responses should be used. This is done in the experiment
described [n section 3.4.

3.3. Experiment 2: classification

3,3.1. Introduction

It was assumed that lengthening the boundary consonant in the word pairs leads to
perception of a geminate consonant in the input string, which means that the word
pairs are then no longer ambiguous. Previous research using a classification task and
stimulus continua in which the pivotal consonant was varied in duration showed that
Iisteners indeed perceive a geminate when the duration of the consonant is

sufficiently long (Pickett and Decker, 1960, Lahiri and Hankamer, 1987). However,
Obrecht (1965) showed that this does not hold true for all classes of consonants.
Clear endpoint stimuli are obtained in nasals and stops, but not in fricatives.
According to Obrecht, this is due to fricatives containing high-frequency
components, which are probably less reliably transmitted compared to the relevant
acoustic information in the other phonetic classes. However, only three listeners
participated in that experiment, which means that its results may not be reliable.
Therefore, the present classification experiment again investigates whether clear
endpoint stimuli can be obtained in word pairs in which the pivotal consonant is a
fricative.

Apart from determining at which duration a clear geminate is perceived, the
present experiment also investigates at which duration a clear single consonant is

generally perceived. On the basis of the results of the previous experiment, which
suggest that the word pairs are perceptually ambiguous when there appears to be

only a single boundary consonant in the phonemic input string, it may be expected
that word pairs with clear single consonants are maximally ambiguous. Such

maximally ambiguous word pairs are suitable for use in the rhyme-monitoring
experiment of Chapter 4.

Finally, the results of the experiment described in section 3.2 suggest that
acoustic cues in the vowel preceding the boundary consonant are not perceptually
relevant in distinguishing a single from a geminate consonant. If this is true, we may
use manipulated versions of only one word sequence of a minimal pair in the rhyme-
monitoring experiment described in Chapter 4. This will greatly reduce the number
of conditions in that experiment. Since the original design contains an impractically
large number of conditions and a reduction is desirable, this finding is further tested
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in the present experiment. If the classification curves for both members of a minimal
pair are identical, acoustic cues in the vowels surrounding the boundary consonant
are not relevant for the perception of a geminate.

3.3.2. Method

3.3.2.1. Materials
The stimulus material consisted of the same stimulus sentences and 9 minimal pairs
of word sequences that were used in the previous experiment. Original boundary
consonant durations varied from 87 to 170 ms. The durations in the classification
task had to exceed these values, and therefore ranged from 50 to2l0 ms in 8 steps of
20 ms. The boundary consonants were manipulated by copying or removing parts of
the frication noise. No other manipulations were performed.

3.3.2.2. Procedure
All 9 manipulated versions of both members of one minimal pair were presented l0
times at random in one block. Thus, each block contained 180 stimuli of one
minimal pair. The stimuli were all presented in their sentences, since the temporal
cue for perceiving a geminate may depend on the speaking rate in the ufferance as a
whole. Half of the Iisteners received the nine blocks in one order, whereas the other
half heard the blocks in the reversed order.

Listeners were tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth. They were placed
in front of a computer screen that showed two buttons labelled with the two possible

interpretations of the word pairs (e.g.. one labelled with zee fijn, and one with zeef

fijn).After each sentence, listeners were asked to indicate whether they had heard a
word pair with a single boundary consonant or one with geminate consonants by
clicking on the appropriate button on the screen with the mouse. Listeners could
choose to take a break after each block.

Stimuli were presented binaurally over closed headphones at a comfortable
listening level. The stimuli were separated by a 3-s silence, and listeners were
required to respond within that period. Prior to the experiment, a practice session

was presented, so that the listeners could get used to the task. The entire experiment
lasted approximately 4 hours.

3.3.2.3. Listeners
Listeners were 16 students of Utrecht University who had no known hearing
impairments. None participated in any of the previous experiments. They were paid
NLG 40 for their participation.

3.3.2.4. Data analysis

For each listener and all versions of the word pairs, the proportion of single
boundary consonant (V#CV) responses was calculated. Z-scores for each proportion
were looked up in a table based on the normal distribution. These z-scores were then
subjected to a linear regression analysis, so that the point at which the judgements
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are theoretically evenly divided could be determined. This is the point at which the
z-score equals 0. The consonant duration coinciding with this point is referred to as

the crossover-point. Crossover-points were fed into a listener and item analysis of
variance. The other factor in these analyses was the segmentation that was originally
intended by the speaker (e.g. zeefijn or zeeffijn).

3.3.3. Results and discussion

Figure 3.2 presents the pooled results over all listeners and minimal pairs of two-
word sequences. Single consonant responses (V#CV) are shown in percentages for
the continua based on word pairs that originally had an underlying single and double
boundary consonant, i.e. word pairs that originally contained open or closed first
words.

lO0Yo

80%

6OYo

40Yo

20Yo

oy,

{- zee frjn
- -I- - zeef frjn--

o!r i,Npt

orXh0x
!! U)

=q)LL
q)
(J
L
q)

90 I l0 130 150 t7O 190 210

boundary consonant duration

Figure 3.2. Percentages of single consonant responses (zee fijn) over 16 listeners and 9
minimal pairs of two-word sequences, broken down for sequences with underlying single (zee

fijn) and double boundary consonants (zeeffijn).

The figure shows that manipulations of the duration of the pivotal consonant

strongly affect the responses. The percentages of single boundary consonant
judgements approach 100% in the case of very short boundary consonants. In word
pairs with very long boundary consonants, percentages of single boundary consonant
judgements approach zero, which means that a word pair with geminate boundary
consonants is almost always recognised.

Apparently, lengthening the boundary consonant is a strong cue for the

perception of a geminate, even in fricatives. If this consonant is relatively long,

listeners recognise a word pair with geminate boundary consonants in the vast
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majority of the instances. Therefore, it was concluded that a long boundary
consonant indeed leads to phonetically unambiguous word pairs that have a

geminate in the phonemic input string and thus contain a closed first word.
Furthermore, a very short boundary consonant leads to clear perception of a single
consonant in the input. These word pairs are probably maximally ambiguous
between segmentations containing open or closed first words. Word pairs with short
and long boundary consonants thus appear to be suitable to use in the rhyme-
monitoring experiment of Chapter 4.

Furthermore, the figure shows no differences between word pairs that originally
had an underlying single consonant and those that had an underlying double
consonant. The lines in the figure overlap completely and the analyses of variance
show no significant difference in crossover-points (Fr(l,15) < l, n.s., F2(1,8) < l,
n.s.). Results for separate minimal pairs show that there is no difference in
crossover-point between the members of four pairs. In two pairs this difference is
significant, but is in the unexpected direction, i.e. the crossover-point occurs at a
Ionger duration in word pairs that had a geminate boundary consonant in the
underlying form. In the remaining three pairs, the difference was in the expected
direction. It must be noted that also in the minimal pairs with significantly different
crossover-points clear endpoints are obtained for both members of the pair. This
indicates that even if acoustic cues in the vowels surrounding the boundary
consonant play some role in the decision, boundary consonant duration is by far the
strongest cue for perception of a single or a geminate boundary consonant.
Therefore, it suffices to use only one manipulated member of each minimal pair.

3.3.4. Conclusion

The classification experiment shows that clear endpoint stimuli with single and
geminate boundary consonants may also be obtained in fricatives. Word pairs with
long boundary consonants unambiguously indicate the presence of a geminate in the
input string. In word pairs with short boundary consonants only a single consonant is
detected in the input. The latter word pairs, therefore, are probably maximally
ambiguous. These results confirm our assumptions concerning the stimulus
materials. Therefore, they may be used in the experiment of Chapter 4. Furtherrnore,
acoustic cues in the vowels surrounding the boundary consonant do not appear to
have a strong effect on the perception of a single or a geminate boundary consonant.
This means that manipulated versions of only one member of a minimal pair may be

used in the experiment described in Chapter 4.

On the basis of the results of the present classification experiment, stimulus word
pairs were selected for use in the rhyme-monitoring experiment described in Chapter
4. If possible, it was avoided to use the stimuli with the longest or shortest

consonants in the continuum. In these stimuli the rhythmic structure of the word
pairs was more seriously disrupted compared to those in which the duration was less

severely changed. Furthermore, manipulated versions of only one member of a
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minimal pair were chosen for later use. These were the word pairs that had the
steepest slopes in the classification experiment, i.e. the word pairs with the smallest
standard deviations at the crossover-point. Also, the clarity of the endpoint stimuli
was taken into account, i.e. the word pairs with endpoints that came closest to 100%
single and geminate boundary consonant responses were selected.

Word pairs in which geminate boundary consonants were detected in at least

90% of the cases were chosen as perceptually unambiguous stimuli. In the separate

minimal pairs, the percentage of geminate boundary consonant judgements for these
word pairs in the classification experiment ranged from 93% to 98o/o. Word pairs
that were classified as having a single consonant in the surface form in at Ieast 907o

of the cases were selected as perceptually ambiguous stimuli. The percentages of
single consonant responses for the selected word pairs ranged from 92Yo to 99o/o in
the classification experiment. To include an extra measurement point, it was decided
to select yet another type of word pair for later use. These are word pairs with a
boundary consonant duration at which listeners indicated to have heard a single
boundary consonant in 50% of the cases, i.e. the duration at the crossover-point.

3.4. Experiment 3: gating

3.4.1. Introduction

The first goal of the experiment described in the present section was to subject the
selected, manipulated word pairs to a final test before using them in the rhyme-
monitoring experiment described in Chapter 4. In the classification experiment, the

selected word pairs were part of a continuum, and the whole range of this continuum
was presented to every listener. However, listeners in classification experiments
have shown to be sensitive to range effects (Repp, 1983). Therefore, it was tested
whether the word pairs with long boundary consonants are still unambiguously
perceived as word pairs with geminate boundary consonants containing closed first
words if the context of the continuum is no longer present.

A second aim of this experiment is to test whether the word pairs with short

boundary consonants are indeed maximally ambiguous. This is expected given the

results of the experiment described in section 3.2. However, as was explained, this
experiment used a binary forced-choice task, in which both possible segmentations

are given to the listener beforehand. In such an experiment, the potential ambiguity
of the word pairs is revealed. Results may be different if a task with open class

responses is used. Therefore, the perceptual ambiguity of word pairs with short

boundary consonants is tested again. This time, a gating task was used in which
listeners are asked to write down what they hear. A further advantage of this task is

that the listeners must rate how confident they are of their response. This provides
more information on the perceptual ambiguity of the word pairs.

A final goal was to determine how much of the acoustic information must have

been analysed to isolate or recognise the word pair and, consequently, the first word
in this word pair. This information provides an indication of the duration of the
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selection stage. This is important for determining whether the responses in the
rhyme-monitoring experiment described in Chapter 4 are initiated during or only
after the first word (i.e. the target word) can be selected on the basis of the acoustic
information alone. Isolation and recognition points can be determined with the aid of
the gating task.

3.4,2. Method

3.4.2.1. Material
The stimulus material consisted of the materials selected in the classification
experiment described in section 3.3. There were 3 versions of one member of each
of the 9 minimal pairs of two-word sequences, i.e. a version with a short boundary
consonant (mean 87 ms), one with a long consonant (mean 188 ms) and a version
with a consonant duration in-between these two (mean 132 ms). The stimulus word
pairs were embedded at the end of semantically neutral sentences, so that only
acoustic information was available to aid segmentation. In total, the stimulus
material consisted of 27 word pairs (3 versions * 9 word pairs).

We selected 15 filler words and word pairs from other sentences that were
recorded in the same session as the stimulus sentences (see section 3.2.2.1). Six
fillers consisted of word pairs in which no ambiguities could arise at the word
boundaries. The remaining 9 were single words.

Successive gates were created in the following way. The first gate of each item
consisted of the initial consonant or consonant cluster and the first 40 ms of the
following vowel (e.9. lzl and a small part of the /e/ in the stimulus fragment

[zefem]). For words starting in a vowel, the frst gate consisted of the first 80 ms of
this vowel. In subsequent gates, the presentation time was increased by 40 ms, until
finally the entire intact word pair was presented. The last 5 ms of each stimulus was
multiplied with a decay function to avoid spectral broadening. A 40 ms step size was
chosen, since it is sufficiently small to monitor activation of the lexical hypotheses
all through the stimulus word pairs. At the same time, the steps are sufficiently large
to avoid too many presentations of the same stimulus, which is especially important
in word pairs with long boundary consonants.

3.4.2.2. Design
To avoid repetition effects, three different experimental lists were created, each

containing nine stimulus word pairs. The three types of consonant duration were
balanced over the three lists according to a Latin square. The same 15 filler items
were used in each list.

3.4.2.3. Procedure
Consecutive gates of one stimulus were not presented successively. Instead, all 9

stimulus items and 15 fillers at a particular gate were presented in one block. The
first gates of all 24 items were presented in the first block. In the second block, the

second gate of all items was presented, etc. Once an intact item was presented, it was
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no longer included in the following blocks. By following this procedure it was
assumed that listeners were no longer able to concentrate on small acoustic cues they
may not have noticed in a more normal listening situation. Furthermore, it was
assumed that word identification was not artificially facilitated as may be expected if
gates are presented successively.

Listeners were tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth. They received an

answering sheet and written instructions explaining the experimental set-up.
Listeners were told that a stimulus item could consist of one or two words and that
they had to write down the word or words they thought had been said after each
presentation. They were also asked to indicate how confident they were about their
response on a lO-point scale, with I being highly uncertain and l0 highly confident.
Listeners were asked to write down something at all times, even if they did not know
what was said. Prior to the experiment, a practice session was presented with 3 items
in a block.

The interval between each stimulus was 7 seconds, providing sufficient time for
the listeners to respond. Each block was separated by a 3.5-s silence. Each session,

including the practice session, took I hour and 5 minutes.

3.4.2.4. Listeners
Listeners were 45 students of Utrecht University (15 in each list), who were paid
NLG 12.50 for their participation. None had participated in any of the previous

experiments. None of them had hearing problems.

3.4.2.5. Data analysis
First, the percentage of times was calculated that a word pair with geminate

boundary consonants and thus a word pair containing a closed first word was
perceived. Subsequently, the isolation and recognition points were determined for
each listener. The isolation point is defined as the earliest gate at which a listener
writes down his final response for the first time, without subsequently changing his
mind. The recognition point is the gate number at which a listener is also confident
of this response (rating 9 or I0) (Tyler, 1984). From these individual data, the mean
isolation and recognition points were calculated.

The confidence ratings at the final gate and the isolation and recognition points
were used as dependent variables, each in two separate analyses of variance: one
with listeners (F1) and one with items (Fz) as a factor. Furttrermore, percentages of
double consonant responses were calculated for each listener and each item. These

percentages were also fed into an analysis of variance. The second factor in these

analyses was the manipulated duration of the boundary consonant.

3.4.3. Results

3.4.3.1. Final gate

Table 3.3 presents the number of closed
at the final gate as well as the overall

first word responses for each minimal pair
numbers and percentages of closed word
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responses. Let us first look at the overall results. In the short boundary consonant
condition, a word pair with geminate boundary consonants containing a closed first
word was recognised in abouthalf the instances: there is an almost even distribution
of open and closed first word responses. No preference for word pairs containing
open frst words, i.e. word pairs with single boundary consonants, is obtained. This
means that both interpretations are still active at the end of the word pairs. Hence,
word pairs with short boundary consonants appear to be perceptually ambiguous.

In word pairs with long boundary consonants, listeners showed a strong
preference for word pairs containing closed first words. In only 5o/o of the cases, our
listeners recognised a word pair containing an open first word. This suggests that the
word pairs with long boundary consonants are unambiguous for our listeners. The
stimuli with an intermediate boundary consonant take a position in-between the
stimuli with short and long consonants. Here, a preference is found for the
interpretation containing a closed first word, but a word pair containing an open first
word is still recognised in 20o/o of the cases. The differences between the three
consonant duration conditions are significant in the analyses of variance (F {2,42) :
39.63, p < 0.01, Fz(2,24) = 14.64, p < 0.01).

Table 3.3. Number of cases in which listeners indicated to have recognised a word pair
containing a closed first word after presentation of the final gate, broken down for boundary
consonant duration. Overall numbers and percentages are also shown. N in each cell is 15,
totalN in each boundary consonant duration condition is 135.

Short Intermediate Long

Ze e /ze ef fijr (sea/sieve fi ne)

Ei/ijs slecht (egglice bad

P rei/pr ij s sc herp (leek/price bad)

B r ie/ b r ief fij n (brie/letter n ice)

Wei/wijffraai
(meadow/wife beautiful)
Reulreus slim (dog/giant clever)

Wee/wees sterk (woel orphan bad)

Moe/moes slecht (mom/pulp bad)

Ree/race snel (roelrace quick)

Total

13 t4
5 13

t7
ll t4

63 (47%) r08 (80%)

0

2

t2
l2
7

8

ll
t4
t4
l3

l3
l5
l5
l5
l3

l5
t4
l3
l5

128 (95o/o)

The table also shows that the overall pattern of results is not found in the separate

stimulus word pairs. In the stimuli with short boundary consonants an even
distribution of open and closed first word responses is hardly ever obtained. In some
cases, listeners have a preference for the word pair with the open first word, whereas
in other cases listeners prefer the word pair with the closed first word. The frequency
of these words probably plays an important role here. Indeed, pris, brief and reus,
which are parr of the preferred segmentation, are more frequent than their
counterparts. The same is true for zee, ei and moe, where a word pair with an open
first word is preferred. These probable frequency effects are an extra indication that
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word pairs with short consonants are ambiguous, since this type of non-sensory
information generally has a strong effect on word recognition when the acoustic
information is not clear. Moreover, such frequency effects are often particularly
clear in gating tasks, in which listeners use all types of information available to
guess what is being said, The finding that in most pairs the infrequent interpretation
is also mentioned, and the furding that a preference for the interpretation with
geminate consonants was obtained as well suggests that the input did activate both
interpretations. This means that listeners are probably aware that a single consonant
in the surface form may have resulted from a degeminated underlying double
consonant.

The separate items in the word pairs with intermediate and long boundary
consonants resemble the overall results more closely: in all stimulus items, listeners
show a preference for the segmentation with geminate boundary consonants
containing closed first words. Also, effects of word frequency are less clear. When a

word pair containing an open first word is recognised in these conditions, this open

word is often of higher frequency than the closed first word. However, in most cases

the temporal information in the long boundary consonant is sufficient to
disambiguate the word pairs.

Table 3.4 gives the mean confidence ratings and standard deviations for responses at

the final gate. The confidence ratings give an indication of the extent to which the

word pairs are ambiguous, because they show how certain the listeners are of their
response. If the word pairs with short consonants are perceptually ambiguous,

confidence ratings are expected to be relatively low, indicating that the listeners are

not sure of their response. Also, if the long boundary consonant is indeed an

unambiguous cue for a geminate and thus for a word pair containing a closed first
word, confidence ratings are expected to be high if a word pair with a closed word is

indeed recognised.

Table 3.4. Mean confidence ratings and standard deviations for word pairs with short,

intermediate and long boundary consonants after presentation of the final gate. Results are

broken down for open and closed first word responses. N in each cell is given in brackets.

Response Short Intermediate Long
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Open First Word

Closed First Word

Mean

e.2 r.3 (67)

8.e 1.8 (63)

8.e 1.6 (l3s)

8.9 t.4 (27\
9.s l.l (r08)
9.4 r.2 (r3s)

e.0 r.s (7)
9.t 0.8 (r28)
9.6 0.e (l3s)

Note that in the word pairs with short boundary consonants, listeners in 5 instances

did not arrive at one of the two possible segmentations after the last gate. In these

cases, the second word in the word pairs was not identified corectly. Although in

these word pairs the listeners detected only a single boundary consonant, the first
word was sometimes closed. Therefore, they were not included in the category

'Open First Word responses'. Confidence ratings for these word pairs were included

in the calculation of the average ratings and were relatively low.
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The table first of all shows that the mean confidence ratings are high for
recognition of both word pairs containing open and closed first words. When
Iisteners make a choice at some point, and repeat this response several gates in a
row, they are inclined to give high confidence scores for this response after
presentation of the entire word pair. This is probably a result of the type of materials
used. In lexically ambiguous word pairs, the phoneme string always supports both
interpretations and a choice in favour of either one is never really wrong.

Still, trends in the expected direction can be derived from the results. The effect
of consonant duration reaches significance in the listeners analysi s (F {2,42):15.89,
p < 0.01, F2(2,16):2.70, p : .098). Listeners are least certain of a response in the
short consonant condition. Hence, these word pairs are perceptually more ambiguous
than word pairs with intermediate and long boundary consonants. The increase in
confidence ratings in word pairs with longer boundary consonants is only due to the
cases in which listeners recognised a word pair containing a closed first word.
Listeners are more certain of this response when the boundary consonant is longer.
This suggests that the word pairs with long boundary consonants contain clear
acoustic cues for a geminate in the input string and thus for a word pair containing a

closed first word.

3.4.3.2. Isolation and recognition points
In order to make a better comparison between the isolation and recognition points
(see section 3.4.2.5) of the three manipulated versions of a word pair, the gate points
were first lined up with each other at the end of the boundary consonant. This gate

was then labelled as gate 0. All gates before this point are indicated with negative
numbers, whereas all following gates are indicated with positive numbers. Since the
gates were not lined up beforehand, and 40 ms steps were used, gate zero could
occur within a range of 20 ms before or after the end of the boundary consonant. The
exact position of this gate varied for each of the three manipulated versions of a

word pair, with a maximum difference of 26 ms.

Table 3.5 presents the mean isolation points and standard deviations broken
down for consonant duration and recognised word pair. The 5 cases in which the
word pair was not identified correctly after the final gate are not included. The table
shows that fewer gates and thus less acoustic information is needed to isolate the
word pairs when the pivotal consonant is longer. This effect of consonant duration is
significant in the analyses of variance (F{2,42): 16.86, p < 0.001 ,Fz(2,16) : 6.06,
p < 0.05). Apparently, the listeners remain uncertain about how to segment the word
pairs for a longer time if the boundary consonant is short. This suggests that word
pairs with short boundary consonant are more ambiguous perceptually than word
pairs with longer boundary consonants.

Table 3.5 also shows that only little acoustic information is needed to isolate the
word pairs after presentation of the boundary consonant. This suggests that the
temporal cues in the boundary consonant may almost immediately be used to
influence activation levels of lexical hypotheses. During presentation of the
following vowel, the listeners already have a strong idea that a word pair with
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geminate consonants containing a closed first word is said when a long boundary
consonant is presented. In the stimuli with short boundary consonants more acoustic
information needs to be processed for isolation. However, listeners do not wait until
they have heard the entire word pair before deciding that an open or a closed first
word was presented.

Table 3.5. Mean isolation points and standard deviations for word pairs with short,
intermediate and long boundary consonants, broken down for responses containing open and
closed first words. N in each cell is given in brackets.

Response Short Intermediate Long
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Open First Word

Closed First Word

Mean

3.4 2.2 (67)
2.8 l.e (63)

3.1 2.1 (130)

3.3 2.6 (27\
r.8 1.6 (r08)
2.1 r.9 (r35)

3.e 2.5 (7)

1.7 1.7 (128)

r.8 r.8 (135)

The results in the recognition points, which are displayed in table 3.6, are similar to
those in the isolation points. The effect of consonant duration was again significant
in the analyses of variance (Fl(2,42) : 15.78, p < 0.001 ,F2(2,16): 6.94, p < 0.01),
showing that fewer gates are needed for listeners to be able to recognise a word pair
when the fragment contains a longer boundary consonant. These results again
suggest that word pairs with short boundary consonants are more difficult to
segment.

Table 3.6. Mean recognition paints and standard deviations for word pairs with short,
intermediate and long boundary consonants, broken down for open and closed first word
responses. N in each cell is given in brackets.

Response Short Intermediate Long

Open First Word
Closed First Word

Mean

7.1 2.2 (67)
6.8 2.1 (63)

6.9 2.1 (r30)

7.t 2.0 (27)
5.5 2.2 (108)

5.8 2.2 (135)

6.e r.8 (7)

s.4 2.2 (t28)
5.4 2.2 (l3s)

Finally, the results show that the recognition points occur relatively late in the word
pairs. Although the word pairs were isolated quickly, our listeners were uncertain of
their responses for a longer period of time. This is partly duE to the set-up of the

experiment and the task the listeners were given. Listeners were asked to give a
confidence rating for the entire word pair. If the recognition point in the second

word is late, then the recognition point of the entire word pair is also late. However,
the mean recognition points may also occur late because our listeners were never
completely certain of which of the two closely competing segmentations should be

selected. In order to test this hypothesis, the percentage of times was calculated in
which a recognition point was not reached after the final gate. In word pairs with
short consonants, this occurs in 30% of the instances, and in the intermediate and

long consonants it occurs in only l6% and l0% of the cases, respectively. Hence,
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this is a further indication that word pairs with short boundary consonants are more
ambiguous than those with long consonants.

3.4.4. Discussion and conclusion

The first goal of the present experiment was to investigate whether word pairs with
long boundary consonants are unambiguously segmented into word pairs containing
closed first words. The results confirmed this assumption. First of all, when
presented with a fragment containing a long boundary consonant, a vast majority of
the listeners indicated to have perceived a word pair with geminate boundary
consonants and thus with a closed first word, namely in 95Yo of the cases. In
addition, they needed liule of the second word in the fragments in order to isolate
and recognise a closed first word. Finally, listeners were very confident of their
choice after the entire word pair was presented. In only l0% of the cases a word pair
was not yet recognised after presentation of the final gate. Therefore, it may be
concluded that the long boundary consonant provides sufficient acoustic information
to disambiguate the word pairs under investigation. Hence, these pairs may be used
as perceptually unambiguous stimuli in the rhyme-monitoring experiment described
in Chapter 4.

The second goal was to investigate whether word pairs with short boundary
consonants were perceptually ambiguous. lndeed, at the final gate, word pairs
containing open and closed first words, i.e. with single and geminate boundary
consonants, are reported roughly equally often overall. However, in the individual
word pairs there is often a clear preference for one of the two possible
interpretations. This preference appears to be guided by the frequency of the first
words in the pairs. Word-frequency effects are expected to become apparent
particularly when the sensory information is not sufficiently clear to select one
interpretation. Therefore, this result indicates that word pairs with short boundary
consonants are not clear acoustically. Moreover, in one third of the cases listeners
were still not confident of their response after hearing the entire intact word pairs,
which suggests that the other possible interpretation was also active. The finding that
both interpretations with single and geminate boundary consonants are reported in
each pair and that there also may be a preference for the interpretation with geminate
boundary consonants suggests that listeners are aware that a single consonant in the
input may have resulted from an underlying double consonant. This means that the
degemination rule must be part of the listeners' phonological knowledge. The
fragments with short boundary consonants, therefore, appear to be perceptually
ambiguous and seem to be suitable for use in the rhyme-monitoring experiment
described in Chapter 4.

The final goal of the present gating experiment was to determine the isolation
and recognition points of the word pairs and, consequently, of the first words in
these pairs. The results show that when a fragment with a long boundary consonant
is presented, listeners can already isolate a word pair with a closed frst word during
the vowel following the critical consonant. Isolation points in fragments with short
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boundary consonants occur somewhat later. However, in these fragments one
interpretation is also chosen shortly after presentation of the boundary consonant.
These results indicate that listeners need the entire boundary consonant and some
part of the following vowel before the first word in the word pair can be selected.
This means that if a response to this first word is initiated before this point in the
main rhyme-monitoring experiment, it is made at a moment at which more than one
lexical hypothesis is still active, i.e. during selection.

To sum up, the present gating experiment confirms the perceptual ambiguity of
the word pairs with short boundary consonants, whereas word pairs with long
boundary consonants are again shown to be perceptually unambiguous. Furthermore,
when listeners are under no time pressure, they need the entire boundary consonant
and the initial part of the following vowel before one interpretation can be isolated.
A word can only be selected with certainty, however, after a large part of the word
pairs is heard.

3.5. General Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of the experiments described in this chapter was to select and test stimulus
materials for an experiment that investigates the roles of sentence context and

bottom-up acoustic information during the processing of Iexically ambiguous pairs

of words. In order to answer our research questions, these word pairs had to be

acoustically and perceptually unambiguous. In addition, perceptually ambiguous
stimuli should be used. Theoretically, both conditions may be created when word
pairs of the type [zefern] are used. If this fragment has a short pivotal consonant,
which is perceived as a single consonant, it may be segmented into zee fijn or zeef

fijn as a result of the phonological process of degemination. A long consonant, on

the other hand, was assumed to be a strong cue for a geminate in the input. Then the
word pair may only be segmented nto zeeffijn.

The experiments presented in this chapter first of all indicate that word pairs with
single boundary consonants in the surface form are perceptually ambiguous. [n
experiment l, described in section 3.2, listeners indicate to have recognised a word
pair containing an open or a closed f,rrst word about equally often when the temporal
information is not sufficiently strong to disambiguate the word pairs. On average,

similar results were obtained in the gating experiment of section 3.4. In word pairs in
which listeners perceive a single boundary consonant in the surface form, a word
pair containing an open first word was recognised as often as one containing a

closed first word. Although in separate word pairs a preference for one interpretation
was often found, which was guided by the frequency of the first word, both

segmentations with single and double boundary consonants are reported by the

listeners. These results indicate that the degemination rule is part of the internal
phonological knowledge of the language user. As a consequence, listeners can undo

the effects of degemination, so that both interpretations are activated by the input.
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This means that word pairs with short boundary consonants may be used as

ambiguous stimuli in the experiment of Chapter 4.

These results are in agreement with those of Menert's binary forced-choice
experiment (1994), but disagree with the results in the gating experiment reported by
Dupuis (1988). Since both tasks are used here, task effects cannot explain the
discrepancy between their experiments. The clear preference for recognising word
pairs containing open first words found by Dupuis (1988) may have resulted from
frequency effects, which are particularly strong in gating experiments. The present
results furthermore disagree with a more general theory which says that listeners
prefer the underlying form bearing the greatest resemblance to the surface form.
Evidence in favour of this idea comes from experiments on vowel nasalization
(Ohala and Ohala, 1995).

The experiments described in sections 3.3 and 3.4 show that word pairs with
long boundary consonants are unambiguous. When the boundary consonant is
sufficiently long, listeners perceive a geminate and thus a word pair with a closed
first word in about 95o/a of the cases. Therefore, these word pairs can be used as

acoustically clear stimuli in the experiment described in Chapter 4.
The final experiment of this chapter also investigated how quickly listeners were

able to isolate and recognise the word pairs and thereby the first words in these pairs.
The results showed that listeners could isolate the first words as early as the second
vowel in the word pairs. This means that some part of the following vowel needs to
be processed before the temporal cues in the boundary consonant can be employed.
Listeners, therefore, need to delay recognition of the first word in the word pairs at

least until that moment. Furtherrnore, although the word pairs can be isolated early
on, recognition occurs relatively late in the second word. This indicates that the
competing lexical hypothesis is not completely deactivated until later in the word
pairs.



4 The influence of semantic and
acoustic information on word
segmentation.

Abstract

This chapter presents a rhyme-monitoring experiment that investigates
whether or not clear acoustic cues in the input always determine which
segmentation of the lexically ambiguous word pairs is perceived, even if a
meaningful sentence context is present. Furthermore, it investigates at which
moment during word processing sentence context starts its influence. The

starting point of the experiment is the Shortlist model. In this model, sentence
context has an early effect, which ls overruled by clear bottom-up
information, In the experiment, acoustic information was varied by
manipulating the boundary consonant duration of the lexically ambiguous

fragments under investigation. The amount of semantic information was
varied by using semantically neutral and constraining sentence contexts. The

results show that consonanl duration significantly influences perceived
segmentation. However, semantic information is often more important for
word perception than clear acoustic-temporal information. Therefore,
priority is not always given to bottom-up information. Furthermore, sentence
context has qn early effect: In responses that ore made before the
disambiguating acoustic information can be analysed in full, a significant
shift towards more contextually consistent responses li obtained. It rs

discussed how the Shortlist model can qccountfor thesefindings.

' Parts of this chapter also appeared in Te Riele and Quend (1998).
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4.1. Introduction

The previous chapter showed that listeners are sensitive to temporal-acoustic
information in the boundary consonant of lexically ambiguous word pairs. When the
boundary consonant in the fragment [zefern] is very short, it is perceived as a single
consonant. As a result of the phonological process of degemination, this fragment is
then ambiguous between the segmentations zee fijn and zeef fijn 'sea/sieve fine'.
However, a fragment with a relatively long boundary consonant is mostly interpreted
as a geminate. The fragment is then unambiguous and is perceived as zeef fijn in
almost all cases.

The experiments described in Chapter 3 concentrated on the importance of
temporal-acoustic information for segmenting lexically ambiguous fragments
embedded in neutral contexts. However, as was explained in the introductory
chapter, the goal of the present thesis is to investigate the contribution of a

meaningful sentence context in processing these word sequences. Two research
questions are important. The first question is whether clear acoustic information in
the input is more important for perceived segmentation than semantic information in
the sentence context. The second concerns the moment at which sentence context
starts to influence word processing.

As was shown in section 1.2, different models of word recognition predict
different answers to these questions. Since Shortlist provides the best explanation of
various findings in the literature, an extended version of this model (see section
1.2.3) was taken as a starting point. In this model, sentence context affects word
processing during selection. At the same time, Shortlist incorporates a mismatch
parameter, which suppresses activation levels of lexical hypotheses that do not
match the phonemic input string. On the basis of this architecture, we predict that
clear bottom-up acoustic information ovemtles early context effects. The present

experiment tests these predictions.

4.2. General outline and predictions

The predictions that we derived from the extended Shortlist model concerning the

roles of semantic and acoustic information in word processing were verified in the

experiment that was outlined in section 1.5. This experiment uses lexically
ambiguous word pairs of the type [zefern] as stimulus materials. Three versions of
each word pair are created, viz. one with a short, one with a long, and one with an

intermediate boundary consonant duration. As was shown in Chapter 3, the

fragments are perceptually ambiguous when the boundary consonant is short. They
are perceptually unambiguous when the boundary consonant is long. In the laffer
case, listeners almost always perceive a geminate in the input and thus a word pair

containing a closed first word.
The word pairs are embedded in three types of sentence context, viz. a

semantically neutral, a sentential and a priming sentence context. Both
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interpretations of a word pair are possible continuations to the neutral context. This
condition serves as a baseline to which the results in the biasing contexts can be

compared. In the sentential context the sentence as a whole renders one
interpretation more appropriate. The priming context contains a lexical prime (e.g.

strand 'beach') which is associated with the first word in one interpretation of a
word pair (e,g. to the target word zee'sea' in the fragment [zefern]). Sentences were
created that either biased towards the interpretation containing an open first word or
towards the one containing a closed first word.

As was explained in the introductory chapter, a sentence containing a lexical
prime is generally not considered a genuine semantic context. Effects of such a
context do not result from interactivity in the comprehension system, but are rather a
result of intra-lexical spreading of activation through associative networks in the
mental lexicon. Effects of such a context are predicted in all models of word
recognition. Therefore, the priming context may be seen as a control condition: if no

effects of this strong context are obtained, the experimental task or design is not
suitable for measuring sentence context effects during word processing.

In the present experiment, all versions of a word pair are combined with all
contexts. As a result, situations occur in which the temporal-acoustic information in
the word pairs is in conflict with the semantic information in the sentence. An
example is a sentence biasing towards the interpretation zee fijn, in which a word
pair with a long boundary consonant is embedded biasing towards the interpretation
zeeffijn. These situations are of special interest, since the perceived segmentation in
these cases shows whether acoustic or contextual information was decisive for
perceived segmentation.

Table 4.1. Example of how the recognised target word can be deduced from the obtained
responses.

Cue Word Speech Fragment Response Recognised Word

63

fee 'fairy'
fee 'fairy'
scheef 'oblique'

scheef 'oblique'

[zef'em]
Izefem]
[zef'ern]

[zefern]

yes

no
yes

no

zag 'sea'

zeef 'sieve'

z*ef 'sieve'
zae 'sea'

The listeners' task is rhyme monitoring, which was also discussed in Chapters I and

2.Target words in the experiment always consisted of the first words in the word
pairs. Through this task it may be determined which segmentation was perceived.

This runs as follows. Consider for instance the cue word fee'fairy' and a sentence

containing the fragment [zefern]. If in that case a response is given, the listener
probably recognised the word pair zeefijn, since zee rhymes withfee. If no response

is given, it is assumed that the word pair zeeffijro was recognised, since zeef andfee
do not rhyme. If, on the other hand, a rhyming response is given after presentation of
the closed cue word scheef 'oblique', the word zeef was recognised as part of the

pair zeef fijn The absence of a rhyming response in this case indicates that the

listener probably recognised the word sequence zee fijn, containing the non-rhyming
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open target word zee. This is also illustrated in table 4.1. A further advantage of the
rhyme-monitoring task is that reaction times are measured for each response given.
This is necessary to establish when during word processing a response was initiated.

In the present experiment, the cue words always rhyme with the first word in the
contextually appropriate segmentation. Hence, the cue word fee'fairy' is presented
prior to a sentence rendering the segmentation zeefijn more appropriate, whereas the
cue word scheef 'oblique' is presented prior to a sentence to which the segmentation
zeef fijn is a more appropriate continuation. Thus, if a response is given, a
contextually consistent word pair is perceived. The absence of a response indicates
that listeners did not perceive the contextually consistent target word. It is assumed
that in these cases the contextually inconsistent target word was perceived. Both cue
words were presented before the neutral sentences. The choice for presenting only
one type of cue word before the biasing sentences was motivated by the need to
reduce the number of experimental conditions in the design. Section 4.5 further
discusses the consequences of this choice for the interpretation of the results of the
present experiment.

Before going deeper into the predictions we can derive from our interpretation of
Shortlist with respect to the lexically ambiguous fragments under investigation and
to the outcome of the present experiment, some assumptions we make about the
model are made explicit. First, it is assumed that sentential information affects
activation levels of the word candidates in the short-list and that a rhyme-decision
may be made when the activation of one word candidate differs sufficiently from its
competitors. This decision process may proceed in similar ways as proposed in the
Merge model for phoneme decisions (Norris, McQueen and Cutler, to appear). In
Merge, a separate decision making level is incorporated, where information from
both the lexical and the pre-lexical level are integrated. If the representation of the
response unit of interest, in our case a rhyming word, dominates all other units at
this decision level, a decision may be made.

Second, Shortlist's input consists of a string of phonemes. Furthermore, the

model does not know about phonological processes such as degemination that may
have changed the underlying representation of a word. This means that in the case of
a word pair with a single boundary consonant in the input string is presented, the
interpretation with the single boundary consonant is probably recognised, because it
presents the best fit to the input. However, since the experiments described in
Chapter 3 showed that listeners are aware that a word pair with a single consonant in
the input may also be interpreted as word pair with a double consonant, we assume

for the moment that Shortlist also activates both possible interpretations when a

single consonant is in the input. Finally, the model does not speciff how the input
string is derived from the sensory input. In the present experiment, it is assumed that
a long boundary consonant is indeed parsed into geminate consonants in the
phonemic input string.

From this interpretation of the Shortlist model the following predictions are

derived conceming the processing of the word pairs under investigation. If the
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boundary consonant is long, listeners will always recognise the acoustically
appropriate word pair zeeffijn. The acoustically inconsistent interpretation zee fijn is
suppressed in two ways. First, the interpretation with two boundary consonants
receives more boffom-up activation and decreases activation levels of the competing
interpretation with the single boundary consonant in the competition process.

Second, since the interpretation with the single boundary consonant is inconsistent
with the phonemic input string, its bottom-up activation is decreased. As a result, a

word pair with a single boundary consonant containing an open target word has

hardly any chance of being recognised, even if this word would fit the sentence

context very well.
If the boundary consonant is short and hence the input is ambiguous, the

following paffern of results is expected. If no biasing semantic information is
available to help making a decision, both possible first words, i.e. zee and zeef, are
highly active after the boundary consonant is analysed. A listener then has to make a

guess at the intended segmentation. If there is a constraining sentence context, the
word that best fits the preceding sentence context receives more activation, and is

thus recognised.
For the present experiment, this view leads to the following predictions. If an

unambiguous word pair with a long boundary consonant is presented, and the cue

word consists of an open syllable, no responses are expected: The closed first word
in the segmentation with geminate boundary consonants which fits the acoustic
information best does not rhyme with the open cue word (fee does not rhyme with
zeeJ). Of course, if the cue word consists of a closed syllable, many responses are

expected, since now the cue word rhymes with this acoustically consistent closed

first word (scheef rhymes with zeeJ). Since clear bottom-up information is decisive

for word perception, the same results are expected in neutral, biasing and conflicting
contexts.

When a fragment with a short boundary consonant is presented in a neutral
context, a word pair containing an open or a closed frst word is recognised in about

half the cases. This leads to about 50oh rhyming responses after presentation of
either a cue word consisting of a closed or of an open syllable. Compared to the

neutral context, more contextually appropriate responses are expected for ambiguous

word pairs embedded in sentential and priming contexts.

Since, in our extended version of the Shortlist model, sentence context affects
processing during selection, response times are expected to be shorter in contexts

that contain semantic information biasing listeners towards a specific interpretation.
In the case of acoustically ambiguous fragments or clear acoustic information that
agrees with the contextual information, the frrst word in the pair is more active and

is recognised more quickly if more semantic information is available.

In order to determine with more certainty whether or not sentence context affects

word processing during selection, the responses of each listener may be split into a

fast and a slow group. When sentence context indeed influences processing early on,

its effects should already be apparent in the fastest responses, influencing the

perceived segmentation. However, since we also predict that bottom'up information
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determines which interpretation is perceived, these effects should only show up in
ambiguous word pairs with short boundary consonants.

It must be noted that, in the Shortlist model, responses may sometimes be made
before the boundary consonant is fully analysed. The sentence context affects
activation levels early on. At the same time the disambiguating temporal-acoustic
information in the word pairs under investigation becomes available relatively late,
namely only at the end of the target word. As a result, in some cases a listener may
already have made a decision in favour of the contextually appropriate hypothesis
before the potentially conflicting acoustic information in the boundary consonant
becomes available.

4.3. Method

4.3.1. Material

Word material
Stimulus pairs consisted of the same 9 pairs of words that were used in all
experiments described in Chapter 3. All of these were pairs of two monosyllabic and
mono-morphemic words, which had a voiceless fricative as the boundary consonant.
An example is the fragment [zefern]. Of each pair, 3 versions were created that
differed in the duration of the boundary consonant. This consonant could be short
(mean 87 ms), long (mean 188 ms), or intermediate (mean 132 ms). These durations
were selected on the basis of the classification experiment described in section 3.3.
They were tested in the gating experiment described in section 3.4. Word pairs with
short boundary consonants are perceptually ambiguous; the word sequences zee fijn
and zeef fijn 'sea/sieve fine' are recognised equally often. Word pairs with long
boundary consonants, on the other hand, are unambiguous. The long consonant
clearly indicates the presence of a geminate in the input string. As a result, a word
pair containing a closed first word, i.e. zeeffijn'sieve fine', is recognised in almost
all cases in the absence of a constraining sentence context. The target word in the
present experiment was always the first word in the word pairs.

Sentence material
Stimulus word pairs were embedded at the end of three types of sentences. The first
was a semantically neutral sentence, containing only weak semantic and syntactic
information. Both interpretations are possible continuations to this sentence. The
second was a sentential context, in which the sentence as a whole contains semantic
information rendering one of the two possible interpretations more appropriate. [n
the third, a semantically or associatively related word was embedded whenever
possible. This word primed one of the two possible target words.

For each of the 9 word pairs, one neutral sentence was created, whereas two
sentential and priming contexts were made, i.e. one biasing towards a word pair with
a single boundary consonant and the other biasing towards a word pair with
geminate boundary consonants. Thus, in the former an open target word, i.e. zee,
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was the most likely interpretation, whereas in the latter a closed target word, i.e.
zeef, was most likely. This resulted in the following 5 different sentences for each
word pair:

(a) Neutral.
(b) Sentential bias favouring open-syllable frrst word.
(c) Sentential bias favouring closed-syllable first word.
(d) Lexical priming bias favouring open-syllable first word.
(e) Lexical priming bias favouring open-syllable first word.

This results in a total of 45 stimulus sentences (9 word pairs * 5 sentences). The
neutral sentences were the same as those used in the experiments described in
Chapter 3.

AII sentences had a bi-partite structure. The first part consisted of a single clause
containing the sentential or priming information. The second part consisted of a

neutral clause in which the stimulus fragment was embedded. This second clause
was identical in all 5 sentences in one set. Furthermore, the first clauses of all
sentences in a set were matched rhythmically as well as possible. The entire set of
sentences can be found in appendix B.

To determine the predictability of the target words in the sentences, a pen-and-
paper Cloze-test was carried out (Taylor, 1953). In this Cloze-test, each target word
was removed from its sentence and replaced by an open space of a fixed length.
Eleven subjects were then asked to fill in the word they thought would fit best into
the sentence. The scoring procedure was identical to the one used in section 2.3: I :
identity with the target word; 2 : synonym of the target word; 3 : related to the

target word; and 4 : contextually appropriate but unrelated to the target word. The

mean Cloze-score is a measure of the predictability of the target word in the

sentence, and ranges from I (highly predictable) to 4 (not predictable).

For each target word the mean Cloze-score was calculated in both the sentential

and the priming context (for results, see appendix B). Target words in the sentential

contexts were always less predictable than target words in the priming contexts.

Differences in predictability scores between sentential and priming contexts ranged

from 0.2 to 1.8. None of the sentences predicted the target word in 100% of the

cases. Thus, a mean score of I was never obtained. In sentences predicting an open

target word (e.9. zee), the closed target word (e.g. zeeJ) was never mentioned in the

Cloze-test, and vice versa in sentences that predicted a closed target word.

Fillers
The stimulus sentences were filled up with 45 filler sentences in which the target
words were always part of a lexically ambiguous word sequence resulting from the

phonological process of degemination. The boundary consonants in these word

sequences were also manipulated, creating word pairs that are to a greater or lesser

extent acoustically ambiguous. The word pairs in the filler sentences differed in

structure from those in the stimulus sentences. For example, the word pairs did not
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always consist of noun-adjective combinations and the boundary consonant was not
always a voiceless fricative. In addition, the word pairs could have different
positions in the sentence and did not always occur at the end of the sentence.

In about 25%o of the filler sentences, the cue-word and the target word did not
rhyme with each other, for instance because the vowels or final consonants of the
cue and target word differed. In about 30% of the filler sentences, a response was
expected. [n these cases, the cue word rhymed with a target word supported by both
context and acoustic information, or supported by either context or acoustic
information, while the other type of information was neutral or ambiguous. [n
another 25Yo of the cases no response was expected since the cue word did not
rhyme with these target words. In about 20Yo of the cases, the contextual and the
acoustic information were in conflict or were both neutral, and it was unsure whether
or not a listener would respond. The filler sentences are listed in appendix B.

Realisation
The stimulus and filler sentences were read by the same male native speaker of
Dutch, and in the same session during which the materials of the experiments of
Chapter 3 were recorded. The cue words were also produced in that session.
However, they were read at a slow speaking rate and were articulated more
carefully. All sentences and cue words were re-sampled at22.050 kHz at 16 bits and
stored in a computer. The manipulated word pairs that were selected in Chapter 3

were sliced out of their neutral sentence contexts and were then also embedded in
the sentential and priming contexts. In this way, the same three manipulated versions
of one word pair were embedded in each of the 5 sentence contexts.

4.3.2. Design

The crucial factors to be varied in the present experiment are tl] boundary
consonant duration, which can be short, long, or intermediate; and [2] type of
sentence context, which can be semantically neuffal, sentential, or priming.
Furthermore, the cue word could consist of either an open or a closed syllable [3].
This factor coresponds with the perceived target word. A response to an open or a
closed cue word indicates perception of an open or a closed target word,
respectively. All three factors were varied orthogonally, resulting in l8 different
experimental conditions (3 sentence contexts x 3 consonant durations x 2 cue

words).
An open cue word (e.g."fee'fairy') was presented prior to sentences that biased

towards a word pair with a single boundary consonant containing an open target
word. A closed cue word (e.g. scheef 'oblique') was presented before a sentence that
predicted a word pair with geminate boundary consonants containing a closed target
word. As a result, every response in the present experiment indicates recognition of
a target word that is consistent with the sentence context.

To avoid effects of priming and learning, each word pair was presented only
once to each listener. To this end, l8 different experimental lists were created, in
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which the factors sentence context, consonant duration and cue word were balanced.
Each list contained 9 stimulus sentences, each containing a different stimulus pair. In
9 lists 4 sentences were preceded by closed cue words and 5 were preceded by open
cue words. This was reversed in the other 9 lists. Each list was filled up with the
same 45 filler sentences, resulting in a total of 54 sentences in each list.

4.3.3. Procedure

Prior to the experimental session, listeners received written instructions describing
the experimental situation, illustrated with examples. They were asked to push a
button as soon as they recognised a word in the sentence that rhymed with the cue

word presented in advance. [t was explained that a word rhymed with the cue word
whenever the vowel and the following consonant or consonant cluster were identical
in the cue word and the target word. Listeners were instructed not to take spelling
into account in their rhyming judgements. Each listener was tested individually in a
sound-treated booth. The stimulus material was presented binaurally over closed
headphones at a comfortable listening level. Each experimental session started with
16 practice sentences, after which the listeners could ask questions. The total
duration of one experimental session was about l0 minutes.

Each trial in the experiment started with a tone, indicating to the listener that a
new trial was coming up. After 500 ms, this tone was followed by the cue word,
which was presented auditorily and visually. Using an auditory presentation format
made it sure that the mental representation of the sound structure was colrect. The

visual presentation was added to ensure correct identification of the cue word, and

particularly of its final phonemes. The visually presented cue word disappeared from
the screen 200 ms after acoustic offset of the auditorily presented cue word. The

sentence was presented 1000 ms after acoustic offset of the cue word. Thus, the

visual cue word did not stay on the screen during presentation of the sentence. The

sentence was presented auditorily only. Trials were separated by 3500 ms pauses. If
a response was made after the next trial had started, this response was considered a
miss.

4.3.4. Listeners

Listeners were 360 native speakers of Dutch,20 in each of the 18 different groups.

They were mostly students at Utrecht University, and did not have any known
hearing impairment. They were paid NLG l0 for their participation. None had

participated in any of the earlier experiments.

4.3.5. Data analysis

The experiment described above provides two types of data. The first consists of hits
and misses. Any response given is considered to be a hit, and the absence of a

response is considered to be a miss. The second type of data consists of response

times measured from the onset of the first vowel in the word pairs. This point was

69
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chosen since the first vowel is also the onset of the rhyme in the target word, which
is the unit of interest in rhyme monitoring. Moreover, in this way reaction times are
measured from identical points in the word pairs. This means that reaction times for
word pairs with long boundary consonants are longer than for those with short
boundary consonants, if the Iistener indeed waits for this information.

Different multi-level analyses were performed (Goldstein, 1995) for statistically
processing the data on the hits and on the reaction times. An advantage of a multi-
level analysis is that hierarchical and nested relationships between observations can
be modelled explicitly (see also Schilperoord, 1996, p. 117-l l6). Such relationships
are also present in the design of the experiment reported here: each listener is
presented with different stimulus word pairs, which means that individual reaction
times are nested under word pairs, which are again nested under the different
listeners. Hence, individual reaction times are not independent observations. In more
conventional ANOVA's, however, individual reaction times are assumed to be
independent, and only individual error variances for each listener are taken into
account. As a result, effects of different factors in an experiment may be obscured by
variances that originate at higher levels. The multi-level analysis, on the other hand,
allows for a more complex hierarchical structure of the error variances so that both
differences between listeners and between stimuli (within listeners) differences can

be removed from the residual error variance (Van den Bergh and Rijlaarsdam,
1996). In this way more sensitive tests of significance may be performed.

Another advantage of a multi-level analysis is that it can cope with differences in
the number of observations in each cell. This is often a problem with conventional
statistical models such as a repeated measures ANOVA. In the present experiment,
different numbers of responses in each condition are actually expected a priori.
Compared to neutral contexts, for instance, more contextually appropriate responses

are expected in the acoustically ambiguous word pairs when they are embedded in
biasing contexts. Since the mean reaction times in each cell are based on these

different numbers of responses, a multi-level model is more appropriate to analyse
these data.

The multi-level models employed in this experiment were in effect models for
the analysis of variance. The design contained three factors (sentence context,
consonant duration and cue word). When these factors are crossed, this leads to 18

cells in the design (henceforth referred to as'treatments'). These l8 treatments were
used as a single fixed factor in the multi-level models employed, for which different
parameters were estimated. In both models, there were two random factors, viz.
listeners and stimulus word pairs. In the frst analysis, the dependent variable was

the proportion of hits. In the second analysis, the dependent variable consisted of the
reaction times.

Level 2, the highest level, was delegated to listeners (360 units), and level l,
subordinate to listeners, to the different stimulus word pairs (9 units). The program
used was the MLN program (Prosser, Rasbash and Goldstein, 1995). Its output
consists of two parts: one describing the fixed part of the model giving estimates of
the proportions of responses or of the mean reaction times in each treatment, and one
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describing the random part of the model which gives the estimates of the variances
from the estimated means. By means of contrasts, differences between estimated
means and between estimated variances were calculated, Their significance was
determined using 762.

4.4. Results and discussion

The results in the hits and misses, and those in the reaction times are discussed
separately. Section 4.4.1 concentrates on the numbers of responses obtained in each

treatment. In section 4.4.2, the effect of the different treatments on the reaction times
is discussed.

4.4.1. Hits and misses

Since boffom-up acoustic information was expected to be more important for
perceived segmentation than semantic information in the sentence context, the
duration of the boundary consonant was expected to have a significant effect on the
number of responses obtained. In sentences preceded by open cue words, a word
pair with a long boundary consonant was expected to elicit only few responses

compared to the other word pairs. This result was expected to be reversed in
sentences preceded by closed cue words. Moreover, a shift towards more

contextually consistent responses was expected in acoustically ambiguous word
pairs with short and intermediate boundary consonants, but not in unambiguous
word pairs with long boundary consonants.

In order to test these predictions, a multi-level model was used that accounts for
differences in proportions of hits between all of the l8 different treatments
(corresponding to the 18 cells in the design). To this end, 18 parameters

corresponding to the l8 treatments were used as explanatory variables in the fixed
part of the model. These l8 parameters were dummy variables; their value is either I
or 0. When the value of one parameter is I (i.e. the parameter is 'on'), values for the

other parameters are 0 (i.e. 'off). In the random part of the model, a single residual
term was used for the within-listeners between word pairs variances (level l). At the

between-listeners level (level 2) the random part contained 6 parameters, viz. the

variances of each of the three consonant durations and their co-variances. To this
end, 3 new dummy variables were created for each of the three consonant durations.
The best fit for the observed proportions after conversion to logitsr was obtained by
assuming the following model:

(l) Logit(Pul Y,:: l): Fr * T,,j +Fz* Tz,j+... +Fr* * Trs,j *
Pr; 

* ConsDurll + .'... * lrrj * ConsDur3l;

I The logit of a proportion P is defined as log (P/l-P)
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where i ranges over 9 stimulus word pairs presented to a listener andjr ranges over
360 individual listeners. Ts stands for the k'h treatment. The model allows for an

estimation of the means of all treatments (the fixed parameters p' to p1s). The fixed
estimates are corrected for random effects, i.e. for variance components occurring at
the level between listeners ([rr; to Fs:) for the 3 consonant duration conditions
separately. The variance components between stimulus pairs within listeners do not
have to be estimated separately. Since the dependent variable is dichotomous (a hit
or a miss), these variances follow from the estimated means Fr to B1s Estimated
variances are to be found in appendix C.

Table 4.2 shows estimated mean logit scores of the proportions and their
standard errors for sentences preceded by open and closed cue words. Contrast
analyses were performed on these data, which are corrected for listener and item
variances. Logit scores are preferred over proportions, since in these the variance is

more homogeneous. Scores are centred on a 507o midpoint, which equals a logit
score of 0. The logit scores for the observed proportions and the proportions that
were estimated in the multi-level analysis can be found in appendix C.

Table 4.2. Fixed effects estimates in logits for sentences biasing towards open and closed
target words, which were preceded by open and closed cue words, respectively. Logit values
are broken down for consonant duration and sentence context. Standard errors are given in
brackets.

Sentence Context

Neulral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word
Short

lntermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

0.54 (0. r6)
-0.14 (0.16)

-0.e6 (0.17)

0.65 (0.16)

t.70 (0.21)

2.47 (0.28)

2.e5 (0.34)

t.e7 (0.23)

1.37 (0.1e)

2.47 (0.28)

3.s0 (0.45)

3.s4 (0.45)

3.79 (0.s r )
2.88 (0.34)

1.69 (0.21)

3.36 (0.42)

3.74 (0.s0)

e.sz (0)

Figure 4.1 shows observed proportions of contextually appropriate responses in each

of the conditions defined by the factors sentence context and consonant duration.
Figure 4.la (upper panel) shows results for sentences biasing towards a word pair
containing an open target word, prior to which an open cue word was presented.

Figure 4.lb (lower panel) shows results for sentences biasing towards a word pair
containing a closed target word, which were preceded by a closed cue word.
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Figure 4.1, Observed proportions of responses for sentences biasing towards open target
words (upper panel) and closed target words (lower panel) which were preceded by open and

closed cue words, respectively. Proportions are broken down for consonant duration and
sentence context. The maximum number of responses in each separate bar was 180 (9 word
pairs * 20 listeners).

The analyses using contrasts are reported separately for sentences preceded by open

and closed cue words. This was done because the number of hits for each consonant

duration in sentences preceded by open cue words is expected to be opposite to that
in sentences preceded by closed cue words. Calculating contrasts for the interaction
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between consonant duration and cue word in an overall analysis confirms this
assumption. This interaction is indeed significant (X2(2) for simultaneous contrasts :
208.84, p < 0.001). As a result, the effect of consonant duration will be neutralised
in an overall analysis. This is not desirable; in order to determine whether or not
bottom-up information determines perceived segmentation, it is necessary to
establish whether or not the consonant duration significantly affects the percentages
of responses obtained.

The contrast analysis shows that the effect of consonant duration is significant in
both the sentences preceded by open and closed cue words (open cue word: 12121 for
simultaneous contrasts:62.48, p < 0.001;closed cue word: XzQ) for simultaneous
contrasts:155.22, p < 0.001). In sentences with open cue words, significantly less
responses are obtained in word pairs with long boundary consonants compared to
word pairs with intermediate and short boundary consonants (X,2(l) :22.17, p <
0.001 and X2(l):54.16, p < 0.001, respectively). In sentences with closed cue
words, significantly more responses are obtained in word pairs with long boundary
consonants compared to those containing intermediate and short boundary
consonants 1X'1t1 : 55.72, p < 0.001 and X21t1 = 148.95, p < 0.001, respectively).
These results indicate that listeners indeed use the duration of the boundary
consonant to influence their decisions. A closed target word is perceived more often
when the boundary consonant is long than when it is short or intermediate.

The effect of sentence context is also significant in both sentences prior to which
an open and a closed cue word is presented (open cue words: X2(2) for simultaneous
contrasts :27L36, p < 0.001; closed cue wordsi X'(2) for simultaneous contrasts :
249.38, p < 0.001). The figure and the table show a shift towards more contextually
appropriate responses in more strongly biasing contexts. The differences between
neutral and sentential contexts and between neutral and priming contexts are

significant in both types of sentences (open cue words: X2(l) = 165.14, p < 0.001 and

X'(l) : 162.37, p < 0.001, respectively; closed cue words: X,2(l):35.08, p < 0.001

and X211):245.02, p < 0.001, respectively). The difference between sentential and
priming contexts is not significant in sentences preceded by an open cue word,
whereas it is in sentences preceded by a closed cue word (X'(t) : 55.42, p < 0.001).
The lack of a difference between sentential and priming contexts in the sentences

preceded by open cue words may be due to a ceiling effect. There are already many
responses in the sentential context, and since there is a maximum to the number of
responses that may be made, it is hardly possible to respond more often in the
priming context.

The effect of consonant duration does not diminish significantly in more strongly
biasing sentence contexts. This is shown by the absence of an interaction between
sentence context and consonant duration in sentences preceded by open cue words
(X'$) for simultaneous contrasts : 2.22, n.s.). This interaction does reach

significance in sentences preceded by closed cue words (X2(4) for simultaneous

contrasts : 137.72, p < 0.001). Table 4.2 shows that in the latter sentences the effect
of consonant duration actually increases. This means that even in the presence of
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sentential and priming contexts, listeners take consonant duration into account when
they make a decision.

However, the figure and the table suggest that sentential and priming contexts
are often more important for perceived segmentation than clear acoustic information.
An unexpected shift towards more contextually consistent responses is obtained in
unambiguous word pairs with long boundary consonants. In order to test whether
this shift is significant, separate contrasts were calculated for word pairs with long
boundary consonants. In sentences preceded by open cue words, the shift is indeed
significant in both the sentential and priming contexts. In sentences preceded by
closed cue words, the shift is only significant in the priming contexts (see appendix
D for results in these detailed analyses). The significant shift in sentences preceded
by open cue words is of special interest. Here, the available semantic and acoustic
information are in conflict. The sentence context biases towards an interpretation
containing an open target word, i.e. towards the word pair zee fijn, whereas the
temporal-acoustic information in the long boundary consonant biases towards an
interpretation containing a closed target word, i.e. towards the word pair zeef fijn.
The results show that in these cases a contextually consistent target word was
perceived more often than an acoustically consistent target word. This means that
clear acoustic information in the input does not always determine which
segmentation was perceived. These results are contrary to our predictions.

In summary, the results in the hits and misses show that both sentence context
and acoustic-temporal information are used by the listeners while processing
lexically ambiguous word pairs. However, sentence context is often more important
for the perceived segmentation than clear temporal-acoustic information in the
boundary consonant, as shown by cases in which these two types of information are

in conflict. This suggests that, contrary to our predictions, listeners do not always
give priority to bottom-up information when they process the word pairs under
investigation.

4.4.2.Reaction times

Compared to neutral contexts, reaction times were expected to be shorter in
sentential and priming contexts, not only in acoustically ambiguous word pairs, but
also in cases in which clear acoustic information agrees with semantic information in
the sentence context. To test these predictions, a multi-level model was again used

that could account for the differences in response times among all of the I8 different
treatments. To this end, the fixed part of the model was again constructed with l8
parameters denoting these l8 treatments as explanatory, dummy variables. In the

random part, the model was augmented with 18 parameters denoting word pair-
specific residuals (level I variances), whereas one residual term was used for the

between-listeners variances (level 2). The best fit for the observed reaction times
was obtained by assuming the following model:

75
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RT,j: Tr,j * (9r + Froi +e 1;.;)

Tz,j * (Bz + Ftzo.i + e2i.; )

Trs,j * (9rs + Itrso; + ess;.;)

in which i ranges over 9 stimulus word pairs presented to a listener andT ranges over
360 individual listeners. T stands for treatment. The model allows for an estimation
of the means for all conditions (the fixed parameters B1 to B1s). The fixed estimates
are colrected for random effects, i.e. for variance components occurring at the levels
between word pairs within listeners (e) and between listeners (p), where the various
components for p are taken together. The latter variances are not split into variances
for the l8 different treatments, since this does not result in a beffer fit of the model.
The variance components are also estimated in the analysis.

4.4.2.1. Analysis of the estimated means

Table 4.3 shows estimated mean response times and standard errors in seconds for
sentences biasing towards open and closed target words. The estimated means,
which are corrected for listener and item variances, are again evaluated with the aid
of contrasts.

Table 4.3. Fixed effects estimates of reaction times in seconds for sentences biasing towards
open and closed target words which were preceded by open and closed cue words,
respectively. Reaction imes are broken down for consonant duration and sentence context.
Standard errors are given in brackets.

Sentence Context

(2)

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

.766 (.042)

.70e (.043)

.676 (.063)

.s7t (.030)

.s83 (.021)

.5es (.021)

.581 (.021)

.606 (.026)

.686 (.042)

.sel (.02e)

.547 (.0re)

.ss l (.021)

.s23 (.0r7)

.51 r (.024)

.553 (.032)

.s l s (.023)

.s0l (.01e)

.480 (.0r6)

Figure 4.2 presents the mean response times in ms, including their standard errors,

broken down for sentence context and consonant duration. Results are presented for
sentences biasing towards open target words (upper panel) and for sentences biasing
towards closed target words (lower panel). The exact values of the points in the

figure can be found in appendix E.
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Figure 4.2. Mean reaction times in ms for sentences biasing towards word pairs containing
open target words (upper panel) and closed target words (lower panel), which were preceded

by open and closed cue words, respectively. Reaction times are broken down for consonant
duration and sentence context. Error bars denote standard errors.

The contrast analysis shows an overall effect of sentence context (X'Q) for
simultaneous contrasts = 72.48, p < 0.001). The differences between neutral and

sentential contexts (X'(t) = 8.75, p < 0.001), between neutral and priming contexts
(X'(t) = 57 .77, p < 0.001), as well as between sentential and priming contexts (X'(t)
: 34.85, p < 0.01) reach significance. As is clear from the frgure and the table,
response times are shorter in more strongly biasing contexts. These results thus
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suggest that the processing of the word pairs, and more specifically the processing of
their first words, is facilitated in the presence of more strongly biasing semantic
information. Particularly priming contexts have a strong effect.

There is a trend towards an interaction between sentence context and cue word
(X'(:) for simultaneous conffasts :7.39, p < 0.1). The figure suggests that the effect
of sentence context is stronger in sentences predicting an open target word preceded
by an open cue word than in sentences predicting a closed target word to which a

closed cue word was presented. This is confirmed by the results of separate contrast
analyses for both types of sentences. In the sentences preceded by an open cue word,
response times are significantly shorter in the sentential and priming contexts
compared to the neutral context. In the sentences prior to which a closed cue word
was presented, on the other hand, response times are only significantly shorter in the
priming compared to the neutral context (see appendix F for these detailed results).
Sentential contexts were always expected to facilitate responses in perceptually
ambiguous word pairs, and also in cases in which the clear acoustic information
agrees with the semantic information, as in word pairs with long boundary
consonants embedded in sentences biasing towards a closed target word. Since in the
present experiment the sentential context only significantly affected reaction times to
word pairs embedded in sentences preceded by open cue words, our results only
partly corespond with these predictions.

Figure 4.2 furthermore suggests that the effect of a sentential context in
sentences preceded by open cue words is particularly due to the results in the
ambiguous word pairs with short boundary consonants. Contrast analyses for each

consonant duration condition (see appendix F) show that the effect of a sentential
context is indeed only significant in word pairs with short boundary consonants. The
results furthermore show a significant facilitating effect of the priming context in
word pairs with short, intermediate and long boundary consonants. In sentences
preceded by closed cue words, the priming context only facilitates responses

significantly in word pairs with intermediate and long boundary consonants (see

appendix F).
Finally, the main effect of cue word reaches significance 1121t; :29.21, p <

0.001). As can be seen in the figure and the table, responses to sentences preceded

by closed cue words are generally faster than responses to sentences preceded by
open cue words. This difference is especially clear in the neutral contexts. It
indicates that listeners can respond to closed target words more quickly than to open
target words. These results confirm the bias towards closed words which was also
observed in the preliminary rhyme-monitoring experiment described in Chapter 2.

To summarise, the analysis shows an overall effect of sentence context, with
faster responses in sentential as well as in priming contexts. However, this effect is
not general but due to some conditions only. Contrary to what was expected, the
sentential context does not have a facilitating effect in any of the three boundary
consonant duration conditions when it biases towards a word pair containing a

closed target word. In sentences biasing towards word pairs containing open target
words, the sentential context only facilitates responses to ambiguous word pairs with
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short boundary consonants. The contexts containing lexical primes do facilitate
responses in most cases. The results furthermore show an effect of the cue word, or
rather, of the recognised target word. Response times are generally shorter when a

closed target word is perceived.

4.4.2.2. Analysis of the estimated variances
No predictions were made beforehand with respect to the variances in each
condition. However, these data may provide interesting information about the way in
which the lexically ambiguous fragments are processed. For instance, if reaction
times are fast in a certain condition, and there is not much variance, this is an
indication that processing in that condition was relatively easy. Variance estimates
are obtained for each of the l8 different ffeatments. They are shown in table 4.4,
broken down for sentence context and consonant duration. Results are shown for
sentences biasing towards word pairs containing open and closed target words,
preceded by open and closed cue words, respectively. The analysis presented here

was performed on the within-listeners (level 1) variances only.

Table 4.4. Estimated random variance components in units of variance of the response times
in seconds for sentences preceded by open and closed cue words. Variances are broken down
for consonant duration and sentence context. Standard errors are given in brackets.

Sentence Context

79

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word
Short

Intermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

.tez (.026)

.t49 (.024)

.lel (.040)

.0e6 (.026)

.0s7 (.007)

.0s8 (.007)

.06r (.007)

.0e1 (.ole)

.245 (.030)

.130 (.007)

.048 (.019)

.060 (.007)

.03e (.005)

.085 (.0r 0)

. r 40 (.0r 7)

.075 (.005)

.050 (.006)

.030 (.004)

The analysis first of all shows a significant effect of sentence context 11212) for
simultaneous contrasts : 44.26, p < 0.001). Closer inspection shows that the
difference between neutral and sentential contexts is not significant (X2(l):2.54,
n.s.), whereas the variance in the priming context differs from that in both the
neutral and the sentential contexts (X'(t) :28.70, p < 0.001, and X2(l) :24.56, p <
0.001, respectively). Similar results are obtained in both sentences preceded by open

and closed cue words. The table shows a decrease in the within-listeners variances.
This result indicates that the response times within a listener vary less strongly in the
priming context compared to the neutral and the sentential contexts. Since the mean

reaction times in the priming contexts are also faster (see section 4.4.2.1), this result

suggests that the processing of the word pairs is easier in priming than in neutral and

sentential contexts, with fewer slow responses.
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The effect of consonant duration is also significant (XzQ) for simultaneous
contrasts : 17.56, p < 0.001). As indicated by the significant interaction between cue
word and consonant duration (X2(2): 47.62, p ( 0.001), the effect of consonant
duration is opposite in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words. In
sentences prior to which an open cue word was presented, the variance is extremely
Iarge for word pairs with long boundary consonants. It is much smaller for word
pairs with short and intermediate boundary consonants (X2(l) :23.15, p < 0.001 and

X2(l): 18.14, p < 0.001, respectively). This is probably caused by the conflicting
information in sentence context and acoustic information in word pairs with long
boundary consonants. The long boundary consonant clearly biases towards word
pairs containing closed target words, whereas the sentence context biases towards
word pairs containing open target words. In these situations a listener sometimes
quickly decides that the rhyming, contextually appropriate interpretation was
intended, whereas in other instances he has more doubt and waits longer before he
gives a contextually appropriate response. This varying behaviour leads to larger
variances in the response times.

In sentences preceded by closed cue words, the variance is smallest in word pairs
with long boundary consonants, and largest in word pairs with short boundary
consonants (Xz(t; : 38.45, p < 0.001). When word pairs with long boundary
consonants are embedded in these sentences, contextual and acoustic information
agree with each other. In these stimuli, listeners may doubt less than in the case in
which both types of information conflict with each other. This leads to fewer
extremely slow responses and thus to less variance in the response times. The larger
within-listeners variance in word pairs with short boundary consonants may be due
to these word pairs being acoustically ambiguous: listeners may sometimes make a
quick decision, whereas in other cases they doubt longer.

Finally, the effect of cue word reaches significance (X211) : 68.43, p < 0.001).
The within-listeners variance is smaller in sentences preceded by closed cue words
than in those preceded by open cue words. Since the mean response times were also
shorter for detection of closed target words than they were for detection of open
target words, this suggests that a closed target word is always perceived relatively
quickly. Response times to open target words, on the other hand, are more variable
in each listener. These results again confirm the bias for closed target words which
was also obtained in the experiment described in Chapter 2.

In summary, the analysis on the variances suggests that particularly a priming
sentence context facilitates responses for all items. The results furthermore show that
the within-listeners variance is larger when the acoustic and contextual information
are in conflict, indicating a difficult situation for the listeners. Finally, Iisteners
recognise closed target words more readily than open target words.

4.4.3, Early or late effects of context

The results reported so far indicate that sentence context is important for segmenting
the word pairs under investigation. Not only when the boundary consonant is short
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and ambiguous, but also when the temporal information clearly indicates the
presence of a geminate boundary consonant and thus of a closed target word does
context often play a decisive role. However, it is not yet clear from the data at what
moment these context effects emerged. Sentence context may have influenced word
processingata moment at which more than one lexical hypothesis is still consistent
with the acoustic information, thus influencing the likelihood of recognising a

contextually appropriate segmentation. But the effect of sentence context may just as

well have emerged at a later moment. Responses may have been initiated only
during integration, where the sentence context still may have affected the decision.
Our interpretation of the Shortlist model predicts the former.

In order to determine whether sentence context had an early effect, we planned to
divide the responses of each listener evenly into a fast and a slow subset. However,
on closer inspection of the data, it appeared that many responses were initiated
before the boundary consonant and thus the relevant acoustic information could have
been analysed in full. The response times in the present experiment ranged from 47
to 3152 ms, whereas the mean duration of the first word in word pairs with short,
intermediate and long boundary consonants, measured from the onset of the first
vowel, is 223,274 and 324 ms, respectively. This means that the fastest responses

were made at a moment at which both interpretations of a word pair were still
consistent with the acoustic information.

Therefore, it was decided to form a group of fast responses that were initiated
before listeners could have selected one of the two possible interpretations. This
group consisted of all respons€s made within 150 ms after acoustic offset of the
boundary consonant. This limit is motivated in the following way. The gating
experiment in section 3.4 shows that the entire boundary consonant must have been

heard before a listener can isolate the word pair and, consequently, the first word in
the pair. Furthermore, listeners need some time to decide whether or not the
recognised word rhymes with the cue word and they need time to execute a
response. This period is estimated at about 100 to 150 ms. Since listeners also need

time to analyse the incoming acoustic information (Zwitserlood and Schriefers,
1995), this means that responses made within 150 ms after boundary consonant
offset must have been initiated before the boundary consonant was fully analysed

and before the target word was isolated. A context effect in these fast responses

indicates that sentence context already affected word processing during selection.

The results were again subjected to a multi-level analysis. The model that was

used to analyse the overall percentages of responses (see section 4.4.1) was also

applied to these fastest responses. In this model, l8 parameters denoting the l8
treatments were used as explanatory variables in the fixed part of the model. In the

random part of the model, a single residual term was used for the within-listeners
between-word pair variances (level l). At the between-listeners level (level 2) the

random part contained 6 parameters, viz. the variances of each of the three

consonant durations and their co-variances. The model is repeated in (3) below.
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Logit(PrlYu: l): F, * Tr,j + Fz 
* Tz,j +...+ F,s 

* Trs,j*
t"tr.; 

* ConsDurl;; +..... * Itrj * ConsDur3;;

In this model, i ranges over 9 stimulus word pairs presented to a listener andT ranges

over 360 individual listeners. T1 stands for the k'h treatment. The model allows for an
estimation of the means of all treatments (the fixed parameters plto p,s). The fixed
estimates are corrected for random effects, i.e. for variance components occurring at
the level between listeners (Fr; to ps;) for the 3 consonant duration conditions
separately. Estimated variances are to be found in appendix H.

Table 4.5. Fixed effects estimates in logits of the propotion of hits made within 150 ms after
boundary consonant offset. Results are shown for sentences biasisng towards open and closed
target words, which were preceded by open and closed cue words, respectively. Logit values
are broken down for consonant duration and sentence context. Standard errors are given in
brackets.

Sentence Context

(3)

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word
Short

Intermediate

Long

Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

-2.42 (0.28)

-2.04 (0.24)
-1.87 (0.22)

- 1.83 (0.22)
-1.0s (0. r 8)

-0.4s (0.16)

-1.37 (0.19)

-r.15 (0.18)

-0.79 (0.17)

-r.0r (0.18)

-0.e0 (0.17)

-0.01 (0.1s)

-0.96 (0.r7)
-0.43 (0.16)

-0.16 (0_16)

-0.7r (0. r 7)

-0.13 (0. l6)
0.14 (0. l 6)

Table 4.5 shows the estimated mean logit scores of the proportions of fast responses

and their standard errors. Results are presented for sentences preceded by open and
closed cue words, and are broken down for sentence context and consonant duration.
Figure 4.3 shows the observed proportions of fast responses for sentences biasing
towards open target words (upper panel) and closed target words (lower panel).

Overall results are superimposed on the results in the fastest responses. In this way,
the proportion of fast responses in relation to the total proportion of responses

becomes clear. Also, the proportion of slower responses can be deduced with more
ease. The logit scores for the observed proportions of fast responses and the
estimated proportions can be found in appendix H.
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Figure 4.3, Proportions of responses made within 150 ms after boundary consonant offset,
with overall results superimposed. Results are shown for sentences predicting open target
words (upper panel) and closed target words (lower panel), which were preceded by open and
closed cue words, respectively. Results are broken down for sentence context and consonant
duration.

The analysis using contrasts again shows a significant effect of sentence context

U'Q) for simultaneous contrasts = 131.80, p < 0.001). Differences between neutral
and sentential contexts (X2(1):44.11, p < 0.001), between neutral and priming
contexts (X'(t): 131.03, p < 0.001) and between sentential and priming contexts
(X'(t) :28.5, p < 0.001) are significant. The table and the figures indicate that more
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contextually appropriate responses were obtained in more constraining contexts.
Therefore, it appears that the sentence context influences results in the fastest
responses, which were initiated before the disambiguating acoustic information was
fully analysed. This means that sentence context must have had an early effect.

A significant effect of consonant duration is also obtained (X'Q) for
simultaneous contrasts : 83.28, p < 0.001). This large effect probably does not result
from the use of temporal information in the boundary consonants. In sentences
preceded by open cue words, more open target words are detected if the boundary
consonant is longer. Had duration been taken into account, listeners in this condition
would have detected less open words. Rather, the effect of consonant duration is a
result of the way in which the group of fast responses was formed. This limit was set

at 150 ms after boundary consonant offset. Since the duration of the consonant is
longer in word pairs with long boundary consonants, there is a Iarger interval in
which fast responses can be made in word pairs with longer boundary consonants.
This also means that when listeners are presented with word pairs containing a long
boundary consonant, they have more time to use top-down sentential information to
influence the perceived segmentation. However, the obtained context effect is not
due to results in word pairs with long boundary consonants alone. A clear effect of
sentence context is also obtained in pairs with short and intermediate boundary
consonant durations (see appendix I for detailed results).

The analysis furthermore shows a significant effect of the cue word, or of the
perceived target word (X'(t) : 4'7.68, p < 0.001). A closed target word is recognised
more often than an open target word. This difference is already clear in the neutral
context. This result again shows that there is a bias towards recognising closed
words.

The interaction between sentence context and cue word also reaches significance
(X'Q) for simultaneous contrasts:9.61, p ( 0.01). This may be an indication that
sentence context has a different effect in sentences preceded by open and closed cue

words. However, separate contrast analyses show that the context effect is similar in
both types of sentences (see appendix I). Closer inspection of the contrast analysis
indicates that the significant interaction is primarily due to one sub-interaction,
namely the interaction between neutral and priming contexts in sentences biasing
towards open and closed target words. This interaction suggests that the difference
in the proportion of responses obtained in sentences to which open and closed cue

words were presented has become smaller in the priming context as compared to the
results in the neutral context.

The figures also show that fast responses are already made in semantically
neutral sentences. ln these sentences, no semantic information was available to
facilitate responses in such a way that extremely fast responses are expected. That
such fast responses were obtained may be a result of the strategy of threshold
lowering reported in Chapter 2. After presentation of a cue word, activation levels of
all rhyming words in the mental lexicon are boosted so that less additional
processing is necessary to elicit a response (see Chapter 2). This leads to a number
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of very fast, rhyming responses that may not be consistent with the available
acoustic information.

To sum up, as expected, an effect of sentence context is obtained in these fastest
responses, with more contextually appropriate responses in more strongly
constraining sentence contexts. Sentence context must have affected the processing
of the word pairs early, namely at a moment at which both segmentations are still
consistent with the available acoustic information.

4.5. General discussion and conclusions

The experiment described in this chapter was carried out to answer two questions

about the role of semantic information in the sentence context during the processing
of lexically ambiguous word pairs. The first question concerned the relative
importance of sentence context and acoustic information for perceived segmentation.
The second question concerned the moment at which contributions of sentence

context start to affect lexical processing. The predictions we derived from our
extended Shortlist model as to the answers to these questions were taken as a starting
point. On the basis of this model, we expected sentence context to affect lexical
processing early on, i.e. at a moment at which the bottom-up information is still
consistent with more than one lexical hypothesis. However, we expected that
semantic information in the sentence would not be very important for perceived

segmentation in the presence of clear acoustic information. Rather, acoustic
information then determines which segmentation is perceived. Before going into the
results of the present experiment, some limitations of the experimental design are

discussed.
As explained in section 4.2, only the cue-word rhyming with the contextually

consistent target word was presented prior to each sentence. This means that only
perception of the contextually consistent target word is indicated explicitly with each

response given. [t was assumed that the absence of a response indicates recognition
of the contextually inconsistent target word. This assumption can be verified with
the aid of the results in the neutral sentences. Prior to these, both open and closed

cue words were presented. Results in these two conditions should be opposite: if no

response is given after presentation of an open cue word, it is assumed that a word
pair containing a closed target word is perceived. If this is true, the same word pair
should elicit a response after presentation of a closed cue word.

The results show that more responses are given after presentation of one cue

word than could be predicted from the results after presentation of the other cue

word. After presentation of an open cue word, a response was given in 56, 42 and

25yo of the cases in word pairs with short, intermediate and long boundary
consonants, respectively. These responses indicate perception of an open target

word. Under our assumption, this would mean that a closed target word was

perceived in 44,58 and 75Yo of the cases. However, when a closed cue word was
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presented to these same sentences, a response was in fact given in 62,81 and 89% of
the cases.

This discrepancy may partly be the result of the strategy of threshold lowering
described in Chapter 2. This strategy may lead to a certain number of unexpected
and erroneous responses. In the present experiment, we cannot determine how often
such responses are made. In the neutral context, both interpretations are possible
continuations to the sentence, and both are present in the phoneme string. It is
possible that a listener actually perceived the acoustically inconsistent target word,
despite the sometimes clear temporal-acoustic information available. Therefore, an
acoustically inconsistent response is not necessarily a result of the strategy of
threshold lowering. In the constraining sentences, the cue word always rhymed with
the contextually appropriate word. This means that it cannot be decided whether a
response was made as a result of the influence of the cue word or whether the
response resulted from the effect of sentence context. In order to determine the
percentage of responses that may have resulted from the strategy of threshold
lowering, the results of the experiment described in Chapter 2 are taken as a starting
point. They indicate that such erroneous responses generally occur in about l0%o of
the cases.

When this percentage is subtracted from the percentages of responses obtained in
the present experiment, the number of open and closed target words that is perceived
after presentation of either open or closed cue words becomes actually very similar.
Then, an open target word was perceived in 46,32 and 15% of the cases in sentences
preceded by open cue words, suggesting that a closed target word was detected in
54, 68 and 85% of the cases. When a closed cue word was presented to these word
pairs, a closed target word was perceived in 52,71 and 79Yo of the cases, if we take
threshold lowering into account. Apparently, our assumption is fairly corect. This
means that even if only one cue word is presented prior to a sentence, the rhyme-
monitoring task provides reliable information about which segmentation was
perceived. Therefore, the rhyme-monitoring is a valid task for our purposes.

A second limitation concerns the filler sentences used. Just as in the stimulus
materials, the target words in these sentences were all part of lexically ambiguous
speech fragments. Listeners may have found these fragments difficult to process.
Therefore, they may have relied more heavily on semantic than on acoustic
information in order to perform the task as well as possible. This strategy may have
carried over to the 9 stimulus word pairs in the experiment. This means that effects
of sentence context may be somewhat overrated. During the discussion of the
present findings, this limitation should be kept in mind.

Assuming that a long boundary consonant indeed leads to a geminate in the
phonemic input string, and assuming that listeners generally wait for this bottom-up
information to initiate a response, we derived the following predictions for the
present experiment from the Shortlist model. Listeners should always recognise

word pairs with geminate boundary consonants containing closed target words on
hearing fragments with long consonants, irrespective of the available semantic
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information in the preceding sentence context. In ambiguous word pairs with short
and intermediate boundary consonants, however, a shift is expected towards more
contextually consistent responses. Furthermore, listeners are expected to respond
more quickly to contextually consistent target words when there is a more
constraining sentence context. Finally, in the fastest responses, an effect of sentence

context should be obtained, especially when the word pairs are ambiguous and no

clear acoustic information in favour of the intended segmentation is yet available.
The results of the present experiment only partly agree with these predictions.

Indeed, the fastest responses wsre affected by the sentence context: more

contextually consistent responses were obtained in more strongly biasing sentence
contexts. These responses were initiated before the boundary consonant was

analysed. Therefore, the acoustic information was still ambiguous between more

than one possible interpretation at the moment a response was initiated. This means

that sentence context, as expected, affected processing during selection.
Furthermore, response times were shofter in sentential contexts than in neutral
contexts. However, this effect of sentence context was mainly due to the sentences

biasing towards word pairs with single boundary consonants containing open target
words. In these sentences, an effect of the sentential context was only found in

ambiguous word pairs with short boundary consonants. AIso, in the overall results

on the hits and misses, sentence context was often more important for perceived

segmentation than clear acoustic cues for the intended segmentation.
The discrepancies between predicted and actual results in the reaction times may

be due to a bias in listeners towards recognising closed words. This bias was already

found in the preliminary rhyme-monitoring experiment described in Chapter 2 and
was again observed in the present experiment. First, closed words were perceived
more quickly. Second, there was less within-listeners variance in the response times
when closed target words were recognised. And third, in the fastest responses, more
rhyming responses were made after presentation of a closed cue word than after
presentation of an open cue word. As a result of this bias, closed target word
responses are already very fast in the neutral context. The sentential context does not
have sufficient constraining power to further speed up responses to contextually
consistent, closed target words. As a consequence, the facilitating effect of a

sentential context does not show up in the results. The priming sentence context, on

the other hand, has more constraining power and can, therefore, speed up responses

further.
The unexpected shift towards more contextually consistent responses in word

pairs containing clear boffom-up information may for some part be due to the results

in the fast responses. As a result of the early effect of sentence context, listeners are

more often tempted to respond before the acoustic information becomes available in

more strongly biasing sentence contexts. The obtained shift in the fastest responses

carries over to the overall results. This leads to a shift towards more contextually
appropriate responses in the overall results as well.

However, it must be noted that the shift in the overall responses is actually larger
than the one obtained in the fastest responses alone. Figure 4.3 shows that even in
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the slower responses, sentence context was often more important for perceived
segmentation than clear temporal-acoustic information. Furtherrnore, the reaction
times obtained with each response vary greatly, indicating that while part of these
responses were made very rapidly, others wers made relatively slowly. Particularly
in the slower responses, the duration of the boundary consonant could be analysed
and should have been taken into account. Apparently, the type of acoustic cues used

here are not always decisive in the presence of a constraining sentence context, even

though they could be used by the listeners in the absence of a constraining sentence

context. This would imply that the extended version of the Shortlist model cannot
account for the obtained results. However, the uncertainty in the listeners about the
temporal-acoustic cue may also be incorporated in this model, for instance by
assuming that a long boundary consonant is not always parsed into a geminate in the
input string. Also, it may be possible that a phoneme class in-between a single and a

double consonant is present in the phoneme string, indicating that the listener is not
completely certain which one was intended by the speaker. This possibility is

discussed further in the next chapter. There, we will also go into the question as to
whether or not other models of word recognition can also explain the obtained
results.



-5 Final Discussion

Abstract

This chapter discusses the roles of sentence context and acoustic information
during the processing of lexically ambiguous word pairs. The main aims of
the present study were to investigate whether or not clear acoustic cues in

favour of the intended segmentation determine perceived segmentation in the

-for" of semantic idormation in the sentence context, and to determine
whether sentence context affects letcical processing during or only after
selection. The experimental findings of this study are summarised, and their
implications for theories of word recognition qre discussed. Finally,
suggestions for further research are presented.
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5.I. Introduction

The aim of the present thesis was to investigate how and when sentence context and
acoustic information play a part during the processing of lexically ambiguous speech
fragments. Such fragments correspond to more than one lexical parsing and
therefore to more than one possible segmentation. Nevertheless, listeners usually
segment them in accordance with the intentions of the speaker. To achieve this,
listeners can make use of acoustic cues in the input. However, they may also use
semantic information in the preceding sentence context.

Previous research into the roles of acoustic and semantic information did not
provide conclusive answers as to how and when both types of information affect
word segmentation processes. In order to gain a better insight into their roles, two
research questions were addressed. The first question was: do clear acoustic
segmentation cues for the intended segmentation always determine which
segmentation is perceived, even in the face of sentential information? The second
question was: at which moment does sentence context start to influence lexical
processing?

As shown in Chapter l, various models of word processing predict different
answers to these questions. In autonomous and hybrid models, clear bottom-up
information is expected to determine perceived segmentation. In the autonomous
models, this is due to a relatively late effect of sentence context. In the hybrid
models, such as Shortlist and Cohort, this decisive role of clear acoustic information
results from a mechanism of bottom-up inhibition, which penalises selected lexical
hypotheses that are no longer consistent with the input. The prediction that clear
bottom-up information is always decisive is less strong in the interactive TRACE
and logogen models. In these interactive models, sentence context affects word
processing at an early stage. Furthermore, they do not incorporate a mechanism of
bottom-up inhibition. As a result, sentence context is more important for word
perception in TRACE and in the logogen model than it is in autonomous and hybrid
models. On the basis of findings reported in the literature it was decided to take the
Shortlist model as a starting point. Predictions as to the answers of our research
questions were derived from an extended version of this model (see section 1.2.3),
and were tested in this research.

The next section gives a short summary of the experimental f,rndings and
discusses theoretical implications of the results obtained. In section 5.3, some
suggestions for further research are presented. Section 5.4, finally, contains some
concluding remarks.

5.2. Discussion of the experimental findings

5.2.1. Summary of the experimental findings

The rhyme-monitoring experiment described in Chapter 4 investigated the roles of
sentence context and bottom-up information during the processing of lexically
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ambiguous speech fragments. This experiment used lexically ambiguous word pairs

of the type [zefern], which contain two closely competing alternatives, i.e. zee fijn
and zeef fijr 'sea/sieve fine' in the present example. These fragments were chosen

because it was assumed that the amount of clear acoustic information could be

varied systematically by manipulating the duration of the boundary consonant. A
Iong boundary consonant was assumed to indicate the presence of a geminate in the
phonemic input string, which leads to recognition of a word pair containing a closed

target word in the absence of a constraining sentence context. A word pair with a

short boundary consonant was assumed to be perceptually ambiguous. These

assumptions were verified in Chapter 3.

The word pairs were embedded in different types of sentence contexts,
containing neutral, constraining or conflicting semantic information. [n this way, the
roles of sentence context and acoustic information were investigated under various
circumstances. Listeners were asked to monitor for rhyming words. The results of
such an experiment may be influenced by two biases in the listeners (see Chapter 2).

The first is a bias towards perceiving words that rhyme with the cue word. The

second is a bias towards perceiving closed target words. These biases do not affect
the results too seriously: listeners in the preliminary rhyme monitoring experiment
of Chapter 2 recognised the predicted target words in approximately 90% of the

CASES.

The rhyme-monitoring experiment presented in Chapter 4 led to the following
pattern of results. As far as the results on the perceived segmentation are concerned,

the experiment showed that the duration of the boundary consonant had an effect on

how listeners segmented the input: when the boundary consonant was long, a word
pair with geminate boundary consonants containing a closed first word was

recognised more often. In addition, sentence context was found to have an effect,
with more contexfually consistent responses in more constraining contexts. Even

when semantic information was in conflict with clear acoustic information, listeners

most often perceived the contextually appropriate word pair.

Moreover, the experiment showed that sentence context even had an effect in
very fast responses. These responses were made within 150 ms after acoustic offset
of the boundary consonant. As was argued in section 4.4.3,this means that they must

have been initiated before the temporal information in the boundary consonant could
have been fully analysed, and both alternatives are still consistent with the acoustic

information. This result suggests that the sentence context had an early effect, i.e.

during selection.
In the response times, the obtained effect of sentence context was less clear and

was mostly due to acoustically ambiguous word pairs, i.e. with short boundary
consonants. The absence of an effect in sentences that predicted closed target words
was a result of the bias in listeners towards perceiving closed words. The consonant

duration did not affect response times significantly.

9l
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5.2.2.Implications for theories of word recognition

Under the assumptions that a long consonant in the input is always parsed into
geminate consonants in the phonemic input string and that Iisteners first analyse the
temporal information before responding, the results of the rhyme-monitoring
experiment do not correspond completely with the predictions derived from
Shortlist. Under these assumptions, we expected that the interpretation with the
single boundary consonant containing an open first word would be significantly
reduced in activation if a word pair with a long boundary consonant is presented.
The results of the experiment presented in Chapter 4 did not confirm that clear
bottom-up information was always decisive. More often than not, the contextually
consistent interpretation was perceived, rather than the acoustically consistent one.

The shift towards more contextually consistent responses in unambiguous word
pairs may partly be due to the results in the fastest responses. Here, a clear shift
towards more contextually appropriate responses was obtained in all three types of
word pairs, including those with long boundary consonants. Apparently, a

constraining sentence context affects activation levels of lexical hypotheses at an

early stage. As a result, there may be sufficient evidence in favour of the
contextually consistent lexical hypothesis for the listener to initiate a response before
the boundary consonant is fully analysed. This effect is enhanced by two other
factors. First, as a result of the strategy of threshold lowering, activation levels of all
rhyming words are increased after presentation of the cue word. Since in the present
experiment the cue word always rhymed with the contextually consistent target
word, this word is included in this group of activated rhyming words. As a result the
likelihood of recognising a contextually consistent word funher increases. Second,
the potentially disambiguating acoustic information becomes available relatively
Iate, providing sufficient time for semantic information in the sentence context to
build up and to affect activation levels of lexical hypotheses. Since our version of
Shortlist incorporates an early sentence context effect and since such fast responses
were expected to occur, this model accounts well for these results.

That the sentence context had such a large effect on perceived segmentation
cannot be explained by the results in these fastest responses alone. Sentence context
also affected responses initiated after presentation of the boundary consonant. In
these cases, listeners heard the long boundary consonant and should have detected
geminate consonants in the phonemic input string. Apparently, listeners did not
always rely on the temporal cues when a constraining sentence context was present,

although they could use this information in the absence of such a context. This
suggests that temporal-acoustic information, which we expected to be less

compelling than changing one phoneme into another, does not present such a serious
mismatch. Possibly, a geminate consonant was not always detected with great

certainty or was not detected at all. As a result, the activation levels of the
segmentation with the single boundary consonant may not be decreased too
seriously when a word pair with a long boundary consonant is presented. This means

that when the acoustic cues are less compelling, they are not always decisive, even if
they can be used in the absence of a constraining sentence context.
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It is not surprising that listeners do not completely rely on temporal information.
Its interpretation depends on many factors, such as the duration of the surrounding
speech sounds, the position of a segment in the sentence, and the overall speaking
rate (Klatt, 1980). As a result, the same consonant duration may be interpreted

differently in different realisations or in different contexts. This makes duration a
potentially unreliable cue. Indeed, although listeners are often very good at using

such temporal cues in the absence of a constraining context, these cues are not
always sufficiently strong to render an utterance completely unambiguous (Quen6,

1992, Obrecht, 1965). In addition, Dutch has no geminates in its phoneme repeftoire.
Thus, a difference in duration does not constitute a different word in the lexicon. As
a result, Dutch listeners may be relatively insensitive to temporal cues indicating the
presence of two identical consonant phonemes.

How this uncertainty about the temporal cue would be modelled in Shortlist is

not clear. The model does not make explicit how the sensory information is parsed

into a phoneme string. However, if this phoneme string contains geminate boundary
consonants, the segmentation with geminate boundary consonants presents the best

fit of the input and should be recognised. Possibly, the long boundary consonant is
not always parsed into a geminate, so that only a single consonant is present in the
phoneme string. In these cases, the word pairs with long boundary are not
perceptually unambiguous. This possibility is confirmed by the results in the neutral
sentence contexts in the rhyme-monitoring experiment of Chapter 4. On the basis of
the classification and gating experiments of Chapter 3, it was expected that a word
pair with a single boundary consonant containing an open first word might be

recognised erroneously in about SYo of the cases. However, in the rhyme-monitoring
experiment this occurred in about 25o/o of the cases after presentation of an open cue

word and in l0% of the cases after presentation of a closed cue word. This
discrepancy in the results may be due to the tasks that were used in the experiments
of Chapter 3. In the classification experiment, listeners may have used the
continuum as a context. With this information, they may have determined that the
consonant is relatively long in comparison to other stimuli and is to be interpreted as

a geminate. In the gating experiment, listeners heard the same fragment repeatedly
and had ample time to reflect on a response. As a result, they could focus more
explicitly on the sensory information in the input. Hence, the results of these

experiments may have been somewhat overated. In the cases in which the input was
not completely unambiguous, it is not surprising that sentence context is very
important for perceived segmentation.

A second possibility is that a long boundary consonant sometimes results in
some sort of mid-class category in the phoneme string that lies in-between a single
consonant and a geminate. Mid-class phonetic transcriptions are used in Shortlist for
other phoneme classes to "represent a degree of uncertainty, or ambiguity in the

input" (Norris, 1994, p 2ll). Such a mid-class category would indicate that a

relatively long phoneme is detected that might be a geminate. Such a mid-class
phoneme, although it matches a geminate somewhat better, does not present a

serious mismatch for an alternative with a single boundary consonant. In the absence
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of a sentence context, the alternative with geminate boundary consonants is then
more active and is more often recognised than the one with a single boundary
consonant. However, when the latter alternative is boosted by a constraining
sentence context, it is more often recognised than the one with geminate boundary
consonants.

Considering the finding that many responses were initiated prior to presentation
of the critical boundary consonant, and considering that the long boundary
consonants may not always have been parsed into a geminate with certainty, it
appears that Shortlist presents a good explanation of the results obtained. But is
Shortlist the only model that can account for the findings of the present research? In
the introductory chapter, two other types of models were mentioned, namely
interactive and autonomous models.

In interactive models like the connectionist TRACE model (McClelland and

Elman, 1986) and the logogen model (Morton, 1969), sentence context affects
activation levels of lexical hypotheses at an early stage. Context effects become
apparent during selection, or, in the logogen model, already during lexical access.
Due to this early context effect many fast, contextually consistent responses are also
expected in interactive models. As in the Shortlist model, listeners are tempted to
respond before potentially disambiguating acoustic information becomes available.
Furthermore, interactive models are able to explain the high number of overall
contextually consistent responses in acoustically unambiguous word pairs. In
TRACE, clear bottom-up information may decrease activation levels of acoustically
inconsistent lexical hypotheses in the competition process. However, these
hypotheses are probably not deactivated strongly, since there is no separate

mechanism of bottom-up inhibition. Furthermore, there is feedback from the lexical
level influencing phoneme processing. As a result, there is still an increased
likelihood of recognising a contextually consistent word, not only in ambiguous, but
also in unambiguous inputs. Similarly, in the logogen model, the contextually
consistent word candidate is highly active and may be recognised because
mismatching information does not negatively influence activation levels. The chance
of recognising a contextually consistent word is further increased in the present
experiment. The temporal cue does not appear to be completely reliable and it is not
clear whether a geminate is always detected with certainty. As a result, activation
levels of word pairs with single boundary consonants are not decreased strongly
during competition, so that both interpretations remain active. Hence, it appears that
interactive models also present a good explanation for our findings.

In autonomous models (e.g. Forster, 1976), sentence context affects word
processing relatively late. The sensory input is first searched for acoustic cues for the
intended segmentation. Only after a lexical hypothesis is selected on the basis of this
bottom-up information, the sentence context starts to play a part. Autonomous
models cannot account for the results obtained in the present experiment. First, these

models predict that priority is always given to clear bottom-up information. [nstead,
sentence context often appeared to be decisive for the perceived segmentation.
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Second, and more importantly, autonomous models do not predict that listeners
make fast contextually consistent responses under the influence of an early effect of
sentence context. Hence, autonomous models do not give a good description of the
findings of the present research.

In conclusion, both the hybrid Shortlist model and interactive models can
account for the findings of this study. Autonomous models, on the other hand,
should be discarded. Although both Shortlist and TRACE can explain our findings,
there are additional reasons to prefer Shortlist to TRACE. Shortlist accounts better
foi other findings in the literature, such as the strictly bottom-up flow of information
from the pre-lexical to the lexical level (Pitt and McQueen, 1998). This is exactly
what is predicted by Shortlist. The architecture of TRACE, however, is inconsistent
with this finding.

Summarising, the processing of the word pairs in the present experiment probably
proceeded in the following way. After the bottom-up information has activated the
two word candidates that correspond to the first words in the word pairs, the
sentence context also starts to boost activation levels of contextually consistent word
candidates. The influence of sentence context starts before potentially
disambiguating acoustic information becomes available, i.e. before the manipulated
boundary consonant has ended. Activation levels of contextually consistent first
words further increase as a result of the strategy of threshold lowering, since the cue

word in the present experiment rhymes with this contextually appropriate word. As a

consequence, the activation levels of these words are often sufficiently high for a

listener to perceive a contextually consistent word and to generate a response before
he has fully analysed the boundary consonant. This leads to a number of very fast
responses.

When a response is not yet initiated this early, and listeners encounter a long
boundary consonant, a geminate is detected with certainty in part of the cases. This
information indicates that the first word in the word pair must have been a closed
word. Listeners now give priority to this clear bottom-up information, and a closed
first word is indeed perceived. In some cases, however, the temporal cue provided
by the long boundary consonant is not sufficiently clear for listeners. As a result,
they may not parse this consonant into geminate consonants, so that the temporal cue

no longer provides a mismatch. In that case, apart from the closed first word, the
open frst word also remains active after the boundary consonant is presented. If a

meaningful sentence context is present, the contextually consistent first word has

already received more activation than the inconsistent candidate has. As a result, this
word is recognised. When the boundary consonant is short, the acoustic information
never disambiguates the word pairs. The contextually appropriate first word is then
always recognised.

On a more general view, this means that sentence context may already influence
word processing before a word may have been recognised on the basis of the
acoustic information alone. This contextual information is used for more efficient
word processing. Furthermore, the temporal cue does not provide a strong mismatch.
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Possibly, a long consonant is not always parsed into a geminate. As a result, this
type of information is not decisive in the presence of a constraining sentence
context.

5.3. Suggestions for further research

In the research presented in this thesis we used lexically ambiguous speech

fragments containing temporal-acoustic cues in favour of the intended segmentation.
These temporal cues are less compelling than phonemic cues such as place

articulation. Furthermore, the potentially disambiguating acoustic cues occurred in
the final segment of the target word. These two manipulations increase the chances
for sentence context to affect word processing. First, by making disambiguating
information available relatively late, sentence context information has more time to
feed back and to affect activation levels of word candidates. Second, if acoustic
information is not sufficiently clear, as apparently is the case when temporal cues are

used, sentence context is expected to influence the decision more strongly. This
experimental design leaves us with the question whether sentence context is equally
important if the acoustic information is more reliable, as may be the case when one
phoneme is changed into another, but still becomes available relatively late. Such
situations may be created when using a lzef/ zeef 'sieve' versus lzepl zeep 'soap'
distinction instead of a lzeflversus lzeff/distinction.

Furthermore, in the lexically ambiguous fragments used here, the acoustic
information is consistent with more than one lexical hypothesis for longer stretches
of time than it is in monosyllables that do not occur in a lexically ambiguous
fragment, for instance zeef in the fragment zeef zijn 'sieve are'. It would be
interesting to find out whether sentence context also has an early effect if the target
word is not part of a lexically ambiguous speech fragment and selection is not
prolonged. If early context effects are still obtained under these circumstances, this
would provide an extra indication that context starts to influence processing already
at the stage of selection.

Both questions can be addressed when the distinction lzefl zeef 'sieve' versus
lzepl zeep'soap' is used, in word pairs with unambiguous boundaries. One possible

outcome of such an experiment is that many early responses are obtained under
these circumstances as well. This would be a result of the experimental situation,
which in essence remains unchanged: the rhyme-monitoring task is again used,

which means that the cue word still affects processing. Also, the disambiguating
information only becomes available at the end of the target word. If the early effect
of sentence context obtained here is robust, this information would further increase
the chances of fast, contextually consistent responses. As a result, a shift towards
more contextually appropriate, but acoustically inappropriate responses is again
expected in these fast responses and, hence, in the overall results as well. However,
if priority is always given to the bottom-up information (as may be expected on the

basis of previous research, see section 1.3), then the shift in the overall results
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should be smaller than the one obtained in the present study. In the slower responses,

where the listeners may have used the clear acoustic information, bottom-up
information is expected to be decisive for word perception, even when there is a

constraining sentence context.
A second possibility, however, is that listeners wait for the disambiguating

bottom-up information to become available. If priority is indeed given to clear
acoustic information, Iisteners will start to realise that they often make mistakes
when they respond too quickly. As a result, they may choose to wait longer in the
remainder of the experiment. In that case, hardly any fast responses will be obtained.
As a consequence, it would not be possible to demonstrate early effects of sentence
context. This is not to say that sentence context in that case does not have an early
effect on the activation levels of word candidates. Rather, early context effects are

suppressed by clear bottom-up information.
The first possible outcome would provide extra evidence that sentence context

plays a part during selection. This would show that early sentence context effects
may also become apparent under certain experimental circumstances when the target
word is not part of a Iexically ambiguous word pair and the selection stage is not
extended. The second possible outcome would provide strong evidence for the claim
that clear boffom-up information in the form of phoneme contrasts is always decisive
for word perception, even in the presence of semantic information in the sentence

context. This evidence would be stronger than that obtained in the experiments
described in section 1.3 (e.g. Garnes and Bond,1976), since here the disambiguating
acoustic information only becomes available at the end of the target word, and

sentence context has time to have an effect.

5.4. Concluding remarks

One of the two questions of this research was whether temporal-acoustic cues in
favour of the intended segmentation determine which of the two possible
interpretations of a lexically ambiguous word pair is recognised. Such temporal
segmentation cues are less compelling than changing one phoneme into another, but
can nevertheless be used effectively in the absence of a sentence context. The results
of the present experiment show that the temporal-acoustic cues used here are not
always decisive. When there is a constraining sentence context, the semantic
information often determines perceived segmentation. This suggests that such

weaker acoustic cues do not present such a serious mismatch as a change in
phonemes.

The second question concerned the moment at which sentence context starts to
affect processing. The research presented in this thesis shows that under certain
circumstances an early effect of sentence context may be obtained. In a rhyme-
monitoring experiment using lexically ambiguous speech fragments in which
disambiguating acoustic information becomes available relatively late, sentence

context was shown to affect processing at a moment at which both competing
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segmentations are still compatible with the bottom-up acoustic information. From
these results, it was concluded that semantic information in the sentence context
starts to influence lexical processing as early as the selection stage.
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Appendix A

Materials used in the rltyme-monitoring experiment presented in Chapter 2.

Stimulus sentences.

Overview of the stimulus sentences used in the experiment described in Chapter 2.

The minimal pairs of two-word sequences containing the target words are presented

before each set of sentences, including the cue words. Target words are underlined.
Mean cloze scores for the target words are given in brackets after each of the
sentences.

B r idb r ief Jla u w' brie I ch eesel/letter bla nd/silly'
(mie' noedels', lief ' nice' )
Steeds als hij mij schrijft, vind ik zijn brief flauw.
Volgens het meisje van de kaas is deze brie flauw.
Als je lekkere franse kaas wilt, moet je brie nemen.
Bij de post zit vandaag weer een brief van hem.

Do/doos slecht 6do/box bad'
(vlo' flea', kroos'd uckweed')
Volgens de zanger klinkt in deze zaal de do slecht.
Voor boeken is een kist goed, maar een glgg slecht.

In veel Chinese muziek klinkt een valse do erg goed.

Je moet je spullen in een bak of doos doen.

Ei/ijs slecht 'eqg I ice bad'
(sprci' bedsprea d', grijs'grey')
Ook van deze baan vond de schaatser het ljg slecht.
Als een kip deze granen eet, wordt haar ei slecht.
Haar opa vindt vooral het wit van een ei lekker.
Ik hoop dat dit een winter met ijS zal worden.

(3.1)
(3.5)
(1.75)
(1.6)

(3.6s)
(2.4)
(3.2)
(2.6)

(r. l s)
(2.3s)
(1.6)
(2.7s)

Le iflijf fo rs'slate/body large'
(il4'you',vijf 'five"1
Door veel aan fitness te doen, wordt haar ljf fors. (2.5)

Op schoolteken ik op m'n lej fors geschreven letters. (3.15)
Op school moest je vroeger meestal op een lg! schrijven. (1.55)
Die gespierde vrouw doet veel om haar lljJmooi te houden. (2.1)
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Moe/moes slap' mom/pulp limp'
(gnoe tgnu', bloes 'blouse')
Als de appels te lang koken, wordt de moes slap.

Het meisje vindt haar pa sterk maar haar moe slap.

Van dat soort appels kun je best wel moes maken.
Ik zal het eerst nog even aan mijn fnoe vragen.

Pre i/pr ijs sch erp' Ieek/price sharp'
(mei'May', spis' food')
Ik vind de smaak van een ui en een prgi scherp.
In die winkel is van dit artikel de qriis scherp gesteld.
Jouw oma heeft met bingo een leuke priis gewonnen.
In echte erwtensoep hoort ook veel prei te zitten.

Ra/raof fraai' yardl raven beautiful'
(u/a'custard', schaaf ' plane')
Die lieftrebber van vogels vindt de zwarte ga:[fraai.
Van dat oude schip is van de mast de r_4 fraai.
Wist je dat die grote zttrarte vogel een raaf is?

Het zeil van een oud schip zit bij de ra vast.

Ree/race snel' roelrace quick'
(tree'step', vlees tmeat')

Je ziet dat'n hert en 'n fgg snel zijn.
Die coureur kan met die auto zln ry snel rijden.
Op dit kleine circuit wordt niet vaak zo'n ry gehouden.

In dit grote bos zie je soms'n E lopen.

Reu/reus s lim' male dog/giant smart'
(sneu'disappointingt, neas'nose')
In dit sprookje zijn de dwerg en de feuE slim.
Hij denkt dat een teef dom en een reu slim is.

Als je een grote hond wilt, moetje een reu nemen.

Met zijn zeven mijls laarzen kan de reus vlug lopen.

(2)
(2.ss)
(2.7)
(2.6)

(3.2)
(l .t)
(2.2)
(3.e)

(1.7s)
(3.7s)
(l.e)
(2.75)

(2.6)
(2.85)
(2.3s)
(2.8)

(2.8)
(1.8)
(3.35)
(2.3)

ll/e e/w ee s s le r k' cont ractionlorphan stro n g'
(nee 'no', vrees tfear')

Volgens de zwangere vrouw was vooral de laatste ry sterk. (1.85)
Door het bestaan zonder zijn ouders werd de wees sterk. (3.4)
Het meisje dat moest bevallen voelde haar tiende wee al. (1.4)
Omdat hij zonder ouders was, woonde de wees bij zijn oma. (3.75)
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We i/w ijf Jij n' meadow/wife fi ne'
(mei'Nlay', sch ijf 'slice')
Ze is nogal bazig, maar dat vindt zo'n y{jf fijn.
's Zomers vinden de koeien het gras van een wei frjn.
Die man woont daar met dat rare rvljf in huis.
De boer liet de schapen lekker in een wei staan.

Z eeJzeef Jij n'sealsieve line'
(fee 'fay', scheef 'oblique')
Als ik op het strand ben, vind ik de zee f,rjn.

Als de gaatjes erg klein zijn, is de gggf frjn.
Bloem voor die taart moet door de ryIzijn gegaan.

Kijk nou hoe hoog de golven van de zee zijn.

Filler Sentences

Overview of the filler sentences used

Target words are underlined and cue

which a rhyming non-word is present

with asterisks.
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(3.8)
(2.2s)
(2.es)
(2.3)

(2.3)
(2.e5)
(2.2)
(r.2)

in the experiment described in Chapter 2.
words are given in brackets. Sentences in
in the sequence of phonemes are indicated

Matching fillers, open target word, beginning of sentence, lexically amhiguous
Het stro pak ik voor het konijn dat ziek is.

De koe loeide luid toen de boer haar kwam melken.
Die mooie pui kan wel een extra lik verf gebruiken.

Die la gaat op slot want er zitten sieraden in.
De pauw streek neer in een boom en krijste luid.
Jij komt na mii aan de beurt bij de bakker.
Als hij blii kiikt ziet hij er meteen gelukkig uit.

Matching fillers, open target word, middle of sentence, lexically ambiguous
Ik vraag me af wie kwaad was op mijn broer.
Vreemd dat zijn ma seen cadeau voor hem heeft gekocht.
Bij de kassa in de rii mae ik nooit even voor.
Veel mensen in de bouw tobben met een zere rug.
Ga je met mij lree spelen op de oude zolder?
Zwarte Piet pakte zijn roe snel en strafte het kind.
Hij was het beu kaal te zdn en kocht een toupet.

Matching fillers, open target word, beginning of sentence, unambiguous

(pro)
(hoe)
(spui)
(sta)
(blauw)
(sta)
(sprei)

(drie)
(fa)
(mei)
(flauw)
(nee)
(hoe)
(sneu)

Die grote kei kan een sterke man zo optillen.
Die wollen trui prikt, dus draag ik hem niet meer.
Ik vind sla het lekkerst als er tomaat door zit.

0u)
(spui)
(sta)
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De mouw van die bruine jas is veel te lang.
Het getal p[gaat achter de komma oneindig ver door.
Die snee in mijn voet kwam door een stuk glas.

Als het gij keen, kunnen we op het wad lopen.

Matching fillers, open target word, middle of sentence, unambiguous
Nu het sneeuwt kun je de slee van zolder halen.
Je moet de qlgu van die mop wel goed vertellen.
De beer haalde met zijn klauw naar de jager uit.
De picknick viel door die bui in het water.
Het is alles weer pais en vree op het werk.
Elke zondaggaathij met zijngnaar voetbal kijken.
Ik neem vers fruit toe en vooraf een kop soep.

Matching fillers, closed target words, beginning of sentence, lexically
ambiguous
Haar zoon neemt nooit een bosje bloemen voor haar mee.

Omdat de zeis scherp is, kun je het riet goed snijden.
De ruin nam de hindernis met een fraaie sprong.
De beul lachte gemeen toen hij het touw doorhakte.
De vloot trok moedig ten strijde tegen de machtige vijand.
De draak kwam uit het hol waar de jonkvrouw zat.

De held doodde de slechte boef met een gericht schot.
Als het bal kort duurt, kunnen we geen tango dansen.

Als de wiek kort is, kan de molen sneller draaien.
Het paar danste verliefd door tot in de late uurtjes.

Met een lans stootte de ridder de vijand van het paard.

Omdat de geul smal was, voer de boot niet snel.

De kalk viel van de muur toen hij de deur dichtsloeg.
Bij deze sport moet de bal in het doel komen.
Mijn broer krijgt veel meer van mijn ouders dan ik.
In deze streek worden veel tulpen en lelies geteeld.

Matching fillers, closed target words, middle of sentence, lexically ambiguous
De renner die de toer reed, haalde de finish niet.
Van dat wiel is de spaak krom en de band lek.
De pijn in zijn buik kwam door een nieuw virus.
De jager liet het wild dteg,gn door zijn trouwe hond.
Door die harde val kneusde de jonge man zijn arm.
Volgens de dokter is die pil slecht voorje maag.

Ik vind je eerste naam mooi, maar de tweede niet.
Ze haalde de draad door de naald en begon te naaien.
De tocht was drie Jniil lang en duurde een uur.

Matching fillers, closed target words, beginning of sentence, unambiguous

(fee)
(gnoe)
(nou)
(krui)
(tree)
(vla)
(gnoe)

(boon)
(grtjs)
(tuin)
(peul)
(noot)
(taak)
(eeld)
(stal)
(piek)
(snaar)

(vloer)
(taak)
(struik)
(mild)
(dal)
(bril)
(braam)
(kwaad)
(sprjl)

(blauw)
(mie)
(tree)
(sprei)

(gans)
(peul)
(spalk)
(kort)
(vloer)
(beek)
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In die hut op de hei woont een oude man.
Die ene !g[f vliegt altud snel terug naar zijn til.
In een flits zag ik die bal de weg oprollen.

De monnik droeg zijn pii nooit in de grote stad.

Doordat haar ene dii kleiner is, loopt ze wat mank.
Als je met deze heu speelt maak je een carambole.
Ik kwam toch een vlo tese.n bij die grote hond.
Als je deze heerlijke brii niet eet, wordje ziek.

Catch-trials, open target words, end of sentence, lexically amhiguous
Zorg ervoor dat je het water voor de thee kookt.
We kunnen niet verder, omdat op de weg een kei liet.
Ze lusten wel hooi, maar het liefst eet het vee gras.

Als je iets wilt boetseren heb je wel klei nodis.

llr

Matching fillers, closed target words, middle of sentence, unarnbiguous
Met een fraaie duik belandde hij in het zwembad.
In elk dorp staat een kerls en een kleine kroeg.
Ik trakteer op een taart als ik de wedstrijd win.
Ik vind die vrucht lekker als hij sappig is.

Er wordt vooral wijn en bier op dit feest gedronken.

De eenden in deze sloot kwaken de hele dag door.
Zodra de bal op de stip ligt, begint de wedstrijd.
Een kast van dit soort hout is niet echt stevig.
Als je lang op de tocht staat, vat je kou.

Matching fillers, end of sentence, mixed
Het meisje vond de wesp eng, maar de bii lief.
Ik moet nog rijden, dus geef mij maar soa rood.
Na de zoveelste poging, gaf hij er de brui aan.

De boer staat elke ochtend voor dag en dauw op.
Voor deze kleine baby is deze nieuwe wieg sroot genoeg.

De dame vond haar kamer vuil en haar hal sto-ffig.
Hij vindt het niet leuk om naar school te gaan.

AIs ze ooit trouwen, gaan ze een groot @1geven.

(struik)
(werk)
(kaart)
(lucht)
(stier)
(noot)
(lip)
(fout)
(bocht)

(sprei)
(fa)
(krui)
(flauw)
(vlieg)
(stal)
(kool)
(beest)

(blauw)
(piek)
(gier)
(leem)
(spui)

(prut)
(kuif)
(sprits)

(sprjl)
(dok)
(neus)
(sta)
(flauw)

(snaak)
(krui)
(been)
(boon)

Catch-trials, open target words, beginning of sentence, lexically ambiguous
Nadat de buitien minuten had geduurd, brak de zon door.
Ik zig,niet veel in het donker zonder mijn bril.
Door die regen kan onze picknick niet meer doorgaan.
Als je zo met mensen omgaat, heb je weinig vrienden.
Zijn pa riidt in een dure auto met open dak.

Catch-trials, open target words, middle of sentence, lexically ambiguous
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Als we gaan slapen is het in de stee koud.

Catch-trials, open target words, beginning of sentence, unambiguous
Haar knie is door een draai bij het squashen verrekt.
Deze nieuwe thee is te slap en niet meer warm.
De oude spie viel door de schok uit de as.

De nieuwe vrouw van mijn baas is altud erg aardig.
Zijn oude keu brak na die harde stoot door midden.

Catch-trials, open target words, middle of sentence, unambiguous
*Ik kan echt geen touw aan dat verhaal vastknopen.
*Ik kwam die lui laatst nog tegen in de kroeg.
In dit lied is de g[voor mij te hoog.
We konden langs de tra het bos weer uitlopen.
De goede Sint zal dra op zijn wiue paard langskomen.

Catch-trials, open target words, end of sentence, unambiguous
*Als je zonder geld zit, heb je geen sou meer.
Hij vindt dat dat verlegen meisje wel erg blue is.

Ik vind dat die bazige vrouw een echte ka is.

Hij liep door de kerk met aan zijn ai de bruid.
Bij die Tiroolse dans moet je op je glji slaan.

Dat luik kriie ik niet meer dicht want het klemt.
Deze pauk klinkt niet zo goed samen met een orkest.

Deze laas srond is niet zo geschikt voor bloeiende planten.

Als deze teil leee is, kun je hem wel gebruiken.
De tolk kende de taal van de Turkse man niet.
Als de bel saat moet je de deur snel open doen.
*Dat je darm meters lang is, vind ik echt verbazend.

*Als de gelllgne heks slim is, tovert ze hem weg.
De rebel die de coupe pleesde, vluchtte het land uit.
Het water uit die oude kfgik kq.n je niet drinken.
Als vannacht de maan nieuw is, schrijf ik een gedicht.
Uit de lucht kan een valk koniinen en muizen zien.

Dat van een schaap de wol krult, maakt het spinnen lastig.

Omdat's avonds de lamn plots uitviel, zaten we in het donker

(gnoe)
(sta)
(nee)
(fout)
(leus)

(vla)
(kuil)
(stier)
(braam)
(mie)

(bloem)
(nou)
(krui)
(kwaad)
(tree)

(sneu)

(stok)
(nou)
(deeg)
(sprei)
(vaart)
(term)
(fee)

(tree)
(gnoe)
(spui)
(vraag)
(kolk)
(spalk)
(stomp)

(duim)
(taak)

Catch-trials, closed target words, beginning of sentence, lexically ambiguous

Catch-trials, closed target words, middle of sentence, lexically ambiguous

Catch-trials, closed target words, end of sentence, lexically ambiguous
Bij die surprise moet ik nog een leuk riim maken.

Kijk eens hoe handig dat jochie in die beuk klimt.
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Omdat hij weer in de file stond, was hij laat thuis.
*Als hij een nootje heeft gepakt, vliegt de mees snel weg.

De leraar van de klas vindt dat dit kind dom is.

Je kweekt buiten rode rozen en in de kas tulpen.
De kat werd boos toen het kind aan haar staart trok.

Catch-trials, closed target words, beginnig of sentence, unambiguous
Met een kam haal je die klit uit je haar.

Als de zon schijnt, gaan we morgen naar het park.
*Met zijn z'tteep maande de jockey het paard tot snelheid.

Die knul hangt elke dag daar op die hoek rond.
Mrjn vlucht naar Bonn gaat morgen vroeg om vijf uur.

Zo'n grote klomp goud is vast wel veel geld waard.

Omdat zijn hart zo zwak ik, kan hij niet meer sporten.

Catch-trials, closed target words, middle of sentence, unambiguous
Die band scoort vast een hit met dat mooie lied.
*Dit jaar was er een p[gg van muggen en vliegen.
Hij stak een peuk op en nam nog wat koffie.
*Als je er spiit van hebt, stuur dan een kaart.
Zij bleef met haar nieuwe iurk aan een tak hangen.

Pietje pakte de gele stift om de zon te tekenen.
Het scheepsmaatje moest de plecht van het schip boenen.

Catch-trials, closed target words, end of sentence, unambiguous
Aan de tak van die boom hangt een zwerrn bijen.
*De winnaar kreeg om zijn nek een gpte krans gehangen.

Mrjn oma wil altijd dat ik haar een zoen geef.

M,jn baas laat zijn deur altijd op een kier staan.

Het jochie was trots omdat hij een snpek had gevangen.

Stap op die fiets en hou het stuu,r goed vast!
Een moeder kan haar baby beter niet de llg geven.

u3

(vlo)
(drie)
(fort)
(tand)
(schaaf)

(klem)
(drie)
(tree)
(tree)
(prul)
(gans)
(vaart)

(boek)
(fa)
(sneu)
(mei)
(kurk)
(lip)
(lucht)

(braam)
(pro)
(bloes)
(boor)
(zoet)
(vla)
(mos)





Appendix B

Stimulus materials used in the rhyme-monitoring experiment presented in Chapter 4

Overview of the stimulus sentences used in the experiment described in Chapter 4.

Neutral sentences were also used in the experiments of Chapter 3. The minimal pairs

of word pairs containing the target words are presented before each set of sentences,

together with the cue words. Cloze scores for the contextually appropriate target
word are given in brackets after each sentence. The sentences are presented in the
following order:

l. Neutral
2. Sentential bias favouring open-syllable first word
3. Sentential bias favouring closed-syllable first word
4. Lexical priming bias favouring open-syllable first word
5. Lexical priming bias favouring open-syllable first word

B r ielb rief fijn' brie [cheesel/letter fi ne'
(mie' noedels', g r ief t grievance')
Zehad geen negatieve mening, dus ze vindt deze [brifern].
Ze krijgt graag iets van haar vrienden, dus ze vindt deze [brifern].
Ze vindt zulke luxe hapjes lekker, dus ze vindt deze [brifeln].
Zekrijgt graag post van haar vrienden, dus ze vindt deze [brifem].
Ze houdt veel van franse kazen, dus ze vindt deze [brifern].

EUijs slecht'egg I ice bad'
(sprei' bedsprea d', g rijs' grey')
Ik ben over het meeste wel tevreden, mair ik vind het [erslext].
Van die boer komen goede producten, maar ik vind het [elslext].
Deze route is goed gekozen, maar ik vind het [etslext].
Deze kip krijgt goede granen, maar ik vind het [elslext].
Deze winter kunnen we schaatsen, maar ik vind het [etslext].

(2.63)
(3.73)
( 1.63)
( 3.0e)

(4.0)
(4.0)
(2.ss)
(1.73)

Modmoes slecht'momlpulp bad'
(gnoe 'gnu', bloes thlouse')

Ze beoordeelt alles meestal positief, mauu ze vindt haar [muslext].
Het eten is vandaag weer goed gelukt, maar ze vindt haar [muslext]. (3.9)
De meeste mensen die ze kent zijn leuk, maar ze vindt haar [muslext]. (3.9)

De appels hebben niet te lang gekookt, maar ze vindt haar [muslext]. (2.82)
Haar vader is een heel goede vent, maar ze vindt haar [muslext]. (2.73)
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Prei/prijs scherp'leeklprice sharp
(mei'May', sprjs'food')
Ik vind hier de meeste dingen goed, maar ik vind de [prelsxerp].
Van die meubels is die tafel niet zo mooi, maar ik vind de [prer.sxerp]. (3.1S)
Ik vind dat mijn moeder reuzelekker kookt, maar ik vind de [prersxerp]. ( 3.9)
In die winkel zijn de meeste waren slecht, maar ik vind de [prelsxerp]. (1.63)
In die hartige taart zijn de meeste groenten mild, maar ik vind de [prer.sxerp].(3.2)

Redrace snel'roelrace quick'
(snee tcut', vlees tmeat')

Mijn vader heeft het mij weleens verteld, en daarom is de [resnel].
Op dit dier wordt door jagers geschoten, en daarom is de [resnel].
Hij heeft zijn tijd alweer verbeterd, en daarom is de [resnel].
Dit hertachtige dier kan in het bos hard lopen, en daarom is de [resnel].
Zij rijden op dit parcours met volbloed paarden, en daarom is de [resnel].

Reu/reus slim' male dog/giant smart'
(sneu'disappointing', neus tnose')

Ik vind dat iedereen daar dom is, maar ik vind de [rOshm].
Ik vind dat huisdieren meestal dom zijn, maar ik vind de [roshm].
Ik vind dat deze mensen dom zijn, maar ik vind de [roshm].
Ik vind dat in hun kennel de teven dom zijn, maar ik vind de [rOshm]. (1.82)
Ik vind dat in dat sprookje de kabouters dom zijn, maar ik vind de [r6shm].(2.82)

(4.0)
(3.73)
(3.0)
(2.1)

(3.64)
(3.e)

(4.0)
(4.0)
(2.5s)
(3.ss)

Wee/w e es ster k ( contraction/orphan strong'
(nee 'no', vfees tfeart)

Ze zit het meestal erg te overdrijven, en ze vindt de [westerk].
Ze voelt het door haar hele lichaam, en ze vindt de [westerk].
Op de straat leren die kinderen vechten, en ze vindt de [westerk].
Het meisje heeft haar eerste bevallinB, €n ze vindt de [westerk].
Die jongen is nu alleen op de wereld, en ze vindt de [westerk].

Z edze ef tijn'sealsieve fi ne'
(fee' fay', scheef ' oblique')
Als ik er echt iets over moet zeggen dan vind ik de [zefern].
Als ik een lange wandeling maak dan vind ik de [zefern].

We i/w ijf Jij n' m eadow/wife fine'
(mei 'May', schijf 'slice')
Die man heeft een nogal rare smaak, en daarom vindt-ie z'n [werfrar].
Die man vindt grote vlakten mooi, en daarom vindt-ie z'n [welfrar]. (3.73)
Die man vindt alle mensen mooi, en daarom vindt-ie z'n [werfrar]. (3.82)
Volgens de boer ligt het gras er mooi bij, en daarom vindt-ie z'n [werfrat]. {2.73)
Die man vindt bazige vrouwen mooi, en daarom vindt-ie z'n [werfrar]. (3.18)

(4.0)
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Als ik in de keuken aan het werk ben dan vind ik de [zefetn].
Als ik een dagje aan het strand ben dan vind ik de [zefern].
Als het meel nog door de gaatjes kan dan vind ik de [zefern].

Neutral sentence, short boundary consonant
Het kind droeg de pij(n) niet zonder problemen.

Die jongen laat zijn brij(n) niet goed werken.

Meestal is een hek(s) sterker dan je denkt.
Die man vindt zijn kin(d) dom, omdat er niks mee te beginnen is.

Neutral sentence, intermediate boundary consonant
Meestal is de kaf(t) donker en is de rest licht.
Iedereen vond het paar(d) dapper, behalve ik.
Je moet met je ma(ag) goed oppassen, dus wees voorzichtig.

Neutral sentence, Iong boundary consonant
Ik vind die zwarte teef fijn, maar die ander niet.
Ik moest nog eens goed kijken, omdat deze laan nieuw is.

Mrjn moeder vind een bijl link voor kleine kinderen.
Ik rijdt wat rond en mijn velg glimt in de zon.

De kleine vloot trok moedig ten strijde tegen de vijand.
Omdat mijn pa die luis slim vind, maakt hij er veel werk van.

t17

(3.e)
(2. r 8)
(2. r 8)

Filler Sentences

Overview of the filler sentences used in the experiment described in Chapter 4.

Target words are underlined and cue words are given in brackets.

Catch trials, no rhyming word in sentence.
Doordat langs de Maas de dij(k)klein is, stroomt hij vaak over. (krom)
De andere kat vond zijn staar(t) dreigend en vluchte de boom in. (mie)
Doordat hij zoveel eet, wordt zijn pen(s) stevig en dik. (lucht)
Ik vind de kou(s) stevig, maar mijn vriend vind van niet. (ham)
Het is tegenwoordig met de hel(d) droevig gesteld. (sjeik)
Volgens die arts is een pil(s) slecht voor de gezondheid. (vee)

In deze warne stee(k) kan ik lekker slapen. (itj)
De ander volgels aten graan, maar de pauw/s stapte trots in het rond. (tree)

Die vrouw moet haar hal(s) schrobben, want hij is behoorlijk vies. (leus)

Omdat de man een mes(t) droeg, werd hij gearresteerd. (beu)

Als bij het werk in de tuin de spa(ak) krom is, kun je hem niet gebruiken. (klei)

(trj)

0'i)
(nek)
(zin)

(staf)
(snaar)
(zaag)

(neef)
(traan)
(sprjl)
(telg)

(zo)
(trui)
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Biasing towards open word, short boundary consonant
Hij kwam aan met een groot schaap, maar ik wilde dat hij een lam(p) pakte. (gram)
Je moet de pui(n) niet nog eens verven, want dan wordt de laag te dik. (ui)

Volgens zwarle Piet is de roe(k) klein, maar ik vind hem groot.
Ik vind deze gemene ka(as) slecht, want ze is nooit aardig.

Biasing towards open word, intermediate boundary consonant
De honkballer vond de slag(t) droevig en het team verloor erdoor.
Bij tennis is de bal(k) klein, terwijl die bij voetbal groot is
Dat de klank van de bel(g) goed is, maakt dat hij duidelijk tehoren is.

Biasing towards open word, long boundary consonant
De preek van de pastoor was triest, dus ik vond de mist droevig.
Van alle bijen moet zo'n darm meestal het hardst werken.
Let op dat je niet struikelt, want zo'n valk kan erg naar zijn.

Ik vind praten met die ven(t) tof, want hij is altijd aardig.
In het bos is deze wol(f) fraai, maar in een hok niet.

Biasing towards closed word, intermediate houndary consonant
Die vreetzak vindt de koe(k) klein en wil hem niet delen.

Biasing towards closed word, short boundary consonant
Ik telde het geld nog eens na en vond dat de bui(t) toch nog groot was. (schuit)
Van die boom is de bas(t) dof door een gebrek aan water. (mast)

(broek)
(baas)

(das)
(kwal)
(cel)

(gist)
(warm)
(kalk)

(gen)
(tol)

(toe)
Je moet voor op de pannekoek wat stro(op) pakken, want dat vind ik lekker. (zo)

Biasing towards closed word, Iong boundary consonant
Als het mes van mijn zeis scherp is, is het koren snel gemaaid. (krUs)

Eenmaal weer thuis vond ze dat de reis schrikbarend lang was geworden. (grrjs)

Naast die kauw lijk de raaf fors, maar in de boom lijkt hij klein. (dra)
Ze vond van de leraar de slaag grof, en daarom diende ze een klacht in. (na)
Na dat dieet ben ik eindelijk slank, en zo vind ik mijn lijf fraai. (trj)
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Rhyme-monitoring data of Chapter 4: hits.

Observed logits of proportions of responses and fixed estimates of responses.

Table C.l. Logit scores calculated from the observed proportions of responses for sentences
biasing towards open and closed target words, which were preceded by open and closed cue
words, respectively. Proportions are broken down for consonant duration and sentence
context.

Sentence Context

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

0.24

-0.32

-1.r0

0.49

1.45

2.0e

2.44

r.59
0.90

1.82

3.18

2.94

3.48

2.44

1.45

2.75

3.48

4.60

Table C.2. Fixed effects estimates of the proportions of responses for sentences biasing
towards open and closed target words, which were preceded by open and closed cue words,
respectively. Proportions are broken down for consonant duration and sentence context.

Sentence Context

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

.63

.47

.28

.66

.85

o?

.95

.88

.80

.92

.97

.97

.97

.98

1.0

.98

.95

.84
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Estimated variances in units of logits for the number of responses obtained.

Table C.3. Estimated random variance componerts between listeners (level 2) in units of
logits. Standard error between brackets.

Short Intermediate Long

Short 0.18 (0.25)

lntermediate 0.08 (0.I9) 0.56 (0.29)

Long 0.28 (0.l8) -0.05 (0.20) 0.05 (0.25)
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Results of the contrast analyses of the rhyme-monitoring experiment of Chapter 4:
hils.

^tr' for contrasts comparing the estimated proportions of responses in the different
experimental conditions.

Table D.l. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained in each type of sentence context.
Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken together
and separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Neutral-Sentential
Neutral-Priming
Sentential-Priming

Simultaneous Contrasts

148. l5
4t0.67

55.99

47t.49

1 65.1 5

162.37

6.29

27t.36

35.08
245.02

56.41

249.38

Tabte D.2. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained for each consonant duration
condition. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken
together and separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Short-Intermediate
Short-Long

Intermediate-Long

Simultaneous Contrasts

0.01

14.21

14.85

21.31

1 1.03

22.17

54.17

62.48

7.8t
55.72

148.95

t55.22

Table D.3. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained for the interaction between sentence
context and consonant duration. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and
closed cue words taken together and separately. N: neutral, S : sentential, P: priming, Sh :
short, I: intermediate and L:Iong.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

N/S * Sh/I

N/S * Sh/L

N/S * VL
N/P * Sh/T

N/P * Sh/L

N/P * VL
Simultaneous Contrasts

0. l7
t.2a
0.42

0.91

22.30

37.87

60.12

0.41

0.04

0.32

0.13

1.04

0.66

2.22

0.00
t.47
1.04

0.91

68.64

67.74

t37.72
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Tabte D.4. X2 comparing logits of proportions obtained for the interactions between sentence
context and cue word, and between consonant duration and cue word. N : neutral, S :
sentential, P: priming, Sh: short, I : intermediate and L: long.

N/S * Open/Closed
N/P * Open/Closed

S/P * Open/Closed

Simultaneous Contrasts

5.04

7.82

16.71

t6.73

Sh/l * Open/Closed
Sh/L * Open/Closed

I/L * Open/Closed

Simultaneous Contrasts

t 8.76
l9l _ t3
80.1 7

208.84

Tabel D.5. X'comparing logits of proportions obtained for the interaction between sentence
context consonant duration and cue word. N: neutral, S : sentential, P: priming, Sh: short,
I : intermediate, L: long, O : open and C : closed.

N/S*I/Sh*O/C
N/S * t/L* OIC
N/P*I/Sh*O/C
N/P * UL* OIC
Simultaneous Contrasts

0.14

1.34

0.20
49.34

87.70

Table D.6. X'comparing logits of proportions obtained for the effect of sentence context in
word pairs with short, intermediate and long boundary consonants. Results of comparisons in
sentences preceded by open and closed cue words are given separately. N : neutral, S :
sentential and P : priming.

Open Cue Words Cue

Interm. Interm. Long

N_S
N_P
S_P
Sim. Contr.

S-I
S-L
I_L
Sim. Contr.

40.77

37.47

1.88

69.73

57.17

66.79

4.93

r00.37

86.68

99.79

r.36

13t.49

2.26

14.77

9.03

20.06

32.07

37.23

3.20

58.91

15.56

32.70

4.88

38.52

13.46 4,05

14.32 638.74

0.13 176.t3

23.80 814.28

Table D.7. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained for the effect of consonant duration in
neutral, sentential and priming sentence contexts. Results of comparisons in sentences
preceded by open and closed cue words are given separately. S : short, I : intermediate and L
: long.

Open Cue Words Closed Cue words

Biasing mlng rasrng mlng

9.30 5.s3

43.86 16.57

12.45 4.09

43.86 t732

t.03
4.1 r

0.0

6.26

0.34
219.82

t34.82
353.92



Appendix E

Rhyme-monitoring data of Chapter 4: response times.

Observed response times and standard deviations.

Table E.l. Mean response times (and standard errors in brackets) for sentences biasing
towards open and closed target words. Response times are broken down for consonant

duration and sentence context. N differs in each cell, and can be deduced from table C.l in
appendix C.

Sentence Context

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word
Short $4 e31 539 (16) 508 (16)
Intermediate 539 (27) 541 (18) 4it (16)
Long 530 (37) szo (20) 481 (le)

Closed Target Word

Short 503 (19) 506 (18) 480 (15)

Intermediare 528 (19) 538 (14) 492 (17)

Long ssO (16) s3l (16) 462 (14)





Appendix F

Results of the contrast analyses af the rhyme-monitoring experiment of Chapter 4:
response times.

X' for contrasts comparing the estimated mean response times in the different
experimental conditions.

Table F.1. X' comparing estimated mean response times in each type of sentence context.
Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken together
and separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Neutral-Sentential
Neutral-Priming
Sentential-Priming

Simultaneous Contrasts

8.75

57.77

34.58

72.48

7.38

33.4r

t7.23

40.36

1.07

22.47

13.t7
26.43

Table F.2. X'comparing estimated mean response times for each consonant duration. Results
of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken together and
separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Short-lntermediate

Short-Long

Intermediate-Long

Simultaneous Contrasts

r.02

0.0r

0.62

1.20

0.39

0.22

0.84

0.92

0.71

0.92

0.02

0.98

Table F.3. X' comparing estimated mean response times for the interaction between sentence

context and consonant duration. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and

closed cue words taken together and separately. N: neutral, S : Sentential, P : priming, Sh =
short, I = intermediate and L: long.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

N/S * Sh/I

N/S * Sh/L

N/S * I/L
N/P + Sh/I

N/P * Sh/L

N/P * VL
S imultaneous Contrasts

0.tr
t.74
r.16

0.06

0.44

0.21

2.08

1.50

4.88

1.58

0.46

2.09

0.79

5.52

1.30

l.66
0.05

0.32

1.84

0.92

3.04
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Table F.4. X'comparing estimated mean response times for the interactions between sentence
context and cue word, and between consonant duration and cue word. N : neutral, S :
sentential, p: priming, Sh : shorl, I : intermediate and L : long.

N/S * Open/Closed
N/P * Open/Closed

S/P * Open/Closed

S imu ltaneous Contrasts

Sh/l * OpeniClosed
Sh/L * Open/Closed

I/L t Open/Closed

Simultaneous Contrasts

3.27

7.37

1.05

7.39

0.00
0.80

0.81

0.96

Tabel F.5, X' comparing estimated mean response times for the interaction between sentence
context consonant duration and cue word. N : neutral, S : sentential, p: priming, Sh : short,
I: intermediate, L: long, O: open and C: closed.

N/S*I/Sh*O/C
N/S * UL* OtC
N/P*I/Sh*O/C
N/P * UL* OIC
S imultaneous Contrasts

11)
1.54

0.77

1.40

7.04

Table F.6. X'comparing estimated mean response times for the effect of sentence context in
word pairs with short, intermediate and long boundary consonants. Results of comparisons in
sentences preceded by open and closed cue words are given separately. N : neutral, S :
sentential and P : priming.

ue words

Short Interm. Long Short Interm. Long

N-S
N-P
S_P
Sim. Contr.

S_I
S-L
I_L
Sim. Contr.

Table F.7. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained for the effect of consonant duration in
neutral, biasing and priming sentence contexts. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded
by open and closed cue words are given separately. S : shott, I = intermediate and L : long.

Words Closed Cue words

Neu ial Priming

t6.07
29.55

5.12

30.73

0.93

1.45

0.19

1.74

4.30
16.47

7.87

18.97

0.65

5.l8
2.75

5.23

0.02

3.06

6.50

7.75

0.22

0.74

1.25

1.25

0.23

2.38

4.44

5.16

0.10 1.76

0.45 1.37

0.20 0.02

0.49 r.86

t.74 2.54
9.06 22.47

3.36 8.77

9.27 24.43

0.27
1.97

0.98

2.27



Appendix G

Results of the contrast analyses of the rlryme-monitoring experiment of Chapter 4:
variances of the response times.

Xz for contrasts comparing the estimated within-listeners variance in units of
response times in the different experimental conditions.

Table G.l. X' comparing estimated variances in each type of sentence context. Results of
comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken together and

separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Ne utral-Sentential
Neutral-Priming
Sentential-Priming

Simultaneous Contrasts

2.54
28.70

24.s6

44.26

4.67
22.34

12.27

29.47

1.32

7.40

15.51

18,06

Table G.2. X' comparing
comparisons in sentences

separately.

estimated variances in
preceded by open and

each consonant
closed cue words

duration. Results of
taken together and

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Short-Intermediate
Short-Long
Intermediate-Long

Simultaneous Contrasts

5.94

4.28

16.9

t7.56

0.65

23.15

18.14

23.84

34.88
38.4s

0.17

41.04

Table G.3. X'comparing estimated variances for the interaction between sentence context and

consonant duration. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue
wordstakentogetherandseparately.N:neutral,S:sentential,P:priming,Sh:short, I:
intermediate and L = long.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

N/S * Sh/I
N/S + Sh/L

N/S * UL

N/P * Sh/I

N/P * Sh/L

N/P * YL
Simultaneous Contrasts

0.45

6.29

4.53

6.1I
3.08

0.03

20.33

3.66

10.74

4.03

5.74

4.09

0.07

I 5.10

3.75

2.10

0.55

0.55

0.20

2.97

12.85
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Table G.4. X'comparing estimated variances for the interactions between sentence context
and cue word, and between consonant duration and cue word. N : neutral, S : sentential, P :
priming, Sh: short, I: intermediate and L: long.

N/S * Open/Closed
N/P * Open/Closed

S/P * Open/Closed

Simultaneous Contrasts

Sh/l * Open/Closed
Sh/L * Open/Closed

l[L + Open/Closed

Simultaneous Contrasts

s.92
12.58

1.37

t2.79

r4.53
46.83

17.83

47.62

Tabel G.5. X' comparing estimated variances for the interaction between sentence context
consonantdurationandcueword.N=neutral,S:sentential,P:priming,Sh=short, l=
intermediate, L = long, O : open and C: closed.

N/S*I/Sh*O/C
N/S * UL* OIC
N/P*I/Sh*O/C
N/P * ttL* OIC
Simultaneous Contrasts

6.91

3.13

3.30

0.45

15.53

Table G.6. X'comparing estimated variances for the effect of sentence context in word pairs
with short, intermediate and long boundary consonants. Results of comparisons in sentences
preceded by open and closed cue words are given separately. N : neutral, S : sentential and P
: priming.

Open Cue Words Closed Cue words

Interm.

N_S
N_P
S-P
Sim. Contr.

S_I
S_L
I_L
Sim. Contr.

Table GJ. X'comparing logits of proportions obtained for the effect of consonant duration in
neutral, biasing and priming sentence contexts. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded

and closed cue words are given y. S = short, I: intermediate and L:
Open Cue Cue

lng Neutra nmrng

22.87

32.78

6.62

36.81

1.48

0.00

0.84

1.76

4.88

6.l l
0. l6
6.t7

4.94

36.13

23.87

38.t9

t.2t
1.42

9.50

9.86

17.31

33.30

8.00

45.39

2.96

l.6l
9.82

9.98

6.58
6.08

0.03

7.18

0.80
0.47

0.05

0.84

2s.38
17.38

t.62
25.39

0.04
I 1.86

13.35

20.49

5.41

2t.65
7,53

24.71



Appendix H

Rhyme-monitoring data of Chqpter 4: hits with a reaction time of less than I 50 ms,

measuredfrom acoustic ffiet of the boundary consonant..

Observed logits of proportions of responses and fixed estimates of responses.

Table H.I. Logit scores calculated from the observed proportions of responses for sentences
biasing towards open and closed target words, which were preceded by open and closed cue
words, respectively. Proportions are broken down for consonant duration and sentence
context.

Sentence Context

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

-2.44

-2.09

-1,90

- 1.82

-0.99

-0.45

-1.32

-1.05

-0.71

- 1.05

-0.99

-0.08

-0.94

-0.45

-0.24

-0.7s

-0.12

0.20

Table H.2. Fixed effects estimates of the proportions of responses for sentences biasing
towards open and closed target words, which were preceded by open and closed cue words,
respectively. Proportions are broken down for consonant duration and sentence context.

Sentence Context

Neutral Sentential Priming

Open Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long
Closed Target Word

Short

Intermediate

Long

.08

.12

.13

.14

.26

.39

.20

.24

.31

.27

.29

.50

.28

.39

.46

.33

.47

.54
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Estimated variances in units of logits for the proportion of responses obtained.

Tsble H3. Estimated random variance components between listeners (level2) in units of
logits. Standard error between brackets.

Short Intermediate Long

Shon 0.72 (0.2t)
Intermediate l.l8 (0.15) 0.70 (0.18)

Lons t.02 (0.14) 1.04 (0-13) 0.s4 (0.15)



Appendix I

Results of the contrast analyses of the rhyme-monitoring experiment of Chapter 4:
hits.

X2 for contrasts comparing the estimated proportions of responses in the different
experimental conditions.

Table l.l. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained in each type of sentence context.
Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken together
and separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Neutral-Sentential
Neutral-Priming
Sentential-Priming

Simultaneous Contrasts

44.1I
131.03

28.s

13I.80

32.02

85.25

17.04

85.79

r0.23

37.1 8

9.09

37.28

Table 1.2. X'comparing logits of proportions obtained for each consonant duration. Results of
comparisons in sentences preceded by open and closed cue words taken together and

separately.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

Short-lntermediate

Short-Long

lntermediate-Long

Simultaneous Contrasts

20.6s

82.21

24.38

83.28

5.82

17.38

3.40

17.38

13.86

69.63

24.44

71.76

Table 1.3. X' comparing logits of proportions obtained for the interaction between sentence

context and consonant duration. Results of comparisons in sentences preceded by open and
closed cue words taken together and separately. N: neutral, S : sentential, P : priming, Sh :
short, I: intermediate and L: long.

Overall Open cue words Closed cue words

N/S * Sh/I

N/S * Sh/L

N/S + VL
N/P * ShiI

N/P * ShiL
NiP * VL

S imultaneous Contrasts

2.07
0.40

0.86

0.01

0.27

0.21

4.12

0.14
0.00

0.23

0.1I
0.35

0.07

1.05

3.44
Lt4
0.8s

0.31

2.30

l.l6
7.A2
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Table 1.4. X'comparing logits of proportions obtained for the interactions between sentence
context and cue word, and between consonant duration and cue word. N : neutral, S :
sentential, P: priming, Sh: short, I : intermediate and L = long.

N/S * Open/Closed
N/P * Open/Closed

S/P * Open/Closed

S imultaneous Contrasts

5.07

9.41

0.75

9.61

Sh/I * Open/Closed
Sh/L * OpeniClosed

I/L * Open/Closed

Simultaneous Contrasts

0.26
4.16

2.62

4.81

Tabel I.5. X2 comparing logits of proportions obtained for the interaction between sentence
context,consonantdurationandcueword.N:neutral,S:sentential,p:priming,S:short,
I : intermediate, L: long, O: open and C: closed.

N/S*t/Sh*O/C
N/S * UL* OIC
N/P*I/Sh+O/C
N/P * UL* OIC
Simultaneous Contrasts

0.81

0.96

0.39

0.81

3.14

Table 1.6. X'comparing logits of proportions obtained for the effect of sentence context in
word pairs with short, intermediate and long boundary consonants. Results of comparisons in
sentences preceded by open and closed cue words are given separately. N : neutral, S :
sentential and P: priming.

Open Cue ords Closed Cue words

Interm. Long nterm. Long

N_S
N_P
S_P
Sim. Contr.

10.07

20.84

2.70

20.85

9.?3

32.73

9.37

33.84

15.57

40.94

8. l2
4l.l I

8.68

t7.l I
1.67

t7.29

0.42

16.26

11.73

29.57

4.20
7.60

0.53

8.15
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Samenvatting

Bij de verwerking van een gesproken boodschap is de eerste taak van de luisteraar
om de uiting op te delen in woorden. Dit is geen eenvoudige taak, omdat de

afzonderlijke woorden meestal niet door pauzes gescheiden worden. Daardoor zijn
de woordgrenzen niet altijd makkelijk te vinden. Dit kan zelfs leiden tot
ambiguiteiten in het spraaksignaal: een fragment kan op meerder manieren in
woorden opgedeeld worden. Een voorbeeld van zo'n lexicaal ambigu fragment is de

frase [dipm]. Dit fragment kan zowel gesegmenteerd worden in de woorden die en

pin, als in de woorden diep en in. Zulke ambiguileiten ontstaan vaak als gevolg van
een fonologisch proces. Door deletie van de grensconsonant kan bijvoorbeeld het
fragment [hafa] geinterpreteerd worden als haasje en als haast je.

Ondanks de ambiguiteit worden deze fragmenten meestal correct gesegmenteerd.

Daarvoor kan de luisteraar gebruik maken van akoestische aanwijzingen in het
signaal. Daarnaast kan hU gebruik maken van semantische informatie in de

voorafgaande spraak. Eerder onderzoek naar de rol van akoestische en semantische

informatie tijdens het herkennen van woorden geeft nog geen duidelijkheid over hoe

en wenneer beide typen informatie precies bijdragen aan het segmentatie- en

herkenningsproces. Het doel van het hier gepresenteerde onderzoek is om daar meer

inzicht in te krijgen. Daarvoor richt het zich op twee vragen. De eerste vraag is of de

akoestische aanwijzingen in het signaal altijd beslissend zijn voor het woord of het
woordpaar dat herkend wordt, ook wanneer er (misschien wel conflicterende)
semantische informatie in de zin zit. De tweede vraag heeft te maken met het
moment waarop informatie in de zinscontext aangrijpt: is dit voor- of pas nadat een

segmentatie geselecteerd kan worden op basis van de akoestische informatie?
Om deze vragen te beantwoorden werd een experiment opgezet dat gebruik

maakt van lexicale ambiguiteiten die ontstaan als gevolg van het fonologische
proces van degeminatie. Degeminatie houdt in dat 66n van twee identieke en direct
na elkaar komende consonanten wegvalt in de oppervlakte-representatie. Als gevolg
van degeminatie kan het fragment [zefern], met een enkele grensconsonant [f],
geinterpreteerd worden als zee fijn en als zeef fijn. ln het eerste geval is de enkele
consonant in de oppervlakte-representatie het gevolg van een enkele consonant in de

onderliggende vorrn, in het tweede geval van een gedegemineerde dubbele

consonant. De dubbele grensconsonant hoeft echter niet altijd zo ver verkort te
worden dat hij niet meer te onderscheiden is van een enkele consonant. Een relatief
lange grensconsonant vormt een duidelijke aanwijzing voor de aanwezigheid van

twee consonanten in de foneemreeks. Het spraakfragment kan dan alleen tn zeef en

fijn gesegmenteerd worden. In het experiment werden zowel ambigue woordparen
met relatief korte grensconsonanten gebruikt als onambigue woordparen met lange

grensconsonanten. Naast de akoestische informatie werd ook de hoeveelheid
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semantische informatie in de voorafgaande zin gevarieerd. Woordparen met korte en

lange grensconsonanten werden ingebed in zinnen die semantisch neutraal waren,
maar ook in zinnen die edn interpretatie aannemelijker maakten.

De taak die voor dit experiment geselecteerd werd, was rijm-monitoring. In deze
taak wordt de luisteraar gevraagd zo snel mogelijk op een knop te drukken zodra hij
een woord in de zin hoort dat rijmt op een eerder gespecificeerd woord. De taak
werd gekozen omdat deze meet tijdens de verwerking van de fragmenten. Bovendien
geeft het informatie over welke segmentatie gemaakt is. Dit gebeurt op de volgende
manier. Wanneer het fragment [zefern] wordt aangeboden, en het specificatiewoord
isfee, dan geeft een gegeven responsie aan dat het woord zee en dus de segmentatie
zee fijn herkend is. Zee en fee rijmen immers op elkaar. Wanneer geen responsie
gegeven is, dan is waarschijnlijk het woord zeef en de segmentatie zeeffijn gehoord,

omdatfee en zeef niet rijmen. Informatie over de gemaakte segmentatie is belangrijk
om te bepalen of de akoestische dan wel de contextuele informatie doorslaggevend
is geweest voor de waargenomen segmentatie.

Voordat dit experiment daadwerkelijk werd uitgevoerd, zijn er eerst een aantal
andere experimenten opgezet om de taak en het materiaal te testen op hun
geschiktheid. In hoofdstuk 2 stond de rijm-monitoring taak centraal. Er werd
onderzocht of de taak niet te gevoelig is voor het gebruik van taakspecifieke
strategieen die de resultaten kunnen beihvloeden. Daamaast werd getest of de
reactietijden in lexicaal ambigue fragmenten kort genoeg zrjn. Erg langzame
responsies kunnen beinvloed zijn door bewuste, postperceptieve processen. De taak
meet dan niet meer direct tijdens de verwerking van de woordparen. De
doelwoorden in dit experiment konden wel of niet deel uitmaken van een lexicaal
ambigu fragment, en ze werden ingebed in zinnen die een woord bevatten dat aan dit
doelwoord gerelateerd was. Dit type zinscontext heeft een automatische effect
tijdens de herkenning van woorden. Wanneer de resultaten van het rijm-monitoring
experiment niet worden beinvloed door taakspecifieke strategieEn, dan moet een

effect van deze zinscontext ook in dit experiment gevonden worden.
De doelwoorden werden minder snel gedetecteerd wanneer ze ingebed waren in

een lexicaal ambigu woordpaar. Bovendien werd n 90% van de gevallen een

doelwoord herkend dat consistent was met de context. Hieruit werd geconcludeerd

dat de resultaten niet in emstige mate beihvloed worden door taakspecifieke
strategieEn. Bovendien waren de reactietijden ook voor doelwoorden in lexicaal
ambigue fragmenten relatief snel. Dit betekent dat de taak geschikt is voor de

doeleinden van dit onderzoek. Echter, de resultaten laten ook zien dat er een

voorkeur is voor het herkennen van rijmende woorden. In ongeveer l0o4 van de

gevallen werd een doelwoord herkend dat rijmt op het specificatiewoord, maar dat
niet consistent is met de sterk sturende context. Dit percentage kan oplopen tot 32%o.

Deze voorkeur voor rijmende woorden is waarschijnlijk het resultaat van een

strategie van drempelverlaging. Omdat luisteraars in de rijm-monitoring taak
gevraagd wordt om woorden te zoeken die rijmen op het specificatiewoord,
concentreren zij zich daar ook op. De herkenningsdrempels van alle rijmende
woorden worden vervolgens verlaagd, waardoor deze woorden een grotere kans
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hebben om herkend te worden. Dit kan ook worden voorgesteld als een verhoging
van de activatieniveaus van deze rijmende woorden. Naast een voorkeur voor
rijmende woorden werd ook een voorkeur gevonden voor woorden die bestaan uit
een gesloten lettergreep (eindigend op een consonant). Reactietijden voor deze

woorden waren korter, en als een rijmend woord herkend werd dat niet paste in de

context, was dit vaker een gesloten dan een open doelwoord. Brj de interpretatie van

de resultaten van het eerder beschreven rijm-monitoring experiment moet met deze

effecten rekening worden gehouden.

In hoofdstuk 3 werden drie experimenten beschreven die het gekozen materiaal

onderzochten op geschiktheid. Er werd onderzocht of de woordparen inderdaad
perceptief ambigu zijn als de grensconsonant kort is. Daamaast werd de assumptie
getoetst dat een lange consonant een duidelijke aanwijzing vormt voor de

aanwezigheid van een geminaat in de foneemreeks wanneer er geen semantische
informatie in de zin aanwezig is. Het eerste experiment onderzocht of degeminatie
daadwerkelijk voorkomt wanneer de geselecteerde woordparen voorgelezen worden,
en of dit leidt tot ambiguileiten voor de luisteraars. De resultaten van een gedwongen

twee'keuze-experiment lieten zien dat luisteraars de woordparen niet correct konden

segmenteren. Een woordpaar met een enkele of een dubbele grensconsonant, dus

met een open of een gesloten eerste woord, werd in ongeveer de helft van de

gevallen herkend, ongeacht de bedoelingen van de spreker. Dit betekent dat beide

interpretaties actief waren, en dat de luisteraars moesten gokken welke segmentatie
gezegd was.

Het tweede experiment onderzocht of door verlenging van de grensconsonant de

luisteraars duidelijk een geminaat gaan horen. Daartoe werd een continuum
gecre€erd waarin de duur van de grensconsonant varieerde van heel kort tot heel

lang. De luisteraars werd gevraagd om telkens aan te geven of ze een woordpaar met

een enkele of een dubbele grensconsonant hadden gehoord. Wanneer de

grensconsonant erg lang was, werd in de grote meerderheid van de gevallen
inderdaad een dubbele grensconsonant gehoord. Een korte grensconsonant werd in
het merendeel van de gevallen als een enkele consonant geinterpreteerd. Op basis

van deze resultaten werd geconcludeerd dat onambigue woordparen met een dubbele
grensconsonant inderdaad gecre€erd kunnen worden.

In het derde en laatste experiment van hoofdstuk 3 werden eerst drie versies van

elk woordpaar geselecteerd: 66n met een erg korte grensconsonant, 6en met een erg

lange consonant, en ddn met een consonantduur die tussen deze twee duren in lag. In
een gating-experiment werd opnieuw getest of de woordparen met een korte
grensconsonant maximaal ambigu zijn voor de luisteraars, en of de woordparen met
een lange grensconsonant onambigu zrjn. Na volledige presentatie van het

woordpaar met de korte grensconsonant werden een interpretatie met een enkele en

een dubbele consonant ongeveer even vaak gehoord. Dit resultaat bevestigt opnieuw
de ambiguiteit van deze woordparen. Wanneer de grensconsonant erg lang was,

werd in ongeveer 95o/o van de gevallen een woordpaar met een dubbele

grensconsonant herkend. Dit betekent dat deze fragmenten inderdaad onambigu zijn.
De woordparen met de tussenliggende consonant zijn niet compleet ambigu; een
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woordpaar met een dubbele grensconsonant wordt vaker herkend dan een woordpaar
met een enkele consonant. De assumpties met betrekking tot het materiaal werden
hier dus opnieuw bevestigd. De resultaten van het gating experiment laten ook zien
dat de woordparen vrijwel meteen na de grensconsonant geisoleerd kunnen worden.
Dit suggereert dat 6en segmentatie al geselecteerd kan worden direct na de ambigue
grensconsonant.

In hoofdstuk 4 werd het hoofdexperiment uitgevoerd dat eerder al werd
beschreven. Dit leidde tot de volgende resultaten. Waar het de waargenomen
segmentatie betreft, werd vaker een woordpaar met een dubbele grensconsonant en

dus met een gesloten doelwoord waargenomen als de grensconsonant lang was.
Tegelijkertijd werden er meer contextueel consistente woordparen herkend naarmate
de voorafgaande zin meer semantische informatie bevatte, ook wanneer de
akoestische informatie in conflict was met die semantische informatie. Dit betekent
dat zinscontext vaak beslissend was voor de waargenomen segmentatie. Eenzelfde
effect van zinscontext werd gevonden in heel snelle responsies, die gemaakt werden
binnen 150 ms na het einde van de grensconsonant. Deze responsies zijn
waarschijnlijk geihitieerd nog voordat de temporele informatie in de grensconsonant
geanalyseerd is. Op dat moment zijn beide interpretaties nog consistent met de
akoestische informatie. Dit suggereert dat de semantische informatie in de zin al van
invloed was tijdens het selectiestadium. Tenslotte werden woorden in een sturende
context sneller herkend dan woorden in een neutrale context. Dit gold echter alleen
als een contextueel consistent open doelwoord herkend werd. De afwezigheid van
een contexteffect als een contextueel consistent gesloten doelwoord herkend werd, is
waarschijnlijk een gevolg van de eerder gevonden voorkeur voor gesloten woorden.

Hoofdstuk 5 geeft een interpretatie van deze data. Het probeert te bepalen welk
van de bestaande modellen voor woordherkenning de gevonden resultaten het best
kan verklaren. De resultaten passen bij een model waarin zinscontext al van invloed
is tijdens het selectiestadium, en waarin duidelijke akoestische informatie niet altijd
het belangrijkst is voor woordperceptie. Het interactieve TRACE model voldoet
precies aan deze criteria. De resultaten kunnen echter even goed verklaard worden
door het hybride Shortlist model, indien de experimentele gegevens volgens dat
model worden geihterpreteerd. Dit model incorporeert ook een vroeg effect van
context, maar geeft tegelijkertijd prioriteit aan duidelijke akoestische informatie. Dat
dit laatste niet gevonden werd in het experiment van hoofdstuk 4 komt gedeeltelijk
doordat er veel snelle responsies waren, die al geinitieerd waren voordat de

disambiguerende akoestische informatie gehoord was. Duidelijke akoestische
informatie kan in die gevallen nooit prioriteit hebben. Vooral wanneer er een
sturende context aanwezig is, heeft de luisteraar al snel het idee dat hij weet welk
woord gezegd is. Dit leidt tot meer snelle responsies in sterker sturende contexten.
Deze snelle, contextueel consistente responsies dragen ook bij tot de algemene
resultaten. Daarnaast kan de onzekerheid van de luisteraar over de duidelijkheid van

de duurcue in het Shortlist vertaald worden door aan te nemen dat de lange
grensconsonant niet altijd in een dubbele consonant geparseerd wordt. Ook is het
mogelijk dat de lange consonant leidt tot een foneemklasse die tussen een enkele en
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een dubbele grensconsonant in ligt, om zo aan te geven dat de consonant langer is
dan normaal, maar dat de luisteraar niet zeker is of de spreker ook twee consonanten
heeft gezegd. De resultaten sluiten wel alle autonome modellen uit. Hierin grijpt de

zinscontext pas aan op een moment dat €dn lexicale hypothese al geselecteerd kan
zijn op basis van alleen de akoestische informatie.

Concluderend kan gezegd worden dat minder duidelijke akoestische informatie
dan het veranderen van 6dn foneem in het andere niet altijd doorslaggevend is voor
de waargenomen segmentatie wanneer er ook een sturende zinscontext aanwezig is.

Daarnaast laten de resultaten zien dat zinscontext een vroeg effect heeft tijdens het
proces van woordherkenning. Zinscontext grUpt aan op een moment dat de

beschikbare akoestische informatie nog bij meer dan 6dn lexicale oplossing past.
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